
Category NOLA Series Title Episode Title Length Airdate Service Format CountOfFormat Segment Length Description
Abortion APOC  004146 Amanpour and Company Episode 146 60 minutes 01/20/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:20 The reality of motherhood is different for everyone. Our next guest shared her own experience in a powerfully honest New York Times Magazine article: “The Abortion I Didn’t Have.” Merritt Tierce was 19 years old when she became pregnant. She says the experience broke her, but also in many ways gave her back her life — as she discusses with Michel Martin.
American History/Biography AMEX  002007 American Experience Roberto Clemente 60 minutes 01/25/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Baseball great Roberto Clemente's talent and inimitable style drew legions of fans, but as this American Experience production reveals, he was more than an exceptional baseball player. He was also a committed humanitarian who challenged racial discrimination and worked for social justice.
American History/Biography FIYO  000801 Finding Your Roots Hidden in the Genes 60 minutes 01/04/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps Rebecca Hall and Lee Daniels solve family mysteries through DNA detective work, illuminating both history and their own identities.
American History/Biography FIYO  000802 Finding Your Roots Activists Roots 60 minutes 01/11/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. welcomes Brittany Packnett Cunningham and Anita Hill, two guests who made profound sacrifices for social justice, and helps them discover the ancestors who made sacrifices for them.
American History/Biography FIYO  000804 Finding Your Roots Things We Don't Discuss 60 minutes 01/25/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. works with Pamela Adlon and Kathryn Hahn, two guests whose family trees were obscured by scandals, to discover the truth about their ancestors.
American History/Biography MLNH  013437 PBS NewsHour Episode 137 60 minutes 01/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:06 Oscar-winning actor Sidney Poitier has died at the age of 94. Poitier transformed how Black characters were portrayed on screen and became the first Black actor to win an Academy Award for best lead performance. Throughout his life, the star carved a path for generations of black actors to come. Geoff Bennett looks back at his life and legacy.
Arts APOC  004146 Amanpour and Company Episode 146 60 minutes 01/20/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:59 The new film “Parallel Mothers” reunites Oscar-winning actress Penélope Cruz with the much-honored director Pedro Almodóvar. The film follows two accidental mothers immersed in love, lies, deep loss, and historical memory. The film is getting rave reviews, and Cruz herself won Best Actress at the Venice Film Festival. She speaks with Christiane about the film and motherhood.
Arts APOC  004152 Amanpour and Company Episode 152 60 minutes 01/28/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:11 The new film “Don’t Look Up” follows two scientists begging the powers that be to take action to avoid a world-ending disaster – only for their please to fall on deaf ears. Three-time Oscar winner Meryl Streep occupies the Oval Office as President Orlean. She joins Christiane alongside director Adam McKay.
Arts MLNH  013438 PBS NewsHour Episode 138 60 minutes 01/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:34 Eleven years ago this past weekend, on Jan. 8, a gunman opened fire at a political event in Arizona. That moment in 2011 underscored both the dangerous divisions and the epidemic of gun violence in America. Stephanie Sy visits Tucson, where a Jan. 8 memorial is steeped in symbolism starting with its location. It's part of our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Arts MLNH  013440 PBS NewsHour Episode 140 60 minutes 01/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:34 Rebecca Hall has been on-screen since age 10, but in her new film "Passing" she steps into the director role for the first time. It is based on a novel that was written in 1929 by Nella Lawson at the height of the Harlem Renaissance. Hall shares her Brief But Spectacular take on "Passing" and on her own racial identity as part of our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Arts MLNH  013442 PBS NewsHour Episode 142 60 minutes 01/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:21 Vincent van Gogh is the quintessential art-world phenomenon, both for his artistic creations and life story. But now, he's everywhere, in a new way: the center of a boom in immersive art experiences. Jeffrey Brown reports for our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Arts MLNH  013446 PBS NewsHour Episode 146 60 minutes 01/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:58 Climate change and comedy might not seem like a natural pairing, but a new film combines the two to create a parable about how our society is responding to the climate crisis. William Brangham recently spoke to Adam McKay, director of comedies like “Anchorman,” “Vice” and “The Big Short,” about his latest hit, “Don’t Look Up.” This report is part of our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Arts MLNH  013447 PBS NewsHour Episode 147 60 minutes 01/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:43 Individual ingenuity has become a hallmark of the pandemic with artists producing an array of creative in-person and virtual innovations. Special correspondent Cat Wise has the story of how one San Francisco artist stepped in to help out during the early days and soon found a new calling. This report is part of our art and culture series, CANVAS.
Arts MLNH  013447 PBS NewsHour Episode 147 60 minutes 01/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:42 Since childhood, Jess T. Dugan has recognized the power of photography in documenting the world around them. As they grew into their gender identity, they began using photography and portraits to capture not only their own life, but the lives of other queer people. Tonight, Dugan shares their Brief But Spectacular take on representation and the power of portraiture.
Arts MLNH  013448 PBS NewsHour Episode 148 60 minutes 01/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:18 As COVID-19 rages this winter, the Miami City Ballet continues to dance, preparing to perform “Swan Lake” in February, under the careful eye of celebrated choreographer Alexei Ratmansky. Jeffrey Brown spent a day with Ratmansky and dancers to see how they’ve brought this traditional ballet going back to its rediscovered historical roots. This report is for our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Arts NOPS  000103 No Passport Required Chicago 60 minutes 01/15/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson visits the city's longstanding Mexican community -- the second largest in the U.S. -- to learn about its heritage and cuisine. He tastes tacos de cecina and grilled nopales, and learns the secrets of mole sauce from a master.
Arts NOPS  000105 No Passport Required Miami 60 minutes 01/29/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson explores the cuisine, culture and history of the Haitian community. From tropical, tangy soursop ice cream to mamba spread to soupe joumou and deep-fried pate korde, Marcus eats his way through Haiti's culinary classics.
Arts PNWE  001656 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 56 30 minutes 01/09/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:07:23 As founder and frontwoman of seminal bands Bikini Kill and Le Tigre, Kathleen Hanna led the way for countless artists looking to meld art and activism. NewsHour Weekend’s Christopher Booker reports on how the punk rock legend inspired generations of musicians and feminists.
Arts PNWE  001657 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 57 30 minutes 01/15/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:24 This month would have been Alvin Ailey’s 91st birthday; the celebrated modern dance visionary died in 1989. Decades later, his choreography is as vibrant as ever and his company, the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater remains as innovative. Christopher Booker spoke with the company’s artistic director Robert Battle about Ailey’s legacy.
Arts PNWE  001660 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 60 30 minutes 01/23/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:07:22 Since his earliest days on the mic, DMC, the co-founder of what many consider to be the greatest rap group of all time, has offered countless rhymes and tales—about what it was to be a kid from Queens who wore big glasses, loved reading books, and learned above all else, the importance and power of being yourself. So for Darryl ‘DMC’ McDaniels, writing a children’s book came naturally—and offered the chance to help the next generation. Christopher Booker reports.
Arts PNWE  001662 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 62 30 minutes 01/30/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:06:24 Singer-songwriter Tori Amos usually takes a trip for inspiration when she begins a new record—but these last couple years, that was not in the cards. She speaks with NewsHour Weekend’s Christopher Booker about writing through the pandemic, and how staying in one place forced her to face and process the loss of her mother – with an intensity, she says, she was not prepared for.
Business/Industry MLNH  013433 PBS NewsHour Episode 133 60 minutes 01/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:26 President Joe Biden held a virtual meeting with farmers Monday to discuss strategies to increase competition and combat rising prices for meat. With bigger farms taking over a larger share of the market overall, many smaller dairy farms are also at a crossroads where they have to adapt or call it quits. From Milwaukee PBS and the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Rick Barret reports from Wisconsin.
Business/Industry MLNH  013444 PBS NewsHour Episode 144 60 minutes 01/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:36 Microsoft announced plans Tuesday to buy Activision Blizzard — a huge leader in game development — in a deal valued at $75 billion. But the acquisition comes with significant issues. There have been numerous allegations of sexual misconduct in the Activision workplace. Geoff Bennett looks at those concerns and others behind the deal.
Business/Industry MLNH  013450 PBS NewsHour Episode 150 60 minutes 01/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:40 A key part of the Biden administration's plan to distribute free COVID tests depends heavily on the United States Postal Service. White House officials say that effort is going well, with tens of millions of tests now being shipped. But the U.S. Postal Service remains under intense scrutiny for its service, delivery, its finances and how its workforce is dealing with COVID. Geoff Bennett reports.
Community Politics, Government INLE  002015 Independent Lens Charm City 90 minutes 01/29/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Meet a group of Baltimore citizens, police and government officials as they cope with the consequences of three years of unparalleled violence. With grit, fury and compassion, they're trying to reclaim their city's future.
Community Politics, Government MLNH  013447 PBS NewsHour Episode 147 60 minutes 01/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:44 In our news wrap Friday, a federal judge in Texas blocked nationwide enforcement of a COVID-19 vaccine mandate for federal workers. Anti-abortion groups held their annual rally in Washington, D.C., buoyed by hopes of an abortion rights rollback. Rebels in Yemen say a Saudi coalition airstrike killed at least 70 inmates at a prison. Rock star Meat Loaf's fans are mourning after his death Thursday.
Community Politics, Government PNWE  001658 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 58 30 minutes 01/16/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:07:54 Several states across the country have redrawn legislative districts on the basis of the 2020 census. In Michigan, the lines were drawn for the first time by an independent commission made up of citizens. NewsHour Weekend's Christopher Booker has an update to our report from there, and Hari Sreenivasan speaks with Adam Podowitz-Thomas, senior legal strategist at the Princeton Gerrymandering Project.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementINLE  002013 Independent Lens Tre Maison Dasan 90 minutes 01/08/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Explore the lives of Tre, Maison and Dasan, three of the estimated one in 14 American children with a parent in prison. Take an emotional look at relationships tested by separation and the challenges of growing up with a parent behind bars.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementINLE  002015 Independent Lens Charm City 90 minutes 01/29/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Meet a group of Baltimore citizens, police and government officials as they cope with the consequences of three years of unparalleled violence. With grit, fury and compassion, they're trying to reclaim their city's future.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013433 PBS NewsHour Episode 133 60 minutes 01/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:18 As rioters breached the Capitol's perimeter last January, Capitol Police Officers like Brian Sicknick tried pushing back the crowd to protect the building and the lawmakers. Pro-Trump rioters sprayed him with a chemical. He collapsed later that evening, suffered two strokes and died the next day, at the age of 42. Judy Woodruff speaks with Sandra Garza, who was with Sicknick for 11 years.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013434 PBS NewsHour Episode 134 60 minutes 01/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:30 Police officers were on the frontlines defending the United States Capitol on Jan. 6. For many of them, and even the Capitol Police force as a whole, the year since has been difficult. Officers like Harry Dunn are still recovering from the emotional scars sustained that day. Others, like Capitol Police Sergeant Aquilino Gonell, are still recovering from the physical toll. Lisa Desjardins reports.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013434 PBS NewsHour Episode 134 60 minutes 01/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:55 Elizabeth Holmes, founder of the blood testing company Theranos and a one-time darling of Silicon Valley, has been convicted of fraud. The verdict came down Monday night in the closely watched case and trial that rippled beyond the tech world. Stephanie Sy gets an assessment of the verdict.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013436 PBS NewsHour Episode 136 60 minutes 01/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:40 Congress is still investigating the origins and planning behind last year's insurrection on Jan. 6 — the most violent assault on the United States Capitol since the British attack during the war of 1812. Amna Nawaz takes a look back at the historic and deadly events of that day.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013436 PBS NewsHour Episode 136 60 minutes 01/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:54 While the disturbing scenes of the Jan. 6 insurrection were captured by witnesses and the media, many unknowns still exist. Among them, the actions of President Donald Trump who was silent for more than three hours. The bipartisan House committee investigating the attack aims to find out why. Mississippi Rep. Bennie Thompson, a Democrat who chairs the committee, joins Judy Woodruff with more.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013437 PBS NewsHour Episode 137 60 minutes 01/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:58 In our news wrap Friday, three white men convicted of chasing and murdering Ahmaud Arbery in Georgia were sentenced to life in prison. A Michigan judge refused to lower the bond penalty for the parents of a teenager who allegedly killed 4 students at his high school. The number of children under 5 who are hospitalized in the U.S. after testing positive for COVID-19 continues to sharply.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013439 PBS NewsHour Episode 139 60 minutes 01/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:26 Tuesday marked 20 years since the military detention facility at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba opened. Since Jan. 11, 2002, it’s been one of the most enduring symbols of the United States' war on terror. But it's also a symbol of government waste and mismanagement, and a legacy of torture. Amna Nawaz looks back at the facility's two decades, and what's to come, with Carol Rosenberg of The New York Time.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013440 PBS NewsHour Episode 140 60 minutes 01/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:21 On Thursday in a German courtroom, a verdict will be rendered in the world's first trial against a high-ranking former officer in the Syrian regime for crimes against humanity. Anwar Ruslan was in charge of interrogations in a government prison and stands accused of overseeing mass torture, rape and killing. For Reveal and PBS NewsHour, Adithya Sambamurthy and Luna Watfa report.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013441 PBS NewsHour Episode 141 60 minutes 01/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:47 In our news wrap Thursday, a court in Germany convicted a former Syrian secret police officer for crimes against humanity and sentenced him to life in prison over the torture of more than 4,000 detainees, the top House Republican defended his refusal to cooperate with Jan. 6 probe, and the Republican National Committee plans to forbid presidential nominees from participating in election debates.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013441 PBS NewsHour Episode 141 60 minutes 01/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:12 The most serious federal charges yet in the Jan. 6 insurrection were unsealed Thursday. The leader of the Oath Keepers, a right-wing paramilitary group, and 10 of his members were charged with seditious conspiracy for attempting to overthrow the U.S. government. Kathleen Belew, assistant professor of history at University Chicago and the author of "Bring the War Home," joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013445 PBS NewsHour Episode 145 60 minutes 01/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:18 The University of Michigan has reached a $490 million settlement with former athletes and students who say they were sexually abused over decades by long-time university physician, Dr. Robert Anderson. Anderson died in 2008. Last year, a university-commissioned investigation concluded that Anderson “engaged in a pervasive, decades-long destructive pattern of sexual misconduct.” John Yang reports.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013446 PBS NewsHour Episode 146 60 minutes 01/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:16 Jury selection began Thursday in the federal trial of three former Minneapolis police officers charged in the killing of George Floyd. The charges and issues in this federal trial are different from those in the earlier state trial that ended in the conviction of Derek Chauvin. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro and John Yang report.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013450 PBS NewsHour Episode 150 60 minutes 01/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:39 People across Europe, Israel, and the world are preparing to mark international Holocaust Remembrance Day Thursday, commemorating millions of European Jews killed by Nazi Germany. The day was created in 2005 by the United Nations to sustain public awareness, which studies show has rapidly declined. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro shows one creative attempt to educate younger generations.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013451 PBS NewsHour Episode 151 60 minutes 01/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:27 Recent shootings in New York City have spotlighted a troubling rise in gun violence and homicide across the country. Amna Nawaz reports on why violent crime has increased and how cities can prevent it.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001661 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 61 30 minutes 01/29/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:28 This week marked International Holocaust Remembrance Day to honor the six million Jews killed in the Holocaust. The genocide was also the topic for “Hear Me Out,” a series by LA Times Studios that expands on letters to the editor. In this episode, Trevor Jackson, a photographer documenting Holocaust survivors stories meets his great aunt who escaped Nazi Germany.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001662 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 62 30 minutes 01/30/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:05:16 This week, President Biden is traveling to New York City to meet Mayor Eric Adams in the wake of a shooting that killed two NYC police officers. With crime rates including murder, lootings and shootings going up nationwide over the last two years, ‘law and order’ has become an important issue for the Biden administration heading into mid term elections later this year. Special Correspondent Jeff Greenfield joins.
Culture APOC  004133 Amanpour and Company Episode 133 60 minutes 01/03/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Can we learn to live with COVID-19? Important studies point to the Omicron variant being less severe. The funeral for Archbishop Desmond Tutu took place on New Year’s Day. One of Tutu’s good friends, Graça Machel, joins the show for an exclusive interview. Andrea Elliott’s new book “Invisible Child” chronicles seven years in the life of a homeless girl named Dasani in Brooklyn.



Culture APOC  004139 Amanpour and Company Episode 139 60 minutes 01/11/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 The evolution of journalism has known many challenges, up to and including the current flood of misinformation. Journalist Carl Bernstein has seen it all on his career path from copy boy to Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter who helped break the Watergate scandal. He revisits that journey in his new book, “Chasing History.” He discusses the issues that threaten our culture and our politics today.
Culture APOC  004141 Amanpour and Company Episode 141 60 minutes 01/13/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Michael Phelps speaks about the upcoming Olympics and his struggles with mental health. Max Foster discusses Britain’s Prince Andrew, who has been stripped of his military titles and his royal patronages. Dmitri Trenin gives insight into Russia’s next moves. Dale Weeks died after waiting 15 days for specialized care; his daughter blames the unvaccinated COVID-19 patients.
Culture APOC  004149 Amanpour and Company Episode 149 60 minutes 01/25/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Antisemitism is on the rise globally, including right here in the U.S. Jonathan Greenblatt, CEO of the Anti-Defamation League, addresses the issue in his new book, “It Could Happen Here.” He joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss how we can strike back against hate. The interview is part of Exploring Hate, our ongoing series on antisemitism, racism and extremism.
Culture APOC  004152 Amanpour and Company Episode 152 60 minutes 01/28/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:53 Comic-director W. Kamau Bell explores Bill Cosby's life and work, weighing his actions against his indisputable influence through interviews with comedians, cultural commentators, journalists and women who share their personal encounters with him.
Culture FLRT  000101 The Food Flirts Burger Meets Dosa 30 minutes 01/03/22 01:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Follow the Brass sisters as they tackle their burger bucket list, then "flirt" their way into an Indian kitchen to uncover the mystique of Indian dosa. After some careful experimentation in their home kitchen, they serve up a  cheeseburger dosa.
Culture FLRT  000102 The Food Flirts Pastrami Meets Ramen 30 minutes 01/18/22 02:30:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Join the sisters as they learn how artisan pastrami is crafted, take a ramen noodle and broth-making lesson, teach viewers about the Jewish comfort food noodle kugel and then give birth to the pastrami ramen noodle kugel.
Culture FRON  004002 FRONTLINE American Insurrection 90 minutes 01/04/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Investigating the rising threat of far-right violence in America. With ProPublica, exposing the individuals and ideologies behind a wave of crimes, culminating in the attack on the Capitol.
Culture INLE  002012 Independent Lens People's Republic of Desire 90 minutes 01/03/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Meet a generation of young people in China who have come of age online, where virtual relationships are replacing real-life connections. Both the wealthy and the poor gather in online showrooms to worship idols who sing karaoke or host talk shows.
Culture MLNH  013445 PBS NewsHour Episode 145 60 minutes 01/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:17 André Leon Talley, the towering former creative director and editor-at-large of Vogue magazine, has died. He had a front row seat to fashion shows around the world, and provided his readers a lens into that world through his writing. Jeffrey Brown has our appreciation of Talley as part of our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Culture MLNH  013452 PBS NewsHour Episode 152 60 minutes 01/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:36 Last year, comedian Bill Cosby's 2018 sexual assault conviction was overturned by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, which found prosecutors had improperly used a deposition where Cosby admitted to drugging women. A new documentary series looks at allegations against Cosby, and his role as a major figure in American cultural history. Jeffrey Brown reports for our art and culture series, CANVAS.
Culture MLNH  013453 PBS NewsHour Episode 153 60 minutes 01/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:02 The popular audio streaming service Spotify has come under fire for hosting the podcaster Joe Rogan, who’s spread COVID misinformation to millions. After two high-profile musicians took their music off Spotify in protest, the platform has announced reforms. William Brangham reports.
Culture MLNH  013453 PBS NewsHour Episode 153 60 minutes 01/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:00 Academy Award-winning actor Javier Bardem has never shied away from challenging roles, including in his latest film "Being the Ricardos." Jeffrey Brown spoke to him as part of our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Culture NOPS  000101 No Passport Required Detroit 60 minutes 01/01/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Join chef Marcus Samuelsson to explore the culture and flavor of Detroit's Middle Eastern community. Marcus shares a meal with a Syrian refugee family, eats falafel, learns how to make Iraqi bread, and attends an amazing 700-person Lebanese wedding.
Culture NOPS  000102 No Passport Required New Orleans 60 minutes 01/08/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson discovers how Vietnamese cuisine and culture have influenced the city in delicious ways. From pho to banh mi, he learns how young chefs are taking culinary traditions and translating them for a new, multicultural generation.
Culture NOPS  000103 No Passport Required Chicago 60 minutes 01/15/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson visits the city's longstanding Mexican community -- the second largest in the U.S. -- to learn about its heritage and cuisine. He tastes tacos de cecina and grilled nopales, and learns the secrets of mole sauce from a master.
Culture NOPS  000104 No Passport Required Queens, NYC 60 minutes 01/22/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson goes inside the Indo-Guyanese community to explore its roots and cuisine. Marcus eats Trinidadian roti, visits a cross-cultural bush cook, plays cricket and learns how to make a traditional Guyanese chicken curry.
Culture NOPS  000105 No Passport Required Miami 60 minutes 01/29/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson explores the cuisine, culture and history of the Haitian community. From tropical, tangy soursop ice cream to mamba spread to soupe joumou and deep-fried pate korde, Marcus eats his way through Haiti's culinary classics.
Culture NOVA  004415 NOVA Secrets of the Forbidden City 60 minutes 01/02/22 01:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Discover the ingenious engineering of Beijing's Forbidden City, the power center of imperial China for nearly 500 years. Discover how the design of this vast complex of palaces and temples enabled it to survive centuries of earthquake shocks.
Culture NOVA  004822 NOVA Ancient Maya Metropolis 60 minutes 01/26/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Around 800 CE, the ancient Maya abandoned the magnificent cities they had lived in for centuries. NOVA investigates dramatic new scientific evidence for droughts that pushed cities already stressed by overpopulation and warfare beyond their limits.
Culture PNWE  001662 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 62 30 minutes 01/30/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:19 The city of Londonderry in Northern Ireland is marking the 50th anniversary of Bloody Sunday, when British troops fired on unarmed civil rights marchers, killing 13. Friends and family of those killed gathered on Sunday in remembrance. The massacre, one of the worst in British history, was one of the most defining events of the Northern Irish conflict, fueling decades of violence in the region. ITV correspondent Neil Connery reports.
Culture TTCY  003045 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 45 30 minutes 01/07/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:30 Incivility in America: One year after the Capitol Insurrection, we examine why incivility is on the rise in the country. The Lost Daughter: A new Netflix movie looks at women who are not natural mothers. PANEL: Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-DC), Ann Stone, Lara Brown, Rina Shah
Economy MLNH  013440 PBS NewsHour Episode 140 60 minutes 01/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:46 The last time inflation rose 7 percent annually was back in 1982 and the latest consumer price report shows costs are continuing to spike. That is presenting real questions for the Federal Reserve, which is tasked with promoting stable prices. Mary Daly, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco who also sits on the committee that decides interest rates, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013444 PBS NewsHour Episode 144 60 minutes 01/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:01 For Turkey, 2021 was marked by a free-falling currency, the lira, and record-high inflation. The government’s monetary policy has sent the country into economic turmoil, and as Nick Schifrin reports, soaring prices have hurt Turks from all walks of life.
Economy MLNH  013448 PBS NewsHour Episode 148 60 minutes 01/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:02 At one point Monday, the Dow Jones was down more than a thousand points and the S&P 500, which is a wider gauge of the stock market, fell into correction territory — a drop of 10 percent from its previous high. All of the major indexes finished on a positive note, but are down since the start of the year. Amna Nawaz discusses with economist Dana Peterson of the think tank The Conference Board.
Economy MLNH  013450 PBS NewsHour Episode 150 60 minutes 01/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:16 In our news wrap Wednesday, the secretary general of the United Nations sounded a dire warning about Afghanistan. The Federal Reserve is ready to ratchet up interest rates in a bid to beat back inflation. The city of San Jose, California, has adopted the nation's first law to make gun owners carry liability insurance.
Economy MLNH  013450 PBS NewsHour Episode 150 60 minutes 01/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:43 The Federal Reserve is shifting its approach to the economy and monetary policy. It's a major change after holding interest rates at near zero levels. Given the pandemic, it's not without its own risks. But the Fed chairman said the state of the economy required changing course. Lisa Desjardins begins the report, with more from Greg Ip, chief economics commentator for The Wall Street Journal.
Economy MLNH  013451 PBS NewsHour Episode 151 60 minutes 01/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:20 In our news wrap Thursday, the U.S. economy rebounded strongly in 2021, with the best growth since 1984. Russia said there's little room for optimism after the U.S. rejected its security demands, but said dialogue on Ukraine is still possible. The Pentagon put out new guidance on limiting civilian casualties from air strikes.
Economy PNWE  001656 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 56 30 minutes 01/09/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:20 Several cities across America including Hudson, New York, Stockton, California, and Gary, Indiana have piloted monthly guaranteed income programs to help those in need. NewsHour Weekend’s Zachary Green speaks to Natalie Foster, Co-Chair of the Economic Security Project about cash policies and whether America should expand its welfare programs to bridge inequality.
Economy PNWE  001659 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 59 30 minutes 01/22/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:40 Mississippi is the only state in the nation without a law requiring equal pay for women—but that could be about to change. Ivette Feliciano sits down with Cassandra Welchlin, Executive Director of the Mississippi Black Women’s Roundtable, to discuss her team’s push for equal-pay legislation, and the current status of Mississippi’s equal pay bill.
Education FLMH  000531 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Eva Moskowitz 30 minutes 01/28/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:45 Success Academy CEO Eva Moskowitz makes the case for school choice as her network of charter schools in NYC outperforms schools across the state. She discusses the role of teachers unions, education reform proposals and the impact of the pandemic.
Education MLNH  013434 PBS NewsHour Episode 134 60 minutes 01/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:49 Out of nearly 100,000 public schools in the United States, more than 90 percent are back to in-person classes. But concerns over the spread of COVID has led some districts to close for the first two weeks of this new year, and move to virtual learning. Judy Woodruff takes a look at what's behind those decisions with chief Washington correspondent, Geoff Bennett.
Education MLNH  013439 PBS NewsHour Episode 139 60 minutes 01/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:50 With the spread of omicron exacerbating staffing shortages, returning to school after winter break has been a significant struggle in many parts of the country. The overwhelming number of districts are back in person, but some have gone virtual for a few weeks. And, as Stephanie Sy reports, the biggest battle over whether to return to in-person learning has been playing out in Chicago.
Education MLNH  013442 PBS NewsHour Episode 142 60 minutes 01/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:52 Most of the nation’s nearly 100,000 public schools are open. But as the omicron surge continues, some districts are struggling to keep in-person learning going. Boston Public Schools have been operating in person since last spring, though a high number of cases are raising concerns about whether there will be enough teachers and staff. Stephanie Sy reports on how the district is faring.
Education MLNH  013448 PBS NewsHour Episode 148 60 minutes 01/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:01 The past two years of this pandemic have been especially difficult for students, who have experienced major disruptions to both their education and social lives. In a special program that premieres Tuesday, NewsHour's Student Reporting Labs team is exploring how many young people are dealing with the new normal. Here's a look at how one teacher has taken an unconventional approach to learning.
Education MLNH  013451 PBS NewsHour Episode 151 60 minutes 01/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:07 Syria is in the throes of conflict. In the northeast, Syrian Kurdish forces are fighting ISIS militants who forced a prison break last week. It’s the largest recent ISIS resurgence. The president and his Russian allies are continuing airstrikes in Northwest Idlib province. But Syrian children are determined to pursue their education, video journalist Abddulrazaq Alshani found. Ali Rogin reports.
Employment FLMH  000530 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Episode 30 30 minutes 01/21/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Former PepsiCo CEO Indra Nooyi discusses her rise up America’s corporate ladder after emigrating from India. She also weighs in on the future of the workplace, the care economy and the role companies should play in addressing problems in society.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersBIPA  000102 Big Pacific Violent 60 minutes 01/12/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Plunge into the Pacific with researchers and cinematographers and see the ocean’s rare and dazzling creatures in a way never before seen on television. Filmed in cinematic 4K, the program examines an ocean that covers a third of the Earth’s surface.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersBIPA  000103 Big Pacific Voracious 60 minutes 01/19/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 See how the challenge of finding food drives all life in the Pacific. Meet a destructive army of mouths, a killer with a hundred mouths and the biggest mouth in the ocean. For creatures large and small, every mouthful counts.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersBIPA  000104 Big Pacific Passionate 60 minutes 01/26/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 See how the quest to multiply has spawned a stunning array of unusual behaviors and adaptations. View forest penguins with a tenuous marriage and the secret rendezvous of great white sharks, and hear the tale of male pregnancy.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersCCFA  000000 Climate Change - The Facts NULL 60 minutes 01/02/22 03:00:00 AM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 After one of the hottest years on record, Sir David Attenborough looks at the science of climate change and potential solutions to this global threat. Interviews with some of the world’s leading climate scientists explore recent extreme weather conditions such as unprecedented storms and catastrophic wildfires. They also reveal what dangerous levels of climate change could mean for both human populations and the natural world in the future.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersEAEM  000000 Earth Emergency NULL 60 minutes 01/02/22 02:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Explore how environmental feedback loops are amplifying global warming and what we can do about it. Narrated by Richard Gere, this revealing film asks whether we are approaching a point of no return or if we have the will and vision to act now.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013442 PBS NewsHour Episode 142 60 minutes 01/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:23 The worst drought in decades is gripping eastern Africa -- parching landscapes, killing livestock and creating a humanitarian crisis. Driven by climate change, it's also leading to civil strife, as shepherding communities battle each other for scarce resources. Special correspondent Jack Hewson and producer Georgina Smith report from the Wajir province of northern Kenya.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013443 PBS NewsHour Episode 143 60 minutes 01/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:57 Australia and New Zealand sent out surveillance flights to Tonga Monday, in the wake of an enormous undersea volcano eruption on Saturday. Communication with the South Pacific island chain remains largely cut off, but there is word of significant damage. Nick Schifrin reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013444 PBS NewsHour Episode 144 60 minutes 01/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:45 The first satellite images of the Pacific nation of Tonga after Saturday's volcanic eruption emerged Tuesday. The photos show the islands coated in ash. Despite the violent explosion, the Tongan government has reported just three deaths. The status of two smaller islands in its chain is still unknown. John Yang takes a closer look at the science behind the volcano, its explosion and aftermath.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013449 PBS NewsHour Episode 149 60 minutes 01/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:50 As the impact of climate change grows, so does the risk of ever larger and more frequent wildfires. No state knows that better than California. But the Golden State is also grappling with the role of one of the country's largest utilities in the matter, and whether the company will do what's needed to prevent or stop fires. Stephanie Sy explores.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013451 PBS NewsHour Episode 151 60 minutes 01/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:07 It's been seven weeks since a series of ferocious tornadoes tore through Western Kentucky and surrounding areas, killing 90 people, and making hundreds more homeless. Kentucky’s governor, and President Joe Biden, have promised whatever is needed to rebuild. William Brangham recently returned to the town of Mayfield, and found a community struggling to get back on its feet.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013452 PBS NewsHour Episode 152 60 minutes 01/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:58 President Joe Biden has made tackling climate change a central piece of his agenda. He's secured more money for renewable energy and proposed tougher regulations on carbon and methane emissions. But it's been a more complicated story when it comes to drilling for oil and gas. William Brangham has a look at how that's playing out.



Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003611 Nature Living Volcanoes on Nature 60 minutes 01/05/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Uncover the variety of activity, both human and natural, that occurs on the slopes of active volcanoes. See the surprising number of animals that survive and thrive alongside these fiery natural phenomena.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNOVA  004820 NOVA Butterfly Blueprints 60 minutes 01/12/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 NOVA investigates the hidden scientific secrets of butterflies that reveal them as smarter and more resilient than we ever imagined, and explores how they're inspiring cutting-edge technical innovations.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001653 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 53 30 minutes 01/01/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:14 Like Flint before it, Benton Harbor, Michigan, is in the midst of a water crisis. The water flowing through the city’s pipes and into homes is not safe to consume because of the risk of lead exposure. There are more than 9,000 residents in this small community, most of them Black. More than 40% of residents live below the poverty line. But while locals wait for a long term solution, many in the Benton Harbor community are stepping up to help, including delivering bottled water door to door. Michael Hill reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001658 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 58 30 minutes 01/16/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:09:25 Iraq is at the frontlines of the climate crisis, with temperatures rising twice as fast as the global average. It’s also a major oil producer and the world’s second largest offender of gas flaring, a process that releases CO2. Special Correspondent Simona Foltyn reports as part of our ongoing series, “Peril & Promise: The Challenge of Climate Change.”
Health/Health Care AMDO  003412 POV Not Going Quietly 90 minutes 01/24/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 A rising star in progressive politics and new father, Ady Barkan’s life is upended when he is diagnosed with ALS. After a chance encounter with a powerful Senator on an airplane catapults him to fame, Ady and a motley crew of activists ignite a once-in-a-generation movement for universal healthcare, in a journey that transforms his belief in what is possible for the country and for his family.
Health/Health Care APOC  004132 Amanpour and Company Episode 132 60 minutes 01/01/22 12:00:00 AM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:00:00 Ava DuVernay discusses her new Netflix series “Colin in Black and White.” “The Premonition” author Michael Lewis reflects on losing his daughter to a car accident. Journalist Greg Zuckerman discusses his book “A Shot to Save the World” and the decades of research that went into the COVID-19 vaccine.
Health/Health Care APOC  004134 Amanpour and Company Episode 134 60 minutes 01/04/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:27 The Omicron variant is surging in almost all 50 states. For those who have tested positive but are asymptomatic, the CDC has shortened the isolation period from 10 days to five. Ed Yong, science writer for The Atlantic, tells Walter Isaacson how this policy change could have a significant impact on U.S. healthcare.
Health/Health Care APOC  004138 Amanpour and Company Episode 138 60 minutes 01/10/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:07 As the Omicron variant has pushed U.S. hospitalizations toward a record high, a group of doctors has called for the Biden administration to adopt a “new normal” approach, as advocated in three recent opinion articles. Among these experts is a former member of President Biden’s transition COVID-19 advisory board, Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel. He joins the program to explain how the White House should pivot.
Health/Health Care APOC  004148 Amanpour and Company Episode 148 60 minutes 01/24/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:16:33 Among the groups disproportionately affected by COVID-19 are the poor, the disabled, and the immunocompromised. Matthew Cortland is a lawyer and policy expert who has faced challenges with Crohn’s disease. Cortland joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss just how the pandemic is affecting the disabled community.
Health/Health Care APOC  004150 Amanpour and Company Episode 150 60 minutes 01/26/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:44 Norwegian Prime Minister Jonas Gahr Støre discusses the Ukraine crisis. Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla gives an update on vaccine developments and global health. Philosopher and director Bernard-Henri Lévy discusses his new film “The Will to See.”
Health/Health Care FLMH  000529 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Episode 29 30 minutes 01/14/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Author and anchor Fareed Zakaria discusses the lessons of Covid-19 as the world enters the third year of the pandemic; Zakaria, who as a student brought William F. Buckley Jr. to Yale, also discusses threats to democracy at home and abroad.
Health/Health Care FRON  003909 Frontline China's COVID Secrets 90 minutes 01/25/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 The untold story of the beginning of the coronavirus pandemic and how China responded. Chinese scientists and doctors, international disease experts and health officials reveal missed opportunities to suppress the outbreak and lessons for the world.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013433 PBS NewsHour Episode 133 60 minutes 01/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:02 COVID continues to spread quickly throughout the U.S. on the first Monday of the new year, forcing airlines and businesses to limit operations as many workers are falling ill or testing positive. The surge from the omicron variant is disrupting back-to-school plans in many communities as well. Amna Nawaz reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013433 PBS NewsHour Episode 133 60 minutes 01/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:43 Millions of Americans have new federal protections from unexpected medical costs if they see a doctor they did not choose and who doesn’t accept their insurance. For years, the price tag from surprise medical bills could range from hundreds of dollars to tens of thousands. But a new law that took effect at the start of the new year changes that. Jeffrey Brown explains.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013435 PBS NewsHour Episode 135 60 minutes 01/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:34 The omicron variant now accounts for 95 percent of COVID cases in the United States. Public health officials say its effects are milder than the delta variant, but omicron’s high transmissibility is still sending large numbers of people into the hospital. William Brangham has an update from one particularly hard-hit state — Louisiana.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013436 PBS NewsHour Episode 136 60 minutes 01/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:17 In our news wrap Thursday, COVID-19 caused a record 9.5 million new infections worldwide over the past week — nearly all involving the omicron variant. The United States Postal Service asked for a 120-day delay of the federal vaccine mandate for large employers. New violence erupted in Kazakhstan, with police killing dozens of rioters. Stocks struggled again to make any headway on Wall Street.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013438 PBS NewsHour Episode 138 60 minutes 01/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:06 In our news wrap Monday, the Biden administration said private insurers will be required to cover up to eight at-home COVID tests per month starting Saturday, the U.S. advises against travel to Canada amid COVID spike, death toll from a Bronx fire lowered to 17, Kazakhstan's government says protests are under control, and Myanmar's Aung San Suu Kyi was sentenced to four more years in prison.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013438 PBS NewsHour Episode 138 60 minutes 01/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:29 The latest guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on isolation and testing for COVID-19 has received intense pushback. Many health experts are now criticizing what the CDC has said and how its officials have said it. This includes the American Medical Association, which issued a strong rebuke. Dr. Gerald Harmon, president of the AMA, joins Williams Brangham to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013439 PBS NewsHour Episode 139 60 minutes 01/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:13 During Tuesday's congressional hearing about the pandemic, there were tough criticisms of the Biden administration and the lack of available testing. Biden has announced plans to ramp up the response, from requiring insurers to pay for rapid at-home testing to making 500 million tests available. Thomas Inglesby, senior advisor to the White House COVID team, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013439 PBS NewsHour Episode 139 60 minutes 01/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:39 Chinese authorities locked down after discovering two cases of omicron in Anyang, a city of 5.5 million people about 300 miles outside Beijing. It’s the third Chinese city now in lockdown and comes less than a month before the Beijing Olympics. These lockdowns are tests of China’s zero-COVID policy, which authorities have called a success. But critics ask: at what cost? Nick Schifrin reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013440 PBS NewsHour Episode 140 60 minutes 01/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:28 The Biden administration is pressing to ship more COVID test kits to schools amid growing criticism of shortages as infections pile up nationwide. But for hospitals dealing with the surge the worst is far from over. In the city of Rochester in New York state, hospitals are so over capacity and under-staffed that many are asking ambulances to take patients elsewhere. William Brangham reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013442 PBS NewsHour Episode 142 60 minutes 01/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:30 President Biden on Friday announced free tests to help combat the rapidly spreading omicron variant. But the surge is battering hospitals and stretching some to capacity, with COVID hospitalizations jumping 179 percent in the past two weeks. William Brangham reports, and speaks with Dr. Rajan Garg, ICU medical director at Methodist Hospital of Southern California, to learn more.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013443 PBS NewsHour Episode 143 60 minutes 01/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:17 A shortage of COVID testing has been a major problem across the country. Beginning this Wednesday, people will be able to order free at-home rapid tests from a government website. While the site's launch is being anticipated, many people also have concerns about those tests, and other key guidance being given right now. Nicole Ellis looks at some of these basic questions.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013444 PBS NewsHour Episode 144 60 minutes 01/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:55 COVID-19 cases are surging in many parts of the country with nearly 800,000 new cases a day. Hospitalizations and deaths are up significantly compared to two weeks ago. There are close to 140,000 people currently admitted to a hospital with confirmed COVID, and the country is reporting more than 1,700 deaths a day. We look into growing calls to alter the country's pandemic response strategy.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013449 PBS NewsHour Episode 149 60 minutes 01/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:16 In our news wrap Tuesday, Pfizer began a clinical trial of an updated COVID-19 vaccine designed to ward off the highly contagious omicron variant. The International Monetary Fund slashed its growth forecast citing the omicron variant and other factors. London's Metropolitan Police Service will investigate gatherings held at Prime Minister Boris Johnson's offices during a COVID lockdown in 2020.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013449 PBS NewsHour Episode 149 60 minutes 01/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:28 The highly contagious omicron variant has brought new daily COVID-19 case numbers to record highs this month. The magnitude of infections have again left many hospitals under tremendous pressure and on the brink. In Texas, where just 58 percent of the state is fully vaccinated, hospitalizations have risen dramatically — by 80 percent in some cities like San Antonio. Amna Nawaz reports.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013451 PBS NewsHour Episode 151 60 minutes 01/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:21 Moderna and Pfizer announced they are moving forward with trials of a new booster designed to guard specifically against omicron. This comes as the CDC reported Thursday that a third shot of either of those vaccines substantially reduced the risk of hospitalizations among people with weakened immune systems. Amna Nawaz speaks with a top Moderna scientist about several key vaccine questions.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013453 PBS NewsHour Episode 153 60 minutes 01/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:53 In our news wrap Monday, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration gave full approval to Moderna's vaccine against COVID-19, a federal judge rejects a plea deal on hate crimes charges for the man who killed Ahmaud Arbery, six historically Black universities contend with bomb threats, California moves to dismantle its death row, and the first Black NHL player will receive the Congressional Gold Medal.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013453 PBS NewsHour Episode 153 60 minutes 01/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:49 The pandemic continues to take a heavy toll, with the U.S. averaging more than 2,500 deaths per day. In Mississippi, where just 50 percent of the population is fully vaccinated, hospitalizations have soared and there are simply not enough nurses on hand. Lisa Desjardins spoke with Kelly Comebest, nurse manager in the emergency room at the Singing River Health System in Pascagoula, to learn more.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001657 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 57 30 minutes 01/15/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:58 Starting Saturday, private insurers are required to cover the cost of up to eight at-home testing kits, while those without insurance can get a free kit from the federal government. Meanwhile, COVID-19 cases rose by another 800,000 across the U.S. Hospitals are filling up even as deaths have risen at a slower pace. Dr. Jeremy Faust, an emergency room physician at Brigham and Women’s hospital joins from Boston.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001659 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 59 30 minutes 01/22/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:32 In order to expand testing access and help stop the spread of the omicron variant, the Biden administration announced this week that it would begin distributing millions of COVID-19 tests and masks to Americans for free. Infectious disease epidemiologist Jessica Malaty Rivera joins for more on the rollout of this plan and its potential impact, the latest public health recommendations, and what the future of COVID-19 may hold.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001660 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 60 30 minutes 01/23/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:34 Two years since the first lockdown in China, there have been great strides to combat COVID-19, but confusion and questions remain. From vaccinations to testing, to masking and how many days to isolate—there hasn’t always been clarity. More collaboration between the CDC and the FDA would help, says Joshua Sharfstein, professor at the Bloomberg School of Public Health at Johns Hopkins University.
Health/Health Care PNWE  001661 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 61 30 minutes 01/29/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:23 The Omicron-fueled surge is slowing down in many parts of the U.S., but is still setting records nationally and internationally. While new cases in Russia broke records, many cities around the world are seeing mass protests against vaccine mandates even as countries start easing restrictions. ProPublica’s reporter Caroline Chen joins to discuss.
Immigration/Refugees FIYO  000803 Finding Your Roots Children of Exile 60 minutes 01/04/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. retraces the ancestral journeys of David Chang and Raul Esparza, whose families fled their homelands, leading them to find lost parts of themselves along the way.
Immigration/Refugees INLE  002307 Independent Lens Missing in Brooks County 90 minutes 01/31/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:26:46 Migrants go missing in rural South Texas more than anywhere else in the U.S. For many families whose loved ones have disappeared after crossing the Mexico border, activist detective Eddie Canales is their last hope. Unlock the mysteries and confront the agonizing facts of life and death in Brooks County, 80 miles north of the border.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013441 PBS NewsHour Episode 141 60 minutes 01/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:23 Last year’s MacArthur Fellow recipients were among the most diverse since the foundation started giving the so-called “genius” awards 40 years ago. Two of the recent grantees are married Latino filmmakers, looking at migration and U.S. border policy. Jeffrey Brown visited them at their California home for our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013446 PBS NewsHour Episode 146 60 minutes 01/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:57 One year into President Joe Biden’s tenure, we take a look at the status of some of his key campaign promises surrounding immigration. President Biden came into office promising to undo the aggressive policies of the previous administration, and usher in a more humane approach. Amna Nawaz lays out how he’s doing on that front.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013448 PBS NewsHour Episode 148 60 minutes 01/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:30 Originally from Mexico City herself, Gaby Hernandez understands firsthand the challenges immigrants can face in the United States. As the executive director of the Long Beach Immigrants Rights Coalition in California, she empowers those in her community to push for better resources and protections at both the local and national level. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on immigrant justice.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000101 No Passport Required Detroit 60 minutes 01/01/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Join chef Marcus Samuelsson to explore the culture and flavor of Detroit's Middle Eastern community. Marcus shares a meal with a Syrian refugee family, eats falafel, learns how to make Iraqi bread, and attends an amazing 700-person Lebanese wedding.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000103 No Passport Required Chicago 60 minutes 01/15/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson visits the city's longstanding Mexican community -- the second largest in the U.S. -- to learn about its heritage and cuisine. He tastes tacos de cecina and grilled nopales, and learns the secrets of mole sauce from a master.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000104 No Passport Required Queens, NYC 60 minutes 01/22/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson goes inside the Indo-Guyanese community to explore its roots and cuisine. Marcus eats Trinidadian roti, visits a cross-cultural bush cook, plays cricket and learns how to make a traditional Guyanese chicken curry.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000105 No Passport Required Miami 60 minutes 01/29/22 04:00:00 PM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson explores the cuisine, culture and history of the Haitian community. From tropical, tangy soursop ice cream to mamba spread to soupe joumou and deep-fried pate korde, Marcus eats his way through Haiti's culinary classics.
Immigration/Refugees PNWE  001655 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 55 30 minutes 01/08/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:30 A new documentary called “The Facility,'' uses footage from a pay-per-minute video call app inside the now-shuttered Irwin County Detention Center to chronicle the experiences of migrants in the early months of the pandemic. At the time, the positivity rate in federal detention centers was 50%. The film has been shortlisted for an academy award. NewsHour Weekend’s Ivette Feliciano reports.
Immigration/Refugees TTCY  003046 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 46 30 minutes 01/14/22 04:30:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:31 We go in depth with Sen. Mazie Hirono, the Democrat from Hawaii, on her new book, "Heart of Fire: An Immigrant Daughter's Story." We also discuss politics, former president Trump, Asian-American discrimination, and other important issues.
Media INLE  002012 Independent Lens People's Republic of Desire 90 minutes 01/03/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Meet a generation of young people in China who have come of age online, where virtual relationships are replacing real-life connections. Both the wealthy and the poor gather in online showrooms to worship idols who sing karaoke or host talk shows.
Minorities/Civil Rights AMDO  003411 POV Unapologetic 90 minutes 01/01/22 03:30:00 AM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Meet Janaé and Bella, two fierce abolitionists whose upbringing and experiences shape their activism and views on Black liberation. Told through their lens, Unapologetic offers an inside look into the movement and ongoing work that transformed Chicago, from the police murder of Rekia Boyd to the election of mayor Lori Lightfoot.
Minorities/Civil Rights AMEX  002007 American Experience Roberto Clemente 60 minutes 01/25/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Baseball great Roberto Clemente's talent and inimitable style drew legions of fans, but as this American Experience production reveals, he was more than an exceptional baseball player. He was also a committed humanitarian who challenged racial discrimination and worked for social justice.



Minorities/Civil Rights APOC  004142 Amanpour and Company Episode 142 60 minutes 01/14/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:45 Sportscaster Mary Carillo discusses the Australian Open and Novak Djokovic. UK House of Lords member Helena Kennedy weighs in on developments in the Boris Johnson party scandal. Actors Laurence Fishburne and Frankie Faison reflect on Sidney Poitier’s legacy. Michael Li of the Brennan Center explains how gerrymandering is dividing the U.S.
Minorities/Civil Rights APOC  004145 Amanpour and Company Episode 145 60 minutes 01/19/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Laura Coates was a trial attorney in the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department, before becoming a prosecutor as assistant U.S. attorney for the District of Columbia. In her new book “Just Pursuit,” she reveals the reality of working as a Black woman within a legal system that is widely considered racist. She joins Michel Martin to discuss how the pursuit of justice can create injustice.
Minorities/Civil Rights INLE  002305 Independent Lens Home From School: The Children of Carlisle60 minutes 01/10/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Northern Arapaho tribal members travel from Wyoming to Pennsylvania to retrieve remains of three children who died at Carlisle Indian Industrial School in the 1880s.
Minorities/Civil Rights INLE  002306 Independent Lens A Reckoning in Boston 90 minutes 01/17/22 10:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 A white filmmaker sets out to document students of color enrolled in Boston’s Clemente Course in the Humanities. He finds out that when it comes to exploring the city’s history of racism and gentrification, it’s his own education he needs to reckon with.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013443 PBS NewsHour Episode 143 60 minutes 01/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:27 This weekend's events in Texas where four people were taken hostage at a synagogue have renewed concerns about potential targeting of groups and the threats of anti-Semitism. Amna Nawaz reports on how this latest anti-Semitic incident is impacting the Jewish community, and what it says about the state of hate in America more broadly.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013443 PBS NewsHour Episode 143 60 minutes 01/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:36 The Academy of Motion Pictures is best known for the Oscars, and for the controversy in recent years about the lack of diversity in its ranks and awards. Now the organization has opened a new museum in Los Angeles — said to be the largest in North America devoted to the art of filmmaking. Jeffrey Brown took a tour with one of its leaders for our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013444 PBS NewsHour Episode 144 60 minutes 01/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:27 Tania Maree Giordani founded NourishNYC, an organization that began with the goal of providing support to Black Lives Matter protests, and has grown to provide broader grassroots services to her community year-round. Tonight, she shares her Brief But Spectacular take on building a community based on love.
Minorities/Civil Rights PNWE  001654 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 54 30 minutes 01/02/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:07:59 In the wake of social justice protests in 2020, Newark, NJ, decided to remove a statue of Christopher Columbus. Now, a new monument to abolitionist and legendary Underground Railroad conductor Harriet Tubman is in the works. The monument will be an interactive space designed to engage with the community – and a visual marker for Tubman's connections to Newark and the Garden State. Michael Hill reports.
National Politics/Government APOC  004135 Amanpour and Company Episode 135 60 minutes 01/05/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Voting reform is at the top of VA Sen. Tim Kaine’s agenda. As COVID-19 surges once again, many are worried about potential damage to child development. Protesters in Kazakhstan have seized the country’s biggest airport; the president pledged to respond with “maximum toughness.” Bill Moyers and Kathleen Belew speak about Jan. 6th and the danger of another insurrection.
National Politics/Government APOC  004136 Amanpour and Company Episode 136 60 minutes 01/06/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:14 Yale philosophy professor Jason Stanley sees January 6, 2021 as part of a history of fascist impulses in American politics. This is the focus of his book “How Fascism Works: The Politics of Us and Them.” His latest article in The Guardian is titled “America is now in fascism’s legal phase.” Stanley speaks with Michel Martin about what he calls an “extremely critical moment” for democracy.
National Politics/Government APOC  004137 Amanpour and Company Episode 137 60 minutes 01/07/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 To examine Archbishop Tutu’s legacy and what justice really means, Christiane speaks with Eusebius McKaiser and Sergio Jaramillo. To discuss the Jan. 6th anniversary, democracy, and where America goes from here, Christiane speaks with Doris Kearns Goodwin and Timothy Snyder; Loretta J. Ross speaks with Michel Martin on whether January 6 provides an opportunity for reflection and healing.
National Politics/Government APOC  004140 Amanpour and Company Episode 140 60 minutes 01/12/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:17:11 U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman offers analysis of tensions between Russia and Ukraine. Journalist Tom McTague discusses recent calls for Boris Johnson’s resignation. State Senator Kathy Bernier (R-WI) explains how the Big Lie could come back to haunt her party. Whistleblower Frances Haugen explains how Facebook’s prioritization of “growth over safety” contributed to the Jan. 6 riot.
National Politics/Government APOC  004143 Amanpour and Company Episode 143 60 minutes 01/17/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 On this Martin Luther King Day, House Majority Whip James Clyburn tells Christiane why he’s not giving up on voting rights. Former U.S. diplomat Kurt Volker and German politician Norbert Roettgen to assess the situation regarding Russia and Ukraine. Investigative reporter Azmat Khan says flawed intelligence and imprecise targeting caused the deaths of thousands.
National Politics/Government APOC  004144 Amanpour and Company Episode 144 60 minutes 01/18/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:16:19 Amazon is the second most trusted institution in the U.S., surpassed only by the military, according to a Georgetown and NYU poll. What can the company’s disproportionate influence mean for American society? In “Fulfillment,” award-winning journalist Alec MacGillis examines the company’s impact on the wealth and poverty of towns and cities across the country.
National Politics/Government APOC  004147 Amanpour and Company Episode 147 60 minutes 01/21/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 An evenly divided Senate means not much is getting done in Washington. Former Republican Senator Trent Lott was majority leader in 2002 during the last 50-50 split, and he speaks with Walter Isaacson about how to break the current deadlock.
National Politics/Government APOC  004151 Amanpour and Company Episode 151 60 minutes 01/27/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 Today, Justice Stephen Breyer formally announced his retirement from the Supreme Court, and President Biden confirmed he will keep his campaign promise to appoint the first Black female justice to the Court. In his latest book “The Most Dangerous Branch,” David A. Kaplan warns against the growing polarization of America’s highest court. He speaks with Michel Martin about where it goes from here.
National Politics/Government APOC  004152 Amanpour and Company Episode 152 60 minutes 01/28/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:18:00 GOP Governor Sununu discusses why he won't run for the U.S. Senate
National Politics/Government APOC  004153 Amanpour and Company Episode 153 60 minutes 01/31/22 11:00:00 PM PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:56:46 The initial findings of a report into Boris Johnson’s social gatherings – while the rest of the UK was under lockdown – are damning. Biden vowed to name a Black woman to the Supreme Court, while Black voters are taking a toll. 1969 Northern Ireland is captured in the Oscar-tipped film “Belfast.” The new documentary “Missing in Brooks County” exposes an unfolding tragedy on the U.S.-Mexico border.
National Politics/Government FLMH  000527 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Ai Weiwei 30 minutes 01/01/22 01:30:00 AM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Artist, activist and former political prisoner Ai Weiwei discusses resisting authoritarianism in China and beyond, whether the West can handle China’s rising influence and his latest act of self-expression, his memoir.
National Politics/Government FLMH  000528 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Episode 28 30 minutes 01/07/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Rep. Adam Kinzinger, R-IL, one of two Republicans on the House committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack, discusses what lawmakers have learned and what questions remain unanswered – as the nation marks the one-year anniversary of that deadly day.
National Politics/Government FRON  003902 FRONTLINE United States of Conspiracy 60 minutes 01/18/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 How trafficking in conspiracy theories went from the fringes of U.S. politics into the White House. The alliance of conspiracy entrepreneur Alex Jones, Trump advisor Roger Stone, and the president, and their role in the battle over truth and lies.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013433 PBS NewsHour Episode 133 60 minutes 01/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:01 Congress returns from winter recess with renewed Dem push for voting rights.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013433 PBS NewsHour Episode 133 60 minutes 01/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:54 This week marks one year since the insurrection at the United States Capitol on Jan. 6. William Brangham reports from one part of the country that produced an outsized number of people charged in the capitol riots, and heard from others in that community who are still trying to understand the forces that propelled their neighbors to the siege.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013433 PBS NewsHour Episode 133 60 minutes 01/03/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:50 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including how the Jan. 6 riot has played out in the past year, the Democrats’ push to pass voting rights laws, and the fate of the Build Back Better Act.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013434 PBS NewsHour Episode 134 60 minutes 01/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:48 In our news wrap Tuesday, Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer called for a vote to change the filibuster rule and pass a Democratic voting rights bill, but Sen. Mitch mcConnell warned against it. Black lawmakers in Michigan sue to block new district maps for congressional and state legislative seats. The U.S. Labor Department reports a record 4.5 million Americans quit their jobs in November.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013434 PBS NewsHour Episode 134 60 minutes 01/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:13:29 This week is the first anniversary of the Jan. 6 insurrection at the United States Capitol. In the months since the riot, a number of far-right extremist groups have become household names, and some of their core beliefs — and even their tactics — have moved from the fringe to the mainstream. Nick Schifrin reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013434 PBS NewsHour Episode 134 60 minutes 01/04/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:45 Michigan Rep. Peter Meijer was among the lawmakers in the Capitol's House chamber last January during the pro-Trump riot just three days after he was sworn in to his first term. He voted with nine fellow Republicans to impeach then-President Donald Trump. That vote has resulted in death threats and now, a Trump-endorsed primary challenger to his reelection bid. Meijer joins Judy Woodruff for more.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013435 PBS NewsHour Episode 135 60 minutes 01/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:04 In our news wrap Wednesday, chaos erupted as protesters in Kazakhstan stormed government buildings and seized a major airport. The ruling cabinet resigned. At least 13 people were killed in Philadelphia, in the city's deadliest fire in at least a century. North Korea has test-fired a ballistic missile for the first time in two months, apparently rejecting new diplomatic talks.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013435 PBS NewsHour Episode 135 60 minutes 01/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:35 One year ago, supporters of President Donald Trump breached the U.S. Capitol building in an attempt to disrupt the democratic process. When the violent mob broke into the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6 2021, lawmakers that were inside scrambled for safety. Republican Rep. Troy Nehls from Texas, a former sheriff and combat veteran, joins Lisa Desjardins with more.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013435 PBS NewsHour Episode 135 60 minutes 01/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:27 One year ago, supporters of President Donald Trump breached the U.S. Capitol building in an attempt to disrupt the democratic process. When the violent mob broke into the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6 2021, lawmakers that were inside scrambled for safety. New York Democratic Rep. Hakeem Jeffries was one of those lawmakers, and joins Judy Woodruff to recollect the day's harrowing events.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013435 PBS NewsHour Episode 135 60 minutes 01/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:14:10 The attack on the U.S. Capitol was based on a “Big Lie” about election fraud in 2020, and the hope of supporters of former President Donald Trump that they could stop the certification of electoral vote results. But in the year since, there's been a new misinformation campaign to recast, downplay, and misrepresent the events that unfolded at the capitol. Amna Nawaz reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013436 PBS NewsHour Episode 136 60 minutes 01/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:58 Solemn ceremonies at the U.S. Capitol Thursday replaced the violent scenes of rioters ransacking the building one year ago. It was also a day when a sitting president denounced the man he succeeded — in stark terms. Congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins begins our coverage, and joins Judy Woodruff with White House correspondent Geoff Bennett with more.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013436 PBS NewsHour Episode 136 60 minutes 01/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:11:19 On the anniversary of an attack by pro-Trump rioters on the U.S. Capitol, Vice President Kamala Harris said we should look at the event as part of a steady series of moments that “attempt to unravel” American democracy.    The “chaos and violence” of Jan. 6 was an example of what can happen “if there is a destruction of democracy,” Harris said during an interview with PBS Newshour anchor and managing editor Judy Woodruff on the anniversary of the attack. But Congress’ return to complete its routine counting of electoral votes after the violence had subsided was also a symbol “of a democracy that is both fragile and strong.”    Harris was at the U.S. Capitol as the attack unfolded last year in her capacity as the junior senator from California and the vice president-elect.    She said even before that day, the nation’s democracy was threatened by falsehoods about the 2020 election, including fraudulent claims of widespread voter fraud.     “It is incumbent, then, on those who are informed, who are knowledgeable, to be vigilant in speaking truth, no matter how difficult sometimes it is to hear, much less speak,” Harris said. “Because the truth is that the democracy of the United States of America is only standing as it is because of the faith and the purpose of the American people to fight for it.”    Other highlights from the interview:    On Republican reaction to Jan. 6: Harris said she applauded Rep. Liz Cheney, R-Wyo., who blamed Trump for stoking the riots. House Republicans have subsequently stripped Cheney of her leadership role, while Democrats promoted her to vice chairwoman of the House committee that is investigating the Jan. 6 attacks.   Harris said she wouldn’t speak to whether the Jan. 6 committee was considering criminal prosecution as she was not “privy to the internal facts” made available to the committee.    On voting rights: The U.S. needs federal laws “that guarantee the freedom and right of every American to have access to the ballot,” Harris said. She called on Congress to pass the John Lewis Voting Rights Act and the Freedom to Vote Act, saying they’re important to upholding the right to vote in free and fair elections. The legislation has passed the House, but has stalled in the Senate as Democrats do not have enough votes to overcome a Republican filibuster.  On COVID-19: Harris stood by the administration’s approach to the COVID-19 pandemic response, saying progress has been made over the last year — vaccines, boosters and masks have helped schools and businesses reopen. But there’s still work to do, she added. Nearly two years into the pandemic, Harris said she recognized many people have reached “a level of malaise.” “We want to get back to normal,” but we must do the work of “pushing through with solutions … let’s meet the challenges where they are,” she said. The administration has drawn criticism in recent weeks for testing capacity and access, and in a pair of letters published Thursday in the journal JAMA, six public health advisers who served on the Biden-Harris transition team urged the White House to shift its vaccine-focused response to focus more on testing, surveillance and public health as a way toward a “new normal.”
National Politics/Government MLNH  013436 PBS NewsHour Episode 136 60 minutes 01/06/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:20 To get a better understanding of the broader effects of the Jan. 6 insurrection on American politics, culture and democracy itself, Judy Woodruff speaks to four writers who have spent the last year engaged in that conversation.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013437 PBS NewsHour Episode 137 60 minutes 01/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:11:27 The U.S. Supreme Court on Friday heard lengthy arguments challenging the Biden administration's vaccine and testing requirements in the workplace. The rules at stake are at the heart of the government's pandemic response and could have significant implications for roughly 100 million workers. As with all issues surrounding the pandemic and vaccines, they spark strong opinions. John Yang reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013437 PBS NewsHour Episode 137 60 minutes 01/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:02 Kazakhstan’s president on Friday vowed to “shoot to kill” protestors after a week of demonstrations. Kazakhstan lies at the strategic crossroads of Russia, China and Central Asia, and has large energy reserves— with billions invested by U.S. companies. Yet many Kazakhs live in poverty. Economic woes are boiling over into demands to upend the country’s authoritarian politics. Nick Schifrin reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013437 PBS NewsHour Episode 137 60 minutes 01/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:47 NewsHour correspondents who were covering the events of last Jan. 6 include Lisa Desjardins, who was inside the Capitol, Amna Nawaz, who was outside the building as the crowd gathered, and Yamiche Alcindor, who was at the White House. They spoke with Judy Woodruff this week about how the country has changed in the year since.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013437 PBS NewsHour Episode 137 60 minutes 01/07/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:54 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including President Joe Biden’s address marking the anniversary of the Jan. 6 Capitol assault, and the status of Democrats’ voting rights legislation.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013438 PBS NewsHour Episode 138 60 minutes 01/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:18 PBS NewsHour spent much of last week trying to examine what still divides our country and the deep polarization that preceded the Jan. 6 riots. Now, Paul Solman looks at multiple efforts to bridge those major political and cultural fissures in the U.S., beginning with smaller steps forward.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013438 PBS NewsHour Episode 138 60 minutes 01/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:05 U.S. senators returned to work in Washington, D.C. Monday as Democrats launched their most concerted push yet on voting legislation. Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss voting rights, the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act, the Freedom to Vote Act and more.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013438 PBS NewsHour Episode 138 60 minutes 01/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:25 NPR’s Tamara Keith and The New York Times Lisa Lerer join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including why Democrats are pushing voting rights legislation now, how Republicans have shifted thinking on voting rights and the prospects of bridging political divides.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013439 PBS NewsHour Episode 139 60 minutes 01/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:36 President Joe Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris both traveled to Georgia Tuesday to pressure Congress to pass long-stalled federal voting rights legislation. NewsHour’s Geoff Bennett has the story.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013439 PBS NewsHour Episode 139 60 minutes 01/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:51 As President Biden and Vice President Harris step up their push for Democrats to pass federal voting rights legislation, Geoff Bennet gets two different views on the significance of their trip to Georgia Tuesday and what lies ahead. Latosha Brown, co-founder of Black Voters Matter, and Gabriel Sterling, chief operating officer of the Georgia Secretary of State's office, join him to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013440 PBS NewsHour Episode 140 60 minutes 01/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:17 In our news wrap Wednesday, the crackdown in Kazakhstan has led to the arrest of another 1,700 people for allegedly taking part in violent protests, bringing the total to 12,000. Also, Senate Republicans fired back after President Biden denounced them for stalling voting rights legislation, and a federal judge will allow a sexual abuse lawsuit to move forward against Britain's Prince Andrew.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013440 PBS NewsHour Episode 140 60 minutes 01/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:42 On Capitol Hill, Democrats are looking for ways to move voting rights forward as Senate Republicans pushed back after President Biden denounced them for stalling legislation. Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss where legislation stands and what options lie ahead.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013440 PBS NewsHour Episode 140 60 minutes 01/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:35 British Prime Minister Boris Johnson is fighting for his political life. He was forced to apologize to Parliament Wednesday after it was revealed he attended a cocktail party in the garden of his official residence at the height of the COVID crisis when strict nationwide restrictions were in force. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports from the United Kingdom.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013441 PBS NewsHour Episode 141 60 minutes 01/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:11 The U.S. Supreme Court on Thursday ruled that the Biden administration must stop enforcing a rule that employees at big companies take the COVID vaccine, but permitted vaccine requirements for most health care workers. William Brangham reports.



National Politics/Government MLNH  013441 PBS NewsHour Episode 141 60 minutes 01/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:43 The conservative majority of justices on the U.S. Supreme Court on Thursday blocked President Biden's COVID vaccination policy, stating that the administration had overstepped its authority with the rule, which would’ve applied to more than 80 million workers. Marcia Coyle, of The National Law Journal, and Labor Secretary Marty Walsh, join John Yang to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013441 PBS NewsHour Episode 141 60 minutes 01/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:57 President Biden and congressional Democrats made a new push Thursday for voting rights legislation. The House passed a repackaged set of two bills aimed at blunting Republican-passed state laws that Democrats say will limit voting. But they still face hurdles within their own party to achieve a filibuster rule change. NewsHour's Lisa Desjardins and Geoff Bennett join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013441 PBS NewsHour Episode 141 60 minutes 01/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:10 President Biden on Thursday made his case for voting right legislation directly to Senate Democrats and heatedly denounced the Republican efforts to put limits on voting. But Sen. Kyrsten Sinema reiterated that she would not support a change to the 60-vote threshold or weakening the filibuster. Democratic Sen. Raphael Warnock, a key lawmaker close to the issue, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013442 PBS NewsHour Episode 142 60 minutes 01/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:13 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including Democrats' push for voting rights legislation, partisanship and President Biden’s handling of key issues within his party.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013443 PBS NewsHour Episode 143 60 minutes 01/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:13 Monday has been a day to remember the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., and also a day of calls to action on voting rights. Demonstrators marched through streets in Washington in support of voting legislation now stalled in the U.S. Senate, and Vice President Harris warned the freedom to vote is under assault. Judy Woodruff discusses the day with the King Jr.'s son, Martin Luther King III.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013443 PBS NewsHour Episode 143 60 minutes 01/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:36 As the U.S. Senate returns Tuesday to take up legislation on voting rights, there's one major roadblock for Democrats: Majority Leader Chuck Schumer doesn't have the votes to pass it in an evenly-divided chamber. That's led to renewed talk of reforming the Senate's filibuster rules. Lisa Desjardins speaks to two experts about the filibuster and the Democrats plan to change or end it.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013443 PBS NewsHour Episode 143 60 minutes 01/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:37 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including the Democrats’ plans for the filibuster, their progress on passing voting reform laws, and how former President Donald Trump’s Arizona rally reflects on American politics.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013444 PBS NewsHour Episode 144 60 minutes 01/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:31 In our news wrap Tuesday, a congressional committee subpoenaed former Trump adviser Rudy Giuliani in the Jan. 6 investigation. A federal judge approved a debt restructuring plan that ends Puerto Rico's struggle to emerge from bankruptcy. Warnings flew back and forth between Russia and NATO powers over Ukraine. Verizon and AT&T agreed to delay activating 5G cell towers near major U.S. airports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013444 PBS NewsHour Episode 144 60 minutes 01/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:07 As the omicron variant continues to spread, children under the age of five are still ineligible for vaccinations — leaving many families in limbo and wondering how best to navigate everyday life. We hear from some parents across the country about how they are coping nearly two years into the pandemic, and Stephanie Sy tackles some of the burning questions surrounding the subject.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013444 PBS NewsHour Episode 144 60 minutes 01/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:03 The U.S. Senate officially began debate Tuesday on a key Democratic priority — voting rights legislation. But without support from 60 senators, final passage is impossible. Democrats met Tuesday evening for an update on the path forward from Majority Leader Chuck Schumer. Congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins reports on the latest.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013445 PBS NewsHour Episode 145 60 minutes 01/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:28 President Joe Biden fielded questions from reporters Wednesday on everything from soaring inflation, to the stalemate on voting rights legislation and Americans' anxiety over omicron. It was his first formal press conference in 10 months. Geoff Bennett joins Judy Woodruff to discuss where the president’s agenda stands and what remains to be accomplished.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013445 PBS NewsHour Episode 145 60 minutes 01/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:02 In our news wrap Wednesday, the U.S. Supreme Court Justices Sonia Sotomayor and Neil Gorsuch deny a reported rift over mask wearing. In Afghanistan, the Taliban urged foreign governments to recognize their regime and loosen aid restrictions. New information from Tonga confirms severe damage on several islands after Saturday's volcano eruption. Interest jitters sent major stock indexes down.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013445 PBS NewsHour Episode 145 60 minutes 01/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:49 Wednesday night on Capitol Hill: A vote some Democrats have waited years to hold. But with Republicans ready to block the voting rights bill in the Senate, Democrats are also poised to vote on whether to change the Senate’s rules. Congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss where things stand.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013445 PBS NewsHour Episode 145 60 minutes 01/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:14:12 Secretary of State Antony Blinken was in Ukraine Wednesday to meet with the country's president and high command, as more than 100,000 Russian troops remain deployed on Ukraine's borders. Nick Schifrin begins the report, and Judy Woodruff has a conversation with two U.S. senators who just returned from Ukraine to get their views on the situation.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013445 PBS NewsHour Episode 145 60 minutes 01/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:23 One year into President Joe Biden’s tenure, we’re taking stock of where some of his key campaign commitments stand. Even before taking office, Biden called climate change an existential crisis, and promised to take historic action. Amna Nawaz joins Judy Woodruff for a closer look at what he’s accomplished so far.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013446 PBS NewsHour Episode 146 60 minutes 01/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:33 In our news wrap Thursday, the congressional committee investigating the Jan. 6 Capitol riot asked to interview Ivanka Trump. New unemployment claims jumped up by 55,000 last week, to 286,000 — the most since October. Police in Britain arrested two people in connection with the Texas synagogue standoff Saturday. The CIA said most "Havana Syndrome" cases were not caused by a foreign governments.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013446 PBS NewsHour Episode 146 60 minutes 01/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:45 President Joe Biden enters his second year in office fighting to pass his signature legislation in a divided Congress, and facing the lowest approval ratings of his tenure. Judy Woodruff assesses his job performance with Democratic Party strategists Faiz Shakir, an adviser to Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, and Matt Bennett, who worked for both of Bill Clinton's presidential campaigns.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013447 PBS NewsHour Episode 147 60 minutes 01/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:58 One year into President Joe Biden's tenure, we take stock of the status of some of his key campaign promises surrounding education, including the promise to reopen K-12 schools during the pandemic and provide two years of free community college. Geoff Bennett reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013447 PBS NewsHour Episode 147 60 minutes 01/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:15:41 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including Democrats' inability to garner enough support to pass the White House's legislative priorities, and the tensions that remain between the U.S. and Russia over Ukraine.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013448 PBS NewsHour Episode 148 60 minutes 01/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:18 In our news wrap Monday, the United States Supreme Court rejected a Republican lawsuit against proxy voting in the House of Representatives, but agreed to hear challenges to affirmative action in college admissions for the first time since 2016. Federal prosecutors in Minneapolis charged that three former police officers violated George Floyd's civil rights in failing to stop his murder.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013448 PBS NewsHour Episode 148 60 minutes 01/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:26 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including the censure of Arizona Sen. Kyrsten Sinema, the president’s hot mic moment from a White House presser, and voter confidence in the Biden administration.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013449 PBS NewsHour Episode 149 60 minutes 01/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:21 All across the country, states are busy at work redrawing congressional lines that will help determine the balance of power in Washington for the next decade. To check in on the status of this reapportionment in some key states based on the new 2020 census data, Judy Woodruff is joined by David Wasserman of The Cook Political Report.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013450 PBS NewsHour Episode 150 60 minutes 01/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:14:58 New reports Wednesday indicate Justice Stephen Breyer plans to retire, raising questions about his replacement. President Joe Biden said he will wait for Breyer's formal announcement. Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer cited the president's past words, indicating a desire to appoint America's first Black woman to the court. Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell said it's too soon to comment.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013451 PBS NewsHour Episode 151 60 minutes 01/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:28 Justice Stephen Breyer's retirement announcement paves the way for President Joe Biden's promised nomination of a Black woman to the Supreme Court. White House correspondent Geoff Bennett begins the report, and congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff with more on how the Senate may respond to his nominee options.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013451 PBS NewsHour Episode 151 60 minutes 01/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:36 Justice Stephen Breyer leaves a storied legacy as he prepares to step down after more than 27 years on the bench. To reflect on what his absence will mean for the future of the Supreme Court, Judy Woodruff is joined by legal veterans Gregory Garre, a former U.S. Solicitor General who has argued in front of the court, and Neal Katyal, former acting U.S. solicitor general, who clerked for Breyer.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013452 PBS NewsHour Episode 152 60 minutes 01/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:51 Later in this midterm election year, voters in 19 states will head to the polls with new, more restrictive voting laws on the books. One of those states is Texas, where the party primaries are just a few weeks away. Some voters and election workers say one provision in the new law in the Lone Star State is already causing confusion. Geoff Bennett reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013452 PBS NewsHour Episode 152 60 minutes 01/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:12:42 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including Texas’ new restrictive voting law, the retirement of Justice Stephen Breyer and who may replace him on the Supreme Court.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013453 PBS NewsHour Episode 153 60 minutes 01/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:19 NPR’s White House correspondent Asma Khalid and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including President Biden's U.S. Supreme Court selection and how the confirmation process should be handled in the evenly divided Senate.
National Politics/Government PDEM  000000 Preserving Democracy: Pursuing a More Perfect UnionNULL 120 minutes 01/06/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:56:46 Follow the pursuit of democracy from the Revolutionary War through recurring cycles of civil rights progress and backlash, the 2021 Capitol riot and beyond. Explore the impact of voter rights and a civics curriculum on engaged and informed citizens.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001654 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 54 30 minutes 01/02/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:06:13 Thursday will mark the one-year anniversary of the attack on the US Capitol and insurrection. A vigil is planned this year, and President Biden says he will address the nation. Former President Trump, whose supporters attacked the Capitol, is also expected to hold a news conference – and he may be planning another run for office in 2024. Special Correspondent Jeff Greenfield joins to discuss the history of presidential re-runs.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001657 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 57 30 minutes 01/15/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:07 Russian disinformation is rife in countries formerly ruled from Moscow. Some ex-Soviet states have tried to suppress it altogether by banning Russian television stations and even limiting the use of the Russian language on their own domestic channels. Special Correspondent Simon Ostrovsky visited Estonia, which is trying a different approach. The story was produced in partnership with the Knight-Wallace Reporting Fellowship.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001659 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 59 30 minutes 01/22/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:49 President Biden marked his first year in office on a downbeat note: low approval ratings, a defeat of the Democrats’ voting rights bill in the Senate, and the Build Back Better Bill stalled. But perhaps Biden's biggest political concern is how he fares within his own party. For a look at why this is crucial, along with some historical context, Special Correspondent Jeff Greenfield joins.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001660 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 60 30 minutes 01/23/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:04:12 It’s been three years since opposition leader Juan Guaido’s party won Venezuela's presidential election. But despite international support for Guaido, President Nicolas Maduro continues to lead. With confidence in the democratic process waning, Venezuela is also undergoing a shrinking economy and a growing humanitarian and refugee crisis. Cynthia Arnson, director of the Wilson Center’s Latin American program, joins from Washington, D.C.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001662 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 62 30 minutes 01/30/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:19 British Prime Minister Boris Johnson is facing mounting challenges to his leadership as authorities investigate if he and his staff violated lockdown restrictions by organizing multiple gatherings last year. The unpublished report has been delayed until the civil and criminal investigation is complete. Frank Langfitt, London correspondent for National Public Radio joins.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006127 Washington Week Episode 27 30 minutes 01/01/22 01:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:46 Four of Washington’s top editors joined the panel to discuss the challenges of reporting on the COVID-19 pandemic, misinformation, race and our increasingly divided politics.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006128 Washington Week Episode 28 30 minutes 01/07/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:26:03 Washington Week marks the one-year anniversary of the Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol. The panel discussed the investigations into the attack, voting rights, misinformation and the future of American democracy.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006129 Washington Week Episode 29 30 minutes 01/14/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:25:54 This week, 11 members of the Oath Keepers, including founder Stewart Rhodes, were charged with seditious conspiracy for their involvement with the Jan. 6 riot. President Biden pushed for a key part of his agenda--voting rights. The panel also discussed the spread of Omicron and economic issues.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006130 Washington Week Episode 30 30 minutes 01/21/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:25:58 This week marked one year since President Biden took office and he is currently facing pressures from all sides. COVID-19 cases are surging as the Omicron variant spreads, inflation is at a 40-year high, Democrats’ voting rights legislation was blocked in Congress and tensions are high with Russia over Ukraine.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006131 Washington Week Episode 31 30 minutes 01/28/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:25:51 President Biden has been consumed with two major issues: The Supreme Court and the growing threat of a possible Russian invasion of Ukraine. On Thursday, Justice Stephen Breyer announced that he will retire, giving Biden a chance to leave his mark on the court. Meanwhile, on Monday, the Pentagon announced it has put 8,500 American troops on "high alert" for possible deployment to Eastern Europe.
Poverty/Hunger MLNH  013439 PBS NewsHour Episode 139 60 minutes 01/11/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:16 In our news wrap Tuesday, the United Nations is appealing for a record $5 billion in humanitarian assistance for Afghanistan and neighboring countries as the U.S. announced $300 million in aid. Also, the number of people hospitalized with COVID-19 in the U.S. hit a new record, Federal Reserve chair Jerome Powell testified for his re-nomination, and North Korea test-fires a ballistic missile.
Poverty/Hunger MLNH  013447 PBS NewsHour Episode 147 60 minutes 01/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:19 Ever since the withdrawal of the U.S. and its allies, and the Taliban takeover of Afghanistan, the global community cut off non-humanitarian aid, froze assets abroad and imposed sanctions on the new government. Add to that crippling drought and harsh winter, Afghans are now going to desperate lengths to keep themselves and their family alive. John Ray of Independent Television News reports.
Poverty/Hunger PNWE  001656 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 56 30 minutes 01/09/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:06:54 In the U.S. 30% of families headed by Black mothers live below the poverty line. But one initiative in Mississippi is trying to address that problem with a guaranteed income program Magnolia Mother’s Trust is giving $1,000 a month to 100 working Black moms in Jackson – hoping to prove that extra monthly stipend can go a long way toward lifting Black women and their children out of poverty. Zachary Green reports as part of our ongoing series, “Chasing the Dream: Poverty, Opportunity and Justice in America.”
Recreation/Leisure/Sports AMEX  002007 American Experience Roberto Clemente 60 minutes 01/25/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Baseball great Roberto Clemente's talent and inimitable style drew legions of fans, but as this American Experience production reveals, he was more than an exceptional baseball player. He was also a committed humanitarian who challenged racial discrimination and worked for social justice.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013442 PBS NewsHour Episode 142 60 minutes 01/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:26 The best men's tennis player in the world is caught up in a quarantine quandary in Australia, as the first of this year's Grand Slam tennis tournaments is poised to begin. Novak Djokovic is not vaccinated: he's a skeptic. Australian officials are not skeptics, and demand proof of vaccination to enter the continent. Nick Schifrin reports.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013451 PBS NewsHour Episode 151 60 minutes 01/27/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:01:52 Viewers may remember the unlikely but true story of the Jamaican bobsled team that made it to the Olympics. It was a feat popularized in the 1993 film, "Cool Runnings." Now, Jamaica's bobsled team is back at it again. Lucy Watson from Independent Television News explains.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013452 PBS NewsHour Episode 152 60 minutes 01/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:57 The Beijing Winter Olympics are a week away. Judy Woodruff talks about the upcoming games with Lindsey Vonn, the Olympic gold medal-winning Alpine skier. She holds four overall World Cup titles, and is one of only six women to have won World Cup races in all five disciplines of Alpine skiing. She retired in 2019 and now has a new memoir, "Rise: My Story," which focuses on her trailblazing career.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013453 PBS NewsHour Episode 153 60 minutes 01/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:31 With the start of the 2022 Beijing Olympic Games just days away, there’s renewed attention around the relationship between climate change and winter sports. As the planet warms, beloved pastimes that rely on the snow and ice face a growing threat. Among them: outdoor skating. John Yang reports.



Recreation/Leisure/Sports MUHA  000101 Muhammad Ali Round One: The Greatest (1942-1964)150 minutes 01/28/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 01:56:46 Boxer Cassius Clay rises up the amateur ranks to win gold at the 1960 Olympics. He turns professional, sharpening his boxing skills and honing his genius for self-promotion. In 1964, he upsets Sonny Liston to become heavyweight champion.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports POVS  000407 POV Shorts Team Meryland 30 minutes 01/24/22 10:30:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:26:46 A 12-year old boxer trains to be the 2019 Junior Olympics champion while her immigrant parents work tirelessly to support her dreams.
Religion/Ethics MLNH  013446 PBS NewsHour Episode 146 60 minutes 01/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:06:06 A tough new report finds the retired Pope Benedict failed to deal adequately with sexual abuse cases when he was the leader of a German diocese decades ago. Stephanie Sy has the latest on these revelations and how they reflect on the Vatican's leadership.
Science/Technology AWIC  000201 Animals with Cameras, A Nature MiniseriesOceans 60 minutes 01/19/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Demonstration/Instructional 1 00:56:46 Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan leads a team using state of the art cameras, offering a fresh look at the lives of some of the animals in our oceans such as sharks, elephant seals, turtles and gannets.
Science/Technology AWIC  000202 Animals with Cameras, A Nature MiniseriesAustralia 60 minutes 01/26/22 08:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan fronts the team helping scientists investigate the lives of some of Australia's most iconic animals.  Koalas, fruit bats and kangaroos take the cameras into their secret worlds.
Science/Technology BIPA  000101 Big Pacific Mysterious 60 minutes 01/05/22 10:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Plunge into the Pacific with researchers and cinematographers and see the ocean’s rare and dazzling creatures in a way never before seen on television. Filmed in cinematic 4K, the program examines an ocean that covers a third of the Earth’s surface.
Science/Technology MLNH  013435 PBS NewsHour Episode 135 60 minutes 01/05/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:43 A 1,500-year-old statue of the Hindu god Krishna just got a 21st century makeover at the Cleveland Museum of Art. From PBS station Ideastream Public Media, David C. Barnett takes us behind the scenes to see how the museum has reassembled an ancient puzzle. This report is part of our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Science/Technology MLNH  013443 PBS NewsHour Episode 143 60 minutes 01/17/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:16 In our news wrap Monday, major U.S. airlines and cargo lines warned of a crisis when cellphone providers deploy new, faster 5G wireless internet service on Wednesday. Australia and New Zealand sent out surveillance flights to Tonga in the wake of an enormous undersea volcano eruption on Saturday. The U.S. and its Asian allies condemned North Korea's fourth firing of ballistic missiles in January.
Science/Technology MLNH  013445 PBS NewsHour Episode 145 60 minutes 01/19/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:31 Verizon and AT&T are forging ahead with their plan to switch to new high speed 5G service nationwide — but with an important exception near U.S. airports and runways. Those exceptions were made Tuesday because of fears that the new technology could interfere with plane technology and potentially impact landings. Science correspondent Miles O’Brien unpacks the details.
Science/Technology NAAT  003701 Nature Octopus: Making Contact 60 minutes 01/12/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Follow an Alaskan professor as he raises and studies a pet octopus in his home, making remarkable discoveries about its extraordinary intelligence, personality and skills. Octopuses are able to recognize faces and interact with other individuals.
Science/Technology NOVA  004821 NOVA Alaskan Dinosaurs 60 minutes 01/19/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Wielding chainsaws to extract fossils frozen into the permafrost and flying drones to map thousands of footprints, intrepid paleontologists discover that dinosaurs thrived in the unlikeliest of places -- the cold and dark of the Arctic Circle.
Science/Technology PNWE  001655 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 55 30 minutes 01/08/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:59 The world’s most powerful telescope unfurled its final mirror today as it sped away to its final destination one million miles from earth. NASA completed the final step of the Webb telescope’s difficult two-week initiation process Saturday, unfolding the final 21-foot piece: its ‘golden eye.’ NPR science correspondent Joe Palca joins Hari Sreenivasan to explain more about the telescope, its design, and its purpose.
Social Services AMEX  002007 American Experience Roberto Clemente 60 minutes 01/25/22 09:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Baseball great Roberto Clemente's talent and inimitable style drew legions of fans, but as this American Experience production reveals, he was more than an exceptional baseball player. He was also a committed humanitarian who challenged racial discrimination and worked for social justice.
Transportation PNWE  001660 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 60 30 minutes 01/23/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 00:02:42 Before the COVID-19 pandemic hit, about 200,000 rode the train through the tunnel under the Hudson river between New York and New Jersey every day. The tunnel, built in 1910, is over 111 years old—and due to lingering damage from Superstorm Sandy, is getting more unstable each day. The project had been in a holding pattern, but now, with the passing of Biden’s $1 trillion infrastructure package, the repairs can finally begin. Hari Sreenivasan reports from New Jersey.
Urban Development/Infrastructure MLNH  013452 PBS NewsHour Episode 152 60 minutes 01/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:32 In our news wrap Friday, an investigation is underway to determine what caused a Pittsburgh bridge to collapse into a ravine, hours before President Joe Biden visited the city to tout a new infrastructure law. COVID-19 cases have fallen 27 percent in the U.S. over the past two weeks, while the average number of new deaths rose 34 percent. Blizzard warnings are in effect along the U.S. East Coast.
Urban Development/Infrastructure NOVA  004808 NOVA High-Risk High-Rise 60 minutes 01/05/22 09:00:00 PM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:56:46 Soaring skyscrapers are potent symbols of prestige, and architects are vying to build them ever higher. But can they find new ways to defend them against fires, wind, and earthquakes, as well as making them livable, interactive, and eco-friendly?
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013438 PBS NewsHour Episode 138 60 minutes 01/10/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:47 It is one of the most significant crises with Russia since the end of the Cold War: 100,000 Russian troops on Ukraine’s border that the U.S. says could invade within weeks. Meanwhile, American and Russian diplomats have kicked off intense talks. Debra Cagan, a former American diplomat, and Dmitri Trenin, of the Carnegie Moscow Center, join Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013440 PBS NewsHour Episode 140 60 minutes 01/12/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:09:18 The U.S. and its NATO allies met with Russian officials Wednesday in Brussels as part of a whirlwind week of diplomacy across Europe, sparked by a massive Russian troop buildup on its border with Ukraine. The crisis comes as questions about NATO cohesion persist. Nick Schifrin reports, and speaks with Ivo Daalder, former U.S. ambassador to NATO during the Clinton administration, to learn more.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013441 PBS NewsHour Episode 141 60 minutes 01/13/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:49 A week of diplomacy in Europe concluded Thursday, with the U.S. and European countries meeting with Russia over its massive military deployment on the borders of Ukraine. But the talks did not end well. Nick Schifrin reports on where the standoff may head moving forward.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013442 PBS NewsHour Episode 142 60 minutes 01/14/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:23 In our news wrap Friday, Ukraine blamed Russia for a sweeping cyberattack that left government websites unusable as the White House warned that Russia may attack its own allies in Ukraine as a pretext to invade. Also, Oath Keepers leader was arraigned for his alleged role in the Jan. 6 assault, and Ohio’s Supreme Court rejects new congressional districts drawn up by Republicans.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013444 PBS NewsHour Episode 144 60 minutes 01/18/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:55 It's been five months since the Taliban takeover of Afghanistan, and a hard, cruel winter has descended. Millions are in dire need across the country. John Ray of Independent Television News reports from Kabul.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013446 PBS NewsHour Episode 146 60 minutes 01/20/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:02 President Joe Biden on Thursday cleaned up comments he made a day earlier, to say any Russian incursion into Ukraine would lead to a severe and unified response by the United States and its allies. In Berlin, Secretary of State Antony Blinken also presented unity. But as Biden himself admitted Wednesday, the transatlantic alliance is not unified over how to punish Russia. Nick Schifrin explains.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013447 PBS NewsHour Episode 147 60 minutes 01/21/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:42 The United States on Friday agreed to submit written responses next week to Russia's demands over how to end the crisis over Ukraine. The announcement came during a high level diplomatic meeting in Geneva, as Russia maintains overwhelming force along the Ukrainian border, and has now deployed to neighboring Belarus. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013448 PBS NewsHour Episode 148 60 minutes 01/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:06 It's the most acute crisis between the West and Russia since the end of the Cold War, and both sides escalated their military deployments Monday. The United States is putting troops on higher alert, NATO says it will reinforce its eastern flank, and Russia is adding to its existing 100,000 troops on Ukraine’s borders. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013448 PBS NewsHour Episode 148 60 minutes 01/24/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:11 The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is increasing its troop presence in Eastern Europe, and the United States announced Monday it was putting 8,500 troops on high alert to deploy to the region. Judy Woodruff discusses the details of the latest developments with two experts.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013449 PBS NewsHour Episode 149 60 minutes 01/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:03:08 Ukraine’s leaders on Monday tried to reassure the country, despite more than 100,000 Russian troops deployed near the nation's northern and eastern borders, and despite new announcements of Russian training exercises. The West considers an invasion as possibly imminent, and that fear is being felt on Ukraine’s frontlines. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013449 PBS NewsHour Episode 149 60 minutes 01/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:12 Ukraine’s leaders on Monday tried to reassure the country, despite more than 100,000 Russian troops deployed near the nation's northern and eastern borders. Nick Schifrin speaks to Oksana Markarova, Ukraine's ambassador to the United States, about the country's tensions with Russia and intelligence on possible invasion.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013450 PBS NewsHour Episode 150 60 minutes 01/26/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:37 The United States and NATO on Wednesday rejected Russia's demands that Ukraine never be allowed to become a member of NATO, and that the expansion of NATO since 1997 be rolled back. Russian officials said they would study the written response they received, but blamed the West for taking aggressive actions and said it will take the necessary retaliatory measures. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013452 PBS NewsHour Episode 152 60 minutes 01/28/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:07:01 On the Ukraine crisis, there was a sharp juxtaposition Friday as the Pentagon warned that Russian troops could invade at any time, while Ukraine’s president accused the West of sowing panic. Both statements came as Moscow provided its first comments on recent diplomatic moves. Nick Schifrin joins Judy Woodruff with more.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013453 PBS NewsHour Episode 153 60 minutes 01/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:02:43 The standoff between Russia and the West over Ukraine sparked a stormy debate Monday. During a United Nations Security Council meeting, Russia accused the U.S. of inciting panic as the U.S. continued to press Russia to de-escalate its troop presence along Ukraine's border. Stephanie Sy reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013453 PBS NewsHour Episode 153 60 minutes 01/31/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:27 Over the weekend, North Korea tested a missile that flew so far that it could have reached the U.S. territory of Guam in the South Pacific. It is North Korea’s longest-range test since 2017, and seventh such test this month -- the most launched so closely together in the 10 years of leader Kim Jong Un’s rule. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001655 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 55 30 minutes 01/08/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:04:11 Kazakhstan’s former chief of intelligence was arrested on Saturday after being charged with trying to overthrow the government. The Central Asian country has seen widespread protests, which its president has blamed on terrorists. Meanwhile, the Russian military arrived after requests from the Kazakh president. Jeffrey Mankoff, senior associate at the Russia and Eurasia program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies joins.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001661 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 61 30 minutes 01/29/22 05:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:10:24 It’s been nearly a year since a military coup rolled back Myanmar’s fragile democratic progress. With few international efforts for help, citizens at home and abroad have soldered on to fight for their rights. Special Correspondent Kira Kay and producer/videographer Jason Maloney report in collaboration with the Bureau for International Reporting.
Women AMEX  003301 American Experience The Codebreaker 60 minutes 01/02/22 04:00:00 AM PBS-NPS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Discover the fascinating story of Elizebeth Smith Friedman, the groundbreaking cryptanalyst who helped bring down Al Capone and break up a Nazi spy ring in South America. Her work help lay the foundation for modern codebreaking today.
Women MLNH  013449 PBS NewsHour Episode 149 60 minutes 01/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:08:22 Since the Taliban took over control of Afghanistan last year, the future of the country's women has been in peril. Many girls are barred from receiving an education, and women are prevented from holding many jobs. Back in 2019, special correspondent Jane Ferguson met with a female doctor in Kabul, and she recently returned to find that same doctor now faced with a previously unimaginable choice.
Women NOVA  004415 NOVA Secrets of the Forbidden City 60 minutes 01/02/22 01:00:00 AM PBS Other 1 00:00:00 Discover the ingenious engineering of Beijing's Forbidden City, the power center of imperial China for nearly 500 years. Discover how the design of this vast complex of palaces and temples enabled it to survive centuries of earthquake shocks.
Youth INLE  002013 Independent Lens Tre Maison Dasan 90 minutes 01/08/22 08:00:00 PM PBS Documentary 1 00:00:00 Explore the lives of Tre, Maison and Dasan, three of the estimated one in 14 American children with a parent in prison. Take an emotional look at relationships tested by separation and the challenges of growing up with a parent behind bars.
Youth MLNH  013449 PBS NewsHour Episode 149 60 minutes 01/25/22 06:00:00 PM PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 00:05:17 As students across the country continue to experience the many changes the pandemic has brought, some are struggling to adjust to their "new normal." As a part of NewsHour's Student Reporting Labs, student reporter Teri Bell followed up with school counselor Edith Porter at Caesar Rodney High School in Camden, Delaware, on her predictions for students’ mental health in 2022 and how to help them.
Abortion MLNH  013466 PBS NewsHour Episode 166 60 minutes 2/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:46 In our news wrap Thursday, Florida's Republican-controlled state House approved banning abortions after 15 weeks of pregnancy with no exceptions for rape or incest, a New York judge rules that former President Trump must answer questions under oath in a probe of his business practices, police arrive in Ottawa to clear protesters, and Brazil's death toll from mudslides and flooding climbs to 110.
Abortion TTCY  003038 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 38 30 minutes 2/25/2022 16:30 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:31 Bonnie Erbe sits down with Mini Timmaraju, the new president of NARAL Pro-Choice America. Topics discuss include the SCOTUS Texas abortion case, the future of the abortion rights movement, the impact of the religious rights, and other issues.
Aging PNWE  001670 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 70 30 minutes 2/27/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:59 Cognitive neuroscientist and author Daniel Levitin wrote a bestselling book, “Successful Aging,” in which he gave plenty of tips on the best ways to grow old, including learning new things. Now, he is putting his own advice into practice - with a little help from his noteworthy friends. Special Correspondent Mike Cerre reports.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction MLNH  013472 PBS NewsHour Episode 172 60 minutes 2/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:08 In our news wrap Friday, Johnson & Johnson and three major U.S. drug distributors say they will pay $26 billion to settle opioid addiction claims stemming from some 3,000 lawsuits involving nearly every state and city, longtime Republican Oklahoma Sen. Jim Inhofe announced he'll retire in January, and actor Sally Kellerman has passed away after a television and film career of spanning 60 years.
American History/Biography AMEX  003402 American Experience The American Diplomat 60 minutes 2/15/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 Discover how three Black diplomats broke racial barriers at the US State Department during the Cold War. Asked to represent the best of American ideals abroad while facing discrimination at home, they left a lasting impact on the Foreign Service.
American History/Biography AMMS  003311 American Masters Marian Anderson: The Whole World in Her Hands120 minutes 2/8/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:56:46 Discover an international singer who captivated royalty in Europe and defied the conscience of 1939 America. Watch rare archival footage and hear audio recordings exploring her life and career from the Metropolitan Opera to the State Department.
American History/Biography APOC  004158 Amanpour and Company Episode 158 60 minutes 2/7/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:00 Award-winning author Imani Perry’s latest book “South to America: A Journey Below the Mason-Dixon to Understand the Soul of a Nation” explores the divide between the Northern and Southern states. She joins Walter Isaacson to discuss how the book can help us work through the tensions of today.
American History/Biography FIYO  000806 Finding Your Roots Fighters 60 minutes 2/8/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 Terry Crews and Tony Danza discover they are not the first in their families to overcome adversity.
American History/Biography FIYO  000808 Finding Your Roots Songs of the Past 60 minutes 2/22/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 Broadway actors Leslie Odom Jr. and Nathan Lane explore their family histories.



American History/Biography FLHA  000000 Fannie Lou Hamer's America: An America ReFramed SpecialNULL 90 minutes 2/22/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:26:46 Archival audio footage and rare television appearances illustrate the political and humanitarian career of civil rights activist Fannie Lou Hamer.
American History/Biography JESO  000000 American Experience Jesse Owens 60 minutes 2/19/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:51:10 On April 2, 1936, when the 22-year-old son of a sharecropper entered the Olympic Stadium in Berlin, he was, he later remembered, barely able to control his anger. “I was angry because of the insults that Hitler and the other German leaders had hurled at me and my Negro teammates on the Olympic squad.” The young athlete would channel his raw emotions into some of the most remarkable achievements in the history of athletics, winning four gold medals. To tell the story of Owens’ remarkable victories in the face of Nazi racism, this film begins in the poor Cleveland neighborhood where the young athlete grew up; details his early career; describes Adolf Hitler’s outsized ambitions for the 1936 Olympics; explores the movement in Western democracies to boycott the event; and explains the pressures on Owens to attend. The film also reveals the unlikely relationship Owens struck up at the games with his German rival Carl “Luz” Long and shows, that in the end, despite his success in Germany, Owens struggled to find a place for himself in a United States that was still wrestling to overcome its own deeply entrenched racism.
American History/Biography JLEW  000000 John Lewis - Get in the Way NULL 60 minutes 2/22/2022 22:30 PBS Documentary 1 1:00:00 Follow the courageous journey of John Lewis, whose unwavering fight for justice spans the past 50 years, from his youth in the segregated South, through his leadership within the Civil Rights movement, to his current role as a powerful voice in Congress. He was the youngest speaker at the historic 1963 March on Washington, where Dr.King delivered his legendary "I Have a Dream" speech. And in March 1965, Lewis led the Bloody Sunday march in Selma, where Alabama State Troopers attacked peaceful protesters with billy clubs, bullwhips and tear gas. Their horrific actions were broadcast on nightly news reports into living rooms across America; eight months later, the Voting Rights Act was signed into law. Once an activist pushing from the outside, Lewis, now 76 years old, has become a determined legislator making noise on the inside. Considered by many to be the conscience of Congress, with equal measures of modesty and forcefulness, Lewis strives to persuade D.C. powerbrokers to hear the voices of the unheard. Despite setbacks-and there have been many-John Lewis' eyes remain on the prize.
American History/Biography MLNH  013455 PBS NewsHour Episode 155 60 minutes 2/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:28 In her new book "South to America," author Imani Perry seeks to change how people view the American South and, thus, the country’s history as a whole. Jeffrey Brown spoke with Perry, who traveled through the southern regions of the U.S. and explored the complexities and misperceptions she found along the way.
American History/Biography MLNH  013458 PBS NewsHour Episode 158 60 minutes 2/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:01 The wave of migration across the U.S. in the mid-1800's included people looking to live in open spaces, with land to grow crops and the opportunity to have a better life. After the Civil War, that included freed slaves and their families. Fred de Sam Lazaro reports on one Kansas town that was established as a result as part of our Black History Month coverage and ongoing series, "Race Matters."
American History/Biography MLNH  013460 PBS NewsHour Episode 160 60 minutes 2/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:43 Between the 16th and 19th centuries, millions of enslaved Africans were forcibly transported to the Americas across the Atlantic ocean on a voyage known as the “Middle Passage." One group is taking a literal deep dive into that history, in hopes of making some important discoveries and raising awareness of the implications it has for people today. Jeffrey Brown reports.
American History/Biography MLNH  013465 PBS NewsHour Episode 165 60 minutes 2/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:33 How do we remember our heroes and our nation’s greatest victories? And what lessons do we learn from history? A provocative recent book examines the story of what’s become known as “the Greatest Generation” and its impact on America’s wars ever since. Jeffrey Brown has the story for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
American History/Biography MLNH  013466 PBS NewsHour Episode 166 60 minutes 2/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:04 As President Biden prepares to nominate the first Black woman to the Supreme Court, we revisit another historic first. Constance Baker Motley was the first Black woman appointed to the federal judiciary and the first to argue before the Supreme Court. Harvard law professor Timoko Brown-Nagin joins Nicole Ellis to discuss her new book on Motely's life and legacy called, "Civil Rights Queen."
American History/Biography MLNH  013468 PBS NewsHour Episode 168 60 minutes 2/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:08 It will be 50 years this summer since Watergate, when five burglars broke into the Democratic National Committee headquarters and set off a series of investigations that led to the resignation of then-President Nixon. A new book looks at how the scandal we thought we knew was actually a series of events. Historian Garrett Graff, author of "Watergate: A New History," joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
American History/Biography MLNH  013468 PBS NewsHour Episode 168 60 minutes 2/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:11 On Presidents Day, we look at the White House during the Kennedy years. A new exhibit called "First Children" at the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum in Boston, shows how the young residents navigated their new home, and how mother and First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy tried to protect her children from the press and public. GBH Boston's Jared Bowen reports for our series, “CANVAS.”
American History/Biography MLNH  013470 PBS NewsHour Episode 170 60 minutes 2/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:17 Jury deliberations began in the trial of three former officers involved with George Floyd's killing. But long before the trial Floyd's murder became a touchpoint and catalyst for some Black Americans who debated leaving the country due to racial and social injustice. Tiffanie Drayton, author of "Black American Refugee: Escaping the Narcissism of the American Dream," joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
American History/Biography PNWE  001667 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 67 30 minutes 2/19/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:16 Three years ago, the shipwreck of the Clotilda, the last slave ship to arrive in the U.S., was found near Mobile, Alabama. Archeologists are now learning details about the horrific journey endured by its captives. Clotilda descendants hope the new attention will help revitalize their long-neglected community and spread their ancestors' story of strength and resilience. Megan Thompson reports.
American History/Biography PNWE  001668 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 68 30 minutes 2/20/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:06:39 Bill Pinkney is the first African American to sail solo around the world via the Capes. One of the goals of his voyage was to inspire and educate children. Last year, he was honored with a lifetime achievement award from the National Sailing Hall of Fame. Special Correspondent Mike Cerre reports.
Arts MLNH  013459 PBS NewsHour Episode 159 60 minutes 2/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:08 A merger of pop art and surrealism has created a stunning entry in the world of contemporary art. As special correspondent Mike Cerre reports, the components in the work may look very familiar to many of you and might bring back some childhood memories. It’s part of our arts and culture series, CANVAS.
Arts MLNH  013461 PBS NewsHour Episode 161 60 minutes 2/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:07 Industrial materials used in dramatic new ways is the focus of an exhibit at the Addison Gallery of American Art in Andover, Massachusetts called "Light, Space, Surface." Special correspondent Jared Bowen of GBH Boston gives us a look as part of our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013463 PBS NewsHour Episode 163 60 minutes 2/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:50 In the spirit of Valentine's Day we look at London's National Portrait Gallery, which for the first time has an international tour of some of its works depicting love and desire. Special correspondent Jared Bowen of GBH Boston shares these "Love Stories" with us for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013467 PBS NewsHour Episode 167 60 minutes 2/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:01:26 NewsHour profiled former Rep. Gabby Giffords' journey to "retrain her brain" after she was shot in 2011. Part of her routine includes playing her childhood instrument, the French horn. That piece caught the eye of cellist Yo-Yo Ma, who then reached out to Giffords to play together. Watch now as they rehearse Simon and Garfunkel's "The Sound of Silence" to honor the lives lost to gun violence.
Arts PNWE  001664 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 64 30 minutes 2/6/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:11 Cult pop sensation Mitski is poised on the brink of mainstream stardom. The 31-year-old Japanese-American musician occupies a rare and coveted artistic space: independent, and beloved by fans and critics alike. But there is nothing simple about the musical career she has created—and to make it all work has required a careful balance to maintain a sane headspace between the intensity of her fame and learning to live, work and maintain creativity. Christopher Booker reports.
Arts PNWE  001667 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 67 30 minutes 2/19/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:14 Blues musician Keb’ Mo’ has been a star for decades, but achieved little recognition until he was in his forties. Now 70, he gives a career-spanning interview to NewsHour Weekend Special Correspondent Tom Casciato.
Arts TTCY  003049 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 49 30 minutes 2/4/2022 16:30 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:16 For Black History Month, host Bonnie Erbe sits down with Debbie Sledge, one of the singers of the legendary group Sister Sledge. She tells us about Slegendary, the new group involving the second generation of Sister Sledge, as well as her thoughts on music and culture.
Business/Industry AMDO  002601 POV Homegoings 60 minutes 2/5/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Through the eyes of Harlem funeral director Isaiah Owens, the beauty and grace of African-American funerals are brought to life. “Homegoings” takes an up-close look at the rarely seen world of undertaking in the black community, drawing on a rich palette of tradition, history and celebration. The film paints a portrait of the departed, their grieving families and a man who sends loved ones “home.”
Community Politics, Government INLE  002102 Independent Lens Decade of Fire 60 minutes 2/28/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementAPOC  004163 Amanpour and Company Episode 163 60 minutes 2/14/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:38 The United States is experiencing a significant rise in violent crime. Twelve major cities racked up record-breaking annual homicide rates last year. But Dallas managed a 13 percent decrease. Dallas Mayor Eric Johnson joins Michel Martin to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementINLE  002310 Independent Lens Apart 90 minutes 2/21/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Three mothers imprisoned on drug-related crimes enter an innovative prison programme in Cleveland that will prepare them for reuniting with their families as well as provide them with the skills needed to get a job and stay sober.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013456 PBS NewsHour Episode 156 60 minutes 2/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:31 A court case in New York began Thursday that will pit a Republican political star against a media giant and could put the First Amendment on trial. Sarah Palin versus The New York Times is a case more than four years in the making after the former governor of Alaska and 2008 Republican vice presidential nominee, sued the times for defamation. Geoff Bennett reports.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013457 PBS NewsHour Episode 157 60 minutes 2/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:03 Minneapolis is again at the center of controversy after a young Black man, 22-year-old Amir Locke, was killed Wednesday by police as they executed what's called a "no-knock warrant." This killing is raising further questions about the tactic, and police policy more broadly. Associated Press reporter Amy Forliti joins William Brangham to discuss. Warning: Viewers may find some images disturbing.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013458 PBS NewsHour Episode 158 60 minutes 2/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:05 Last month, three men were sentenced in Georgia state court to life in prison for murdering Ahmaud Arbery. On Monday, jury selection began in the federal hate crimes trial that will look at whether the killings were racially motivated. Former Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick, who served as assistant attorney general for civil rights under Bill Clinton, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013460 PBS NewsHour Episode 160 60 minutes 2/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:28 The opioid overdose crisis that killed more than 100,000 Americans in a year is being called one of the most pressing national security and public health challenges facing the U.S. A majority of the overdoses are driven by the potent synthetic opioid fentanyl. Maryland Rep. David Trone, co-chair of the federal Commission on Combating Synthetic Opioid Trafficking, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013460 PBS NewsHour Episode 160 60 minutes 2/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:32 Journalists reporting on corruption, violence and cartels in Mexico are risking their lives. In the first 40 days of this year, four Mexican journalists were murdered. Of the 133 journalists killed since 2000, nearly 90 percent have gone unpunished. Jan-Albert Hootsen, Mexico representative for the Committee to Protect Journalists, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013461 PBS NewsHour Episode 161 60 minutes 2/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:16 A major bipartisan law to empower victims of sexual harassment and assault cleared the Senate Thursday and heads to President Biden's desk for a signature. It's the most significant #MeToo legislation to pass in Congress since the movement began. Lisa Desjardins spoke with Gretchen Carlson, who saw the impact of this first hand when she came forward in 2016 against former Fox News CEO Roger Ailes.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013462 PBS NewsHour Episode 162 60 minutes 2/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:08 The boundaries of the U.S. Constitution and freedom of the press are being deliberated in Manhattan, as a jury considers Sarah Palin's libel case against The New York Times. It centers on a 2017 Times' editorial about dangerous rhetoric and political violence. Deanna Paul, a Wall Street Journal reporter who was in the courtroom for the trial, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013463 PBS NewsHour Episode 163 60 minutes 2/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:16 In our news wrap Monday, a federal judge in New York dismissed Sarah Palin's defamation lawsuit against The New York Times, the federal hate-crimes trial of three white men for killing Ahmaud Arbery got underway, a 22-year drought in the American West is deemed the worst in at least 1,200 years, and Los Angeles celebrates a Super Bowl championship after the Rams beat the Cincinnati Bengals.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013464 PBS NewsHour Episode 164 60 minutes 2/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:48 In our news wrap Tuesday, a new trial began for Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny at a prison where he's already jailed for parole violations, Britain’s Prince Andrew will settle a sexual abuse lawsuit with Virginia Giuffre, Ottawa’s police chief resigned amid criticism for failing to end protests over pandemic restrictions, and the Senate confirmed Dr. Robert Califf to lead the FDA.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013464 PBS NewsHour Episode 164 60 minutes 2/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:32 The families of nine victims in the Sandy Hook School shooting agreed to settle with gun-maker Remington for $73 million. The company made the Bushmaster AR-15-style rifle used to kill 20 first-graders and six teachers in 2012 in Newtown, Connecticut and the families sued over the weapon's marketing. John Yang reports.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013464 PBS NewsHour Episode 164 60 minutes 2/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:23 The longtime accounting firm of former President Trump has cut ties with him, stating they could no longer stand by a decade of financial statements they prepared for the Trump Organization. This latest news comes amid ongoing criminal and civil investigations into Trump’s financial assets. Andrea Bernstein, who has long reported on Trump’s finances for NPR, joins Lisa Desjardins with more.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013464 PBS NewsHour Episode 164 60 minutes 2/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:20 Three high profile police killings of Black men in the past two years have led to ongoing conversations about racial justice in Minnesota. There’s also been noticeable solidarity between the state’s African American and African immigrant populations. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro reports.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013466 PBS NewsHour Episode 166 60 minutes 2/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:33 This is the fourth week of the trial of three former officers who were on duty with Derek Chauvin when he murdered George Floyd in 2020. The officers are on trial for their role in his death and over questions about what they should have done at the time. Christy Lopez, who oversaw investigations of police departments at the Justice Department from 2010 to 2017, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013467 PBS NewsHour Episode 167 60 minutes 2/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:02:27 Kim Potter, the former Minneapolis police officer who killed Daunte Wright, was sentenced on Friday to two years in prison. That was far less than the standard manslaughter sentence of around seven years. Potter fatally shot Wright, a 20-year-old Black motorist, during a routine traffic stop last April. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro has our story.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013469 PBS NewsHour Episode 169 60 minutes 2/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:42 Three white men convicted of murdering Ahmaud Arbery in 2020 in Georgia were found guilty Tuesday of federal hate crimes. The jury concluded that Greg and Travis McMichael and their neighbor William Bryan targeted and shot Arbery because he was Black. Margaret Coker, editor-in-chief of The Current, a non-profit news organization covering Southeast Georgia, joins John Yang to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013471 PBS NewsHour Episode 171 60 minutes 2/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:27 In our news wrap Thursday, the Securities and Exchange Commission is investigating whether Tesla CEO Elon Musk and his brother broke insider trading rules, a judge orders a Michigan couple to stand trial for involuntary manslaughter after their son allegedly killed four students at school, and new findings show a rise in the number of American women choosing pills over surgery for abortions.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013471 PBS NewsHour Episode 171 60 minutes 2/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:26 Three former Minneapolis police officers have been convicted in federal court of violating George Floyd’s civil rights. They were on the scene assisting fellow officer Derek Chauvin when he pressed his knee into Floyd’s neck for more than nine minutes, killing him and setting off a wave of racial justice protests worldwide. John Yang reports.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementPNWE  001663 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 63 30 minutes 2/5/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:41 The U.S. is preparing to transfer a man suspected of being a 9/11 hijacker from Guantanamo Bay to Saudi Arabia. The Pentagon announced that this comes after a review board recommended Mohammed al-Qahtani be transferred so he can be treated at a rehabilitation and mental health care program for extremists in Saudi Arabia. New York Times reporter Carol Rosenberg joins.
Culture AMDO  002601 POV Homegoings 60 minutes 2/5/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Through the eyes of Harlem funeral director Isaiah Owens, the beauty and grace of African-American funerals are brought to life. “Homegoings” takes an up-close look at the rarely seen world of undertaking in the black community, drawing on a rich palette of tradition, history and celebration. The film paints a portrait of the departed, their grieving families and a man who sends loved ones “home.”
Culture AMEX  003401 American Experience Riveted: The History of Jeans 60 minutes 2/7/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 Discover the fascinating story of this iconic American garment. From their roots in slavery to the Wild West, hippies, high fashion and hip-hop, jeans are the fabric on which the history of American ideology and politics are writ large.
Culture APOC  004159 Amanpour and Company Episode 159 60 minutes 2/8/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 This journalist views our ongoing national conversation about race through Plato’s eyes. The Atlantic’s Thomas Chatterton Williams examines the complex relationship between the classics and identity politics, and he speaks with Walter Isaacson about racism, education, and cancel culture.
Culture FLMH  000535 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Episode 35 30 minutes 2/25/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:24:46 Dana Canedy discusses “A Journal for Jordan”—her book about the late 1st Sgt. Charles M. King and the words of wisdom he left for their son—now a major movie directed by Denzel Washington. Canedy also reflects on her work running Simon & Schuster.
Culture FLRT  000103 The Food Flirts Cape Cod Road-Trip 30 minutes 2/1/2022 2:30 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Follow the Brass sisters as they "flirt" their way into several Cape Cod kitchens and discover a melting pot of sweets and treats, from American to Greek to South African and more!



Culture FLRT  000104 Food Flirts; The Thailand Meets Tres Leches 30 minutes 2/15/2022 2:30 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Join the Brass sisters as they experience Thai rolled ice cream and take producer Bruce to a tres leches cupcake baking lesson. Back in their kitchen, they make tri-flavored ice cream and a tres leches cake frosted with Thai ice tea whipped cream.
Culture FLRT  000105 Food Flirts; The Pretzel Meets Chocolate 30 minutes 2/18/2022 2:30 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Find out what Bavarian pretzels, stone-ground Mexican chocolate and French brioche have in common. Join the Food Flirts as they discover each and create a spectacular chocolate pretzel brioche bread pudding with raspberry whipped cream.
Culture FLRT  000106 Food Flirts; The What Is a Food Incubator? 30 minutes 2/22/2022 3:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Join the Brass sisters as they discover what a food incubator is, learning about chutney, out-of-the-ordinary cookies and savory rugelach. They then whip up cashew and chutney treats into a "tower" of rugelach with balsamic and fluff drizzle.
Culture ITOW  000202 In Their Own Words Chuck Berry 60 minutes 2/1/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 Take a riveting ride on the Chuck Berry train, exploring the life of the man behind the music. By blending “hillbilly” music with R&B and writing impactful lyrics, Berry birthed a renaissance in popular music we now call rock and roll.
Culture JESO  000000 American Experience Jesse Owens 60 minutes 2/19/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:51:10 On April 2, 1936, when the 22-year-old son of a sharecropper entered the Olympic Stadium in Berlin, he was, he later remembered, barely able to control his anger. “I was angry because of the insults that Hitler and the other German leaders had hurled at me and my Negro teammates on the Olympic squad.” The young athlete would channel his raw emotions into some of the most remarkable achievements in the history of athletics, winning four gold medals. To tell the story of Owens’ remarkable victories in the face of Nazi racism, this film begins in the poor Cleveland neighborhood where the young athlete grew up; details his early career; describes Adolf Hitler’s outsized ambitions for the 1936 Olympics; explores the movement in Western democracies to boycott the event; and explains the pressures on Owens to attend. The film also reveals the unlikely relationship Owens struck up at the games with his German rival Carl “Luz” Long and shows, that in the end, despite his success in Germany, Owens struggled to find a place for himself in a United States that was still wrestling to overcome its own deeply entrenched racism.
Culture MLNH  013459 PBS NewsHour Episode 159 60 minutes 2/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:36 The Winter Olympics are being held, again, in an authoritarian state, raising questions for human rights groups and for many American corporations. Nick Schifrin reports on what advocates say about China's exploitation of the Games, as it tries to project the carefully-crafted image its leader wants the world to see.
Culture MLNH  013462 PBS NewsHour Episode 162 60 minutes 2/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:22 Truckers and protesters blocked a key border crossing between the U.S. and Canada for a fifth straight day. A court injunction issued late Friday ordered an end to that blockade. But for now trucks are blocking three border crossings, stopping commerce and leading to shutdowns of auto plants and production cuts. Paul Solman reports.
Culture MLNH  013465 PBS NewsHour Episode 165 60 minutes 2/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:13 In our news wrap Wednesday, police in Canada began moving to end a nearly three-week siege by truckers protesting COVID restrictions, CDC says it's working on new guidance for masks, President Biden ordered Trump White House visitor logs be released, and federal investigators say President Trump's interior secretary used his position to push a commercial project in Montana.
Culture MLNH  013468 PBS NewsHour Episode 168 60 minutes 2/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:15 The number of unruly passengers on airplanes is skyrocketing. The federal aviation administration has reported nearly 500 incidents so far just in 2022. Now, some airlines are calling on the Justice Department for help. Chief Washington correspondent Geoff Bennett has the story.
Culture MLNH  013473 PBS NewsHour Episode 173 60 minutes 2/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:17 Artists, entertainers, performers and others around the world are finding ways to show their solidarity with Ukrainians during this time of crisis. The efforts range from singing to light displays to prayer and beyond. Jeffrey Brown has a look for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Culture NOPS  000106 No Passport Required D.C. 60 minutes 2/5/2022 16:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Chef Marcus Samuelsson dines, dances and dishes with the Ethiopian community in the nation's capital. He enjoys staples like kifto and injera, and celebrates the culture through cooking, dance and a traditional coffee ceremony.
Culture NOPS  000201 No Passport Required Seattle 60 minutes 2/12/2022 16:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Marcus Samuelsson goes to Seattle to learn about the the Filipino American community, who are part of the city’s longstanding Asian Pacific American heritage
Culture NOPS  000202 No Passport Required Los Angeles 60 minutes 2/19/2022 16:00 PBS 0 0:00:00 Explore Los Angeles with Marcus Samuelsson as he discovers the city's Armenian food and culture.
Culture NOPS  000203 No Passport Required Houston 60 minutes 2/26/2022 16:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Join Chef Marcus Samuelsson in Houston -- America's most diverse city -- to explore the food and culture of its Nigerian and West African community. Along the way, Samuelsson cooks with cutting-edge chefs as well as traditional home cooks.
Culture QGAR  000000 The Queen's Garden NULL 60 minutes 2/28/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 With permission from Queen Elizabeth, this program covers a year in Buckingham Palace Garden, exploring the history and the natural history of this remarkable hidden royal treasure in the heart of London.
Economy MLNH  013460 PBS NewsHour Episode 160 60 minutes 2/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:13 Many economists believe the spike in prices is going to be quite high compared to a year ago, while inflation's bite has been particularly pronounced on some groups of Americans. That includes seniors living on fixed incomes and millennials who had already lost ground during the financial crisis and Great Recession. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports.
Economy MLNH  013461 PBS NewsHour Episode 161 60 minutes 2/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:00 In our news wrap Thursday, the Labor Department reports consumer prices in January jumped 7.5 percent from a year earlier, the biggest year-to-year increase since 1982. Also, Freddie Mac reported 30-year home loan rates hit their highest point in two years, truck blockades tie up more of the U.S.-Canada border and Louisiana lawmakers investigate a Black man's death during an encounter with police.
Economy MLNH  013469 PBS NewsHour Episode 169 60 minutes 2/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:37 We take a closer look at the new sanctions the Biden administration announced Tuesday on Russia and how it could affect the Russian economy. U.S. Deputy Secretary of the Treasury Wally Adeyemo joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013469 PBS NewsHour Episode 169 60 minutes 2/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:05 In our news wrap Tuesday, stocks fell as Wall Street was shaken up by Russia's incursion into eastern Ukraine, the federal civil rights trial stemming from George Floyd's death wound down in Minnesota, the U.S. Supreme Court agreed to hear a new case involving religion and the rights of LGBTQ people, and Hong Kong ordered compulsory COVID-19 testing for its entire population.
Economy PNWE  001666 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 66 30 minutes 2/13/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:33 Inflation in the U.S. has jumped at its fastest rate in 40 years, the Labor Department announced last week. Costs of food and fuel have been rising – and while there may be fluctuations in prices, gasoline prices are expected to remain high for a while. Ryan Dezember from the Wall Street Journal joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss.
Education APOC  004154 Amanpour and Company Episode 154 60 minutes 2/1/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:16:38 As Pfizer prepares to seek U.S. authorization for use of its vaccine on children 6 months to 5 years old, hesitancy amongst parents still poses a problem. In the U.S. just 28% of 5- to 11-year-olds have received one dose. Garrison Elementary School in Washington, D.C. has become a standard-bearer, with 80% of its students receiving their first shot. Principal Brigham Kiplinger joins to discuss.
Education APOC  004157 Amanpour and Company Episode 157 60 minutes 2/4/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:18:18 A wave of book-banning is washing over America, and Art Spiegelman is its latest target. His acclaimed graphic novel about the Holocaust, “Maus,” was recently banned by a TN school board. The reason cited by the board is content that includes nudity, profanity and violence — this in reference to a book about a concentration camp. Spiegelman discusses what this trend could mean for U.S. democracy.
Education APOC  004160 Amanpour and Company Episode 160 60 minutes 2/9/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:18:18 Many aspiring college students in the U.S. are thwarted by the astronomical cost of a degree. New York Times bestselling author Tara Westover shares her shocking childhood and early experience with poverty in her memoir “Educated.”. She didn’t set foot inside a classroom until she was 17, and though she is now successful, she says she is not a poster child for the American dream.
Education INLE  002309 Independent Lens Bulletproof 90 minutes 2/14/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In an era of mass shootings, take a provocative look at what Americans will do to feel safe in schools.
Education MLNH  013459 PBS NewsHour Episode 159 60 minutes 2/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:21 John Nwosu is a school guidance counselor at Garrett Middle School in Cobb County, Georgia who has worked to make sure each of his students is equipped with the tools to succeed, in and outside of the classroom. Nwosu gives us his Brief But Spectacular take on advocating for equity in the school system.
Education MLNH  013465 PBS NewsHour Episode 165 60 minutes 2/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:03 A school board election in San Francisco is highlighting the political fallout from COVID school closures, even in a city long-considered politically progressive. San Francisco voters on Tuesday overwhelmingly recalled three school board members, the first recall election to take place there in 40 years. Scott Shafer, politics editor for KQED in San Francisco, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Education MLNH  013465 PBS NewsHour Episode 165 60 minutes 2/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:20 Black History Month has been celebrated in some form for nearly a century. But this year it comes as students are getting caught up in political scrutiny and alongside a coordinated effort to limit the teaching of race and racism. Geoff Bennett reports.
Education MLNH  013470 PBS NewsHour Episode 170 60 minutes 2/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:06 Peter Kahn has taught English and spoken word poetry to thousands of students at Chicago's Oak Park and River Forest High School since 1994. In collaboration with his current and former students, Kahn is releasing the anthology, "Respect the Mic: Celebrating 20 Years of Poetry from a Chicagoland High School." He gives a Brief But Spectacular take on how spoken word poetry amplifies student voice.
Education PNWE  001664 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 64 30 minutes 2/6/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:19 Black History Month has put the spotlight on diversity education – and the impact of the ban on teaching critical race theory in some states. According to an analysis by Education Week, 37 states are considering limits to the teaching of sexism, racism and inequality. Nadra Nittle, education reporter for The 19th, joins.
Employment MLNH  013457 PBS NewsHour Episode 157 60 minutes 2/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:28 The U.S. labor market proved to be stronger than expected last month despite the omicron surge. Employers added 467,000 jobs as the economy picked up momentum, while the Labor Department said there were nearly 700,000 more jobs created in November and December than first reported. Ron Klain, President Biden's White House chief of staff, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the president's priorities.
Employment MLNH  013470 PBS NewsHour Episode 170 60 minutes 2/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:54 Among the reasons for the current labor shortage in the U.S. is the exodus of older workers retiring early during the pandemic. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports.
Energy PNWE  001669 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 69 30 minutes 2/26/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:49 As the global energy transition continues to promote electrification, governments around the world are looking to support businesses that can help them transform their economies, particularly transportation. In the UK, that means funding for all aspects of the electric ecosystem, as Special Correspondent Willem Marx reports, from mines to making batteries.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013456 PBS NewsHour Episode 156 60 minutes 2/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:02:05 Crews and residents across the Midwest are digging their way out as a sprawling winter storm pushes further across the country. Some places have reported over a foot of snow, creating dangerous driving conditions in several states, while more than 4,000 flights were canceled Thursday alone. Nicole Ellis has our report.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013458 PBS NewsHour Episode 158 60 minutes 2/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:37 In our news wrap Monday, more than 60,000 people in Madagascar are homeless and 21 are dead after a tropical cyclone struck, a second man will plead guilty to plotting to kidnap Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer over COVID restrictions, Chinese tennis star Peng Shuai denied she accused a Chinese official of sexual assault, and Spotify says it will go on streaming Joe Rogan's podcasts.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013461 PBS NewsHour Episode 161 60 minutes 2/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:26 Last year was the deadliest on record for manatees, many of whom starved to death because of a lack of seagrass. A die-off is happening again this year, and federal and state officials as well as volunteers in Florida are trying to save starving manatees with a pilot-feeding project this winter. But as Miles O'Brien reports, there are also larger environmental problems in the water.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013464 PBS NewsHour Episode 164 60 minutes 2/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:04 The so-called megadrought that is afflicting the American West is the worst in 1,200 years, according to a study published this week. It has dried up water supplies, threatened ranchers and fueled wildfires. Park Williams, the lead author of the study just published in the journal Nature Climate Change, joins William Brangham with more.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013469 PBS NewsHour Episode 169 60 minutes 2/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:19 Extreme weather events are wreaking havoc on Madagascar, including multiple cyclones that have already hit the island nation this year. Sitting off the east coast of Africa, it is one of the poorest nations in the world. And as John Yang reports, it's ill-equipped to deal with the climate threats it now faces.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013470 PBS NewsHour Episode 170 60 minutes 2/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:31 There's grim new reports about potential causes and effects of climate change. The United Nations Environment Program has projected intense wildfires linked in part to climate change could increase 50 percent by the end of the century, and the International Energy Agency said energy sector emissions of methane are 70 percent higher than governments claim. William Brangham reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013473 PBS NewsHour Episode 173 60 minutes 2/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:34 In our news wrap Monday, Toyota is shutting down its 14 plants in Japan after a suspected cyberattack, the Supreme Court heard a case that could restrict the government's ability to fight climate change. Also, California, Oregon and Washington will end school mask mandates, flooding submerged Australia's eastern coastal regions and jury selection began for a Texas man accused in the Capitol riot.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013473 PBS NewsHour Episode 173 60 minutes 2/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:29 A new United Nations science report warned that the effects of climate change are growing faster and more severe than expected. It cited hunger, disease, poverty and other ills made worse by a warming planet and indicated the repercussions may soon outstrip humanity's ability to adapt. William Brangham reports.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003903 Nature Pumas: Legends of the Ice Mountains60 minutes 2/2/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Travel to the mountains of Chile to discover the secrets of the puma, the area’s biggest and most elusive predator. Discover how this mountain lion survives and follow the dramatic fate of a puma mother and her cubs.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  004006 Nature Penguins: Meet the Family 60 minutes 2/9/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 A unique celebration of one of Earth’s most iconic and beloved birds, featuring all 18 species of penguins for the first time, from New Zealand, Cape Town, the Galapagos Islands and Antarctica. Witness the perils penguins face for survival, from rock climbing to extreme temperatures to predators. Meet the penguins that seem out of place, making their living in dense forests, desert islands and even city streets. Watch how these creatures parent and form lifelong bonds. Discover how scientists identified 37 new colonies of Emperor penguins in Antarctica without even traveling to the continent. Experience penguins’ heart-warming family dynamics, like chicks bonding with their fathers, alongside astonishing adaptations and behaviors unique to these aquatic birds.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  004007 Nature The Ocean's Greatest Feast 60 minutes 2/16/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 The story of South Africa’s annual sardine migration is brought vividly to life on camera. Each summer, the sardine run sees billions of sardines spawning and traveling up the coast, providing a feast for an array of marine predators.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  004008 Nature American Horses 60 minutes 2/23/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 American horses are icons. Mustang. Appaloosa. Morgan. Quarter Horse. Follow the history of the uniquely American horse breeds that helped shape our nation and meet the people who are continuing in the long tradition of caring for them.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNOVA  004901 NOVA Arctic Sinkholes 60 minutes 2/2/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 Scientists investigate colossal explosions in Siberia and other evidence that rapidly melting soil in the Arctic is releasing vast amounts of methane, a potent greenhouse gas. What are the implications for our climate future?
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersQGAR  000000 The Queen's Garden NULL 60 minutes 2/28/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 With permission from Queen Elizabeth, this program covers a year in Buckingham Palace Garden, exploring the history and the natural history of this remarkable hidden royal treasure in the heart of London.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersYSPL  000101 Greta Thunberg: A Year to Change the WorldEpisode 1 60 minutes 2/2/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Greta as she sees impacts of climate change at three locations: melting glaciers and dying trees in Canada, and fire devastation in California. When a UN conference moves to Madrid, she sails across the ocean during life-threatening storms.



Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersYSPL  000102 Greta Thunberg: A Year to Change the WorldEpisode 2 60 minutes 2/9/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Follow Greta's journey from the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, to Poland, where she speaks with miners who have lost their jobs. She also visits the UK, where she meets with one of her inspirations -- Sir David Attenborough.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersYSPL  000103 Greta Thunberg: A Year to Change the WorldEpisode 3 60 minutes 2/16/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Join Greta in Switzerland and Denmark to investigate potential solutions to limit climate change. She also explores how everyone can play a role, from what we eat to what we wear. Finally, she looks for lessons from the world's response to COVID-19.
Family/Marriage AMDO  002601 POV Homegoings 60 minutes 2/5/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Through the eyes of Harlem funeral director Isaiah Owens, the beauty and grace of African-American funerals are brought to life. “Homegoings” takes an up-close look at the rarely seen world of undertaking in the black community, drawing on a rich palette of tradition, history and celebration. The film paints a portrait of the departed, their grieving families and a man who sends loved ones “home.”
Family/Marriage FIYO  000805 Finding Your Roots Mexican Roots 60 minutes 2/1/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. and guests Mario Lopez and Melissa Villaseñor look at the Mexican American experience as seen through the lens of two families.
Family/Marriage FIYO  000807 Finding Your Roots Forgotten Journeys 60 minutes 2/15/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 Henry Louis, Jr. helps John Leguizamo and Lena Waithe retrace the paths of their ancestors, uncovering crucial pieces of their own identities that were lost on the journey to America.
Health/Health Care APOC  004167 Amanpour and Company Episode 167 60 minutes 2/18/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:16:32 More than a decade after the start of the Syrian War, small but vital steps are being taken towards justice and accountability. This week, a woman of color is added to a small handful of patients who have recovered from HIV. Entrepreneur Mark Cuban is attempting to bring down prices and disrupt America’s multibillion dollar pharmaceutical industry with the launch of his own company.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013454 PBS NewsHour Episode 154 60 minutes 2/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:23 Pfizer asked the Food and Drug Administration Tuesday to authorize two low-dose shots for children between six months and 5 years old. Dr. Yvonne Maldonado, a professor of pediatric infectious disease at Stanford University who has helped conduct trials for the under-5 vaccine, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013454 PBS NewsHour Episode 154 60 minutes 2/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:25 With hundreds of thousands of Americans contracting COVID everyday, health officials worry that may mean more people will end up suffering from so-called “long COVID," the mysterious ailment that can affect the body and the mind for months or longer after an initial infection. William Brangham looks at the latest research on the disorder, beginning with the perspective from a long-COVID survivor.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013455 PBS NewsHour Episode 155 60 minutes 2/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:13 More than two years into this pandemic, the United States death toll is the highest in the world. The country is closing in on 900,000 deaths, and its death rate is alarming -- particularly given that the U.S. was the one of the first to have the vaccine. Geoff Bennett looks at why the nation is struggling compared to much of the world.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013455 PBS NewsHour Episode 155 60 minutes 2/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:27 Scientists have recently discovered what they are calling a silent outbreak of coronavirus among white-tailed deer. William Brangham reports about how one of the most ubiquitous species in North America contracted COVID, and what that means for the future of the pandemic.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013456 PBS NewsHour Episode 156 60 minutes 2/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:33 In our news wrap Thursday, the World Health Organization's European director says the ongoing surge of omicron cases in Europe will actually help bring on the pandemic's end-game, a former Chicago police officer who killed a Black teenager was released from prison, and the owner of Washington's pro football franchise faces new allegations of sexual harassment.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013456 PBS NewsHour Episode 156 60 minutes 2/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:59 The 2022 Winter Olympics officially kick off Friday in Beijing. Over the next two weeks, more than 2,800 athletes from 91 countries will compete for their shot at the gold. But with the excitement comes intense criticism of China, its record on human rights and the decision to host the games there. USA Today columnist Christine Brennan joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013457 PBS NewsHour Episode 157 60 minutes 2/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:20 For 30 years, Dr. Joel Shamaskin was a primary care physician in Rochester, New York. When he received a life-changing ALS diagnosis in 2016, he channeled his energy into what mattered most -- his family and his community. He offers his Brief But Spectacular take on living with ALS.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013458 PBS NewsHour Episode 158 60 minutes 2/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:51 Canada is facing protests for a second week over vaccines mandates and other covid restrictions. Trucks and periodic demonstrations have jammed up the country' capital city ofOttawa. A judge on Monday granted a 10-day injunctions saying truckers must pull back on some of their disruptive tactics. Stephanie Sy has the story.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013458 PBS NewsHour Episode 158 60 minutes 2/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:10 The decision Monday by the governors of New Jersey and Delaware to end masking mandates in schools makes them the latest states to roll back requirements. It comes as the CDC and groups continue to recommend masking in schools to reduce COVID infections. Dr. Lucy McBride, an internist in Washington, D.C., joins Amna Nawaz to discuss why she disagrees with mask mandates in schools.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013458 PBS NewsHour Episode 158 60 minutes 2/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:33 Pharmacists and pharmacy workers get far less attention than other health care workers, but the stress and pressure has been intense. Staffing shortages and working conditions have been a problem throughout the pandemic, and major pharmacy chains and independent stores were recently forced to reduce hours as omicron surged and staff became sick. Here's what we heard from pharmacists themselves.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013459 PBS NewsHour Episode 159 60 minutes 2/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:32 In our news wrap Tuesday, the CDC's director stuck by guidance to wear masks in public schools, Canadian officials warn of mounting economic harm from protests, retired Pope Benedict acknowledged mistakes in handling sexual abuse by clergy, a congressional commission calls for a new strategy on the opioid epidemic, and American Nathan Chen racked up a record performance in men's figure skating.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013460 PBS NewsHour Episode 160 60 minutes 2/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:16 In our news wrap Wednesday, New York, Massachusetts and Illinois are joining the move to end indoor mask mandates as the CDC works on new national guidelines, Canadian officials say anti-vaccine protests at U.S. border crossings must end, Russia's military moves keep the pressure on Ukraine, Iran unveils a new long-range missile, and Madagascar's death toll reaches 92 after a tropical cyclone.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013460 PBS NewsHour Episode 160 60 minutes 2/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:37 At least seven states announced this week they will lift mask mandates for schools, but some public health experts and parents are concerned those decisions are being made too quickly without clear metrics for doing so. Dr. Mercedes Carnethon, a professor of epidemiology, pulmonary and critical care at Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013462 PBS NewsHour Episode 162 60 minutes 2/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:34 In our news wrap Friday, the FDA said it wants more data on whether to authorize three Pfizer COVID-19 shots for children under 5, President Biden ordered the release of $7 billion in frozen Afghan assets for humanitarian aid in Afghanistan and 9/11 compensation, and Pentagon officials say more civilians may have died than first reported in a raid that killed the Islamic State leader in Syria.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013465 PBS NewsHour Episode 165 60 minutes 2/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:57 The average number of daily new COVID cases in the U.S. from omicron has finally dropped below the peak of the delta wave. But the nation is still averaging more than 145,000 new cases and 2,400 deaths per day, leaving many people with questions about balancing risk and safety. Katelyn Jetelina, an epidemiologist at the University of Texas, joins John Yang to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013466 PBS NewsHour Episode 166 60 minutes 2/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:13:04 The World Health Organization reported infections are down globally. In the last two weeks, new cases in the U.S. have decreased by more than 60 percent and a number of states and cities have been lifting masking requirements. But experts warn about letting our guard down too soon. Dr. Anthony Fauci, chief medical adviser to President Biden, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013468 PBS NewsHour Episode 168 60 minutes 2/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:57 Dr. Paul Farmer, a physician, anthropologist and founder of a leading global health organization, died Monday at the age of 62. The group he co-founded, Partners in Health, said he died in his sleep. Special correspondent Fred de Sam Lazaro looks at Farmer's life and legacy and his impact on the developing world.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013470 PBS NewsHour Episode 170 60 minutes 2/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:52 In our news wrap Wednesday, two drugmakers, Sanofi and Glaxo-Smith-Kline, say they hope to get another COVID vaccine on the market soon as they seek regulatory approval in the U.S. and Europe. Also, new government data shows deaths of pregnant women rose during the pandemic, a pair of prosecutors investigating former President Trump resigned, and a new tropical cyclone battered Madagascar.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013472 PBS NewsHour Episode 172 60 minutes 2/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:51 The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on Friday loosened its COVID-19 guidance on wearing masks in indoor public settings. The new standard says people don't have to mask-up if case counts and hospitalizations aren’t especially high where they live. Dr. Jennifer Nuzzo, an epidemiologist and senior scholar at Johns Hopkins University, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Housing, Shelter INLE  002102 Independent Lens Decade of Fire 60 minutes 2/28/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children.
Housing, Shelter INLE  002308 Independent Lens Owned: A Tale of Two Americas 90 minutes 2/7/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Is the “American Dream” of home ownership a false promise? While the government’s postwar housing policy created the world’s largest middle class, it also set America on two divergent paths – one of perceived wealth and the other of systematically defunded, segregated communities.
Housing, Shelter MLNH  013470 PBS NewsHour Episode 170 60 minutes 2/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:16 It's often said that there’s no place like home. But what if that home was built with a 3D printer? Only a handful of people in the U.S. currently live in these types of houses, but some believe this will soon change because of 3D-printing technology’s potential to reduce construction times and costs. Stephanie Sy reports.
Immigration/Refugees INLE  002307 Independent Lens Missing in Brooks County 90 minutes 2/2/2022 3:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:26:46 Migrants go missing in rural South Texas more than anywhere else in the U.S. For many families whose loved ones have disappeared after crossing the Mexico border, activist detective Eddie Canales is their last hope. Unlock the mysteries and confront the agonizing facts of life and death in Brooks County, 80 miles north of the border.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013467 PBS NewsHour Episode 167 60 minutes 2/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:23 In our news wrap Friday, the Supreme Court agreed to hear a Biden administration appeal of the Trump-era "Remain in Mexico" policy, police in Canada arrested at least 70 protesters and towed away trucks in an effort to end protesters’ three-week siege, and the National Archives confirmed it had found classified information in documents taken from former President Trump's Florida home.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000202 No Passport Required Los Angeles 60 minutes 2/19/2022 16:00 PBS 0 0:00:00 Explore Los Angeles with Marcus Samuelsson as he discovers the city's Armenian food and culture.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000203 No Passport Required Houston 60 minutes 2/26/2022 16:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Join Chef Marcus Samuelsson in Houston -- America's most diverse city -- to explore the food and culture of its Nigerian and West African community. Along the way, Samuelsson cooks with cutting-edge chefs as well as traditional home cooks.
Minorities/Civil Rights AMDO  002601 POV Homegoings 60 minutes 2/5/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Through the eyes of Harlem funeral director Isaiah Owens, the beauty and grace of African-American funerals are brought to life. “Homegoings” takes an up-close look at the rarely seen world of undertaking in the black community, drawing on a rich palette of tradition, history and celebration. The film paints a portrait of the departed, their grieving families and a man who sends loved ones “home.”
Minorities/Civil Rights FLMH  000532 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Lonnie Bunch 30 minutes 2/4/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:46 Secretary of the Smithsonian Lonnie Bunch kicks off Black History Month with a discussion on the importance of studying a complete history, the role of museums in society and his continued work to preserve America’s story for future generations.
Minorities/Civil Rights FRON  004013 FRONTLINE American Reckoning 90 minutes 2/15/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:26:46 An unsolved 1960s murder reveals an untold story of the civil rights movement and Black resistance. "American Reckoning" draws on rarely seen footage filmed more than 50 years ago in Natchez, Mississippi, and follows one family's search for justice.
Minorities/Civil Rights INLE  002102 Independent Lens Decade of Fire 60 minutes 2/28/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children.
Minorities/Civil Rights JESO  000000 American Experience Jesse Owens 60 minutes 2/19/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:51:10 On April 2, 1936, when the 22-year-old son of a sharecropper entered the Olympic Stadium in Berlin, he was, he later remembered, barely able to control his anger. “I was angry because of the insults that Hitler and the other German leaders had hurled at me and my Negro teammates on the Olympic squad.” The young athlete would channel his raw emotions into some of the most remarkable achievements in the history of athletics, winning four gold medals. To tell the story of Owens’ remarkable victories in the face of Nazi racism, this film begins in the poor Cleveland neighborhood where the young athlete grew up; details his early career; describes Adolf Hitler’s outsized ambitions for the 1936 Olympics; explores the movement in Western democracies to boycott the event; and explains the pressures on Owens to attend. The film also reveals the unlikely relationship Owens struck up at the games with his German rival Carl “Luz” Long and shows, that in the end, despite his success in Germany, Owens struggled to find a place for himself in a United States that was still wrestling to overcome its own deeply entrenched racism.
Minorities/Civil Rights JLEW  000000 John Lewis - Get in the Way NULL 60 minutes 2/22/2022 22:30 PBS Documentary 1 1:00:00 Follow the courageous journey of John Lewis, whose unwavering fight for justice spans the past 50 years, from his youth in the segregated South, through his leadership within the Civil Rights movement, to his current role as a powerful voice in Congress. He was the youngest speaker at the historic 1963 March on Washington, where Dr.King delivered his legendary "I Have a Dream" speech. And in March 1965, Lewis led the Bloody Sunday march in Selma, where Alabama State Troopers attacked peaceful protesters with billy clubs, bullwhips and tear gas. Their horrific actions were broadcast on nightly news reports into living rooms across America; eight months later, the Voting Rights Act was signed into law. Once an activist pushing from the outside, Lewis, now 76 years old, has become a determined legislator making noise on the inside. Considered by many to be the conscience of Congress, with equal measures of modesty and forcefulness, Lewis strives to persuade D.C. powerbrokers to hear the voices of the unheard. Despite setbacks-and there have been many-John Lewis' eyes remain on the prize.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013455 PBS NewsHour Episode 155 60 minutes 2/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:47 The history of the Holocaust has been part of school curriculums for decades, but how much Americans really know about it has changed. That was brought to light this week when comedian and actress Whoopi Goldberg made race remarks that were widely condemned and led to her suspension from "The View." Ethan Katz, of the Berkeley Antisemitism Education Initiative, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013459 PBS NewsHour Episode 159 60 minutes 2/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:59 A new ruling from the U.S. Supreme Court has major implications for voting rights in this country. The court on Monday reinstated Alabama’s congressional map, one that a lower court had found racially discriminates against Black voters. Janai Nelson, associate director-counsel of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Minorities/Civil Rights PNWE  001665 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 65 30 minutes 2/12/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:07:08 In his new show, “Just for Us”, comedian Alex Edelman explores his Jewish roots and tells the story of the evening he attended a meeting of white supremacists in Queens, New York. NewsHour Weekend’s Zachary Green spoke with Edelman about his show and about how he navigates the world as both a white man and a member of a minority group. The story is part of our ongoing series, ‘Exploring Hate: Antisemitism, Racism and Extemism.’
National Politics/Government APOC  004156 Amanpour and Company Episode 156 60 minutes 2/3/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 Vladimir Chizhov, Russian ambassador to the EU, discusses escalating tensions in eastern Europe. Journalist George Packer discusses the United States’ withdrawal from Afghanistan. Lt. Col. Alexander Vindman (Ret.) explains why he is suing Rudy Giuliani, Donald Trump Jr. and other Trump allies.
National Politics/Government APOC  004161 Amanpour and Company Episode 161 60 minutes 2/10/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:16:12 Rep. Karen Bass is teaming up with Republican Ann Wagner, co-sponsoring a bill to battle human trafficking and help its survivors. Melissa Bell reports on how the weather might impact a Russian invasion. Bill Hayes explores the history of our relationship with exercise in his new book, “Sweat.” Public Wise has launched an online database identifying those who supported the insurrection.
National Politics/Government APOC  004162 Amanpour and Company Episode 162 60 minutes 2/11/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 China is under intense global scrutiny for its treatment of the Muslim Uyghur population, actions the U.S. State Department labels a genocide. For human rights attorney and Uyghur advocate Rayhan Asat, China’s abuses are personal. She says her brother was forcibly disappeared by the government and subjected to indefinite solitary confinement. She joins Hari Sreenivasan to share his story.
National Politics/Government APOC  004165 Amanpour and Company Episode 165 60 minutes 2/16/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 Denmark has become the first country in the European Union to lift all pandemic restrictions. Michael Bang Petersen advises the Danish Government on COVID-19 policy. He tells Walter Isaacson how they reached their decision.
National Politics/Government APOC  004166 Amanpour and Company Episode 166 60 minutes 2/17/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:56 Irish Foreign Minister Simon Coveney weighs in on the Russia-Ukraine crisis. Harvard professor Jack Goldsmith discusses the latest news on President Trump. Former champion athlete Doriane Coleman offers her perspective on the Kamila Valieva doping scandal. Jeremy Peters discusses his new book “Insurgency.”
National Politics/Government FRON  003910 Frontline Trump's American Carnage 60 minutes 2/1/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 From his first days as president to his last, how Trump stoked division, violence, and insurrection. Trump’s siege on his enemies, the media, and even the leaders of his own party, who for years ignored the warning signs of what was to come.



National Politics/Government MLNH  013454 PBS NewsHour Episode 154 60 minutes 2/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:09 The New York Times is reporting that six weeks after the 2020 election former President Trump directed his attorney Rudy Guiliani to ask the Department of Homeland Security if it could take possession of voting machines in key swing states. New York Times congressional correspondent Luke Broadwater joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013455 PBS NewsHour Episode 155 60 minutes 2/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:44 It is another big week in the U.S. Senate with a major push by President Biden to reshape American courts. As a candidate he pledged to diversify the federal bench and his decision to appoint a Black woman to the Supreme Court has dominated recent headlines. NewsHour's Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013456 PBS NewsHour Episode 156 60 minutes 2/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:00 The United States on Thursday stepped up its accusations that Russia is plotting a fake attack by Ukrainian forces as a pretext to invading Ukraine. It came after a U.S. commando raid led to the death of the ISIS leader in Syria. Jonathan Finer, President Biden's deputy national security adviser, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss both the situation over Ukraine and the raid in Syria.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013457 PBS NewsHour Episode 157 60 minutes 2/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:49 In our news wrap Friday, the Republican National Committee censured Reps. Liz Cheney and Adam Kinzinger for taking part in the Jan. 6 investigation, new COVID cases in the U.S. are falling in 49 states, the Winter Olympics are officially underway in Beijing, and House Democrats pushed through a bill to funnel billions of dollars into the U.S. semiconductor industry.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013457 PBS NewsHour Episode 157 60 minutes 2/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:10 Russia's President Vladimir Putin on Friday met with Chinese President Xi Jinping in Beijing and reaffirmed their desire to have closer ties. It comes as Russian troops continue to mass on the border with Ukraine after weeks of intense negotiation between Russia, the U.S. and NATO. Elizabeth Wishnick, a senior research scientist at the Center for Naval Analyses, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013457 PBS NewsHour Episode 157 60 minutes 2/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:12:29 Jonathan Capehart and Gary Abernathy, both columnists for The Washington Post, join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including Pence's pushback against Trump, Republican Party’s censuring of two members of Congress, President Biden's nominees to the Federal Reserve Board, and rising crime rates.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013458 PBS NewsHour Episode 158 60 minutes 2/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:42 It was a day for diplomacy on the Ukraine crisis, from Washington to Moscow and beyond. All this as 100,000 Russian troops mass on the border with Ukraine. Russian President Vladimir Putin and French President Emmanuel Macron met for talks as President Biden and German Chancellor Olaf Scholz tried to present a united front. Nick Schifrin reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013458 PBS NewsHour Episode 158 60 minutes 2/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:35 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including the repercussions after the Republican National Committee censured Reps. Liz Cheney and Adam Kinzinger for their work on the select congressional committee investigating the Jan. 6 assault on the Capitol, and how the committee's probe is progressing.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013459 PBS NewsHour Episode 159 60 minutes 2/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:25 A whirlwind week of diplomacy continued Tuesday, as France’s President Emmanuel Macron visited the capital of Ukraine, following a lengthy day with Russia's Vladimir Putin. As Nick Schifrin reports, war in Europe hangs in the balance. But the question remains: is there a path away from a fight over Ukraine?
National Politics/Government MLNH  013459 PBS NewsHour Episode 159 60 minutes 2/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:57 France's President Emmanuel Macron's dual meetings with Vladimir Putin Monday in Moscow and Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelensky Tuesday in Kyiv aimed at finding common ground that could help de-escalate tensions in the region. So what is the French president's vision for solving this crisis? Philippe Etienne, France's ambassador to the U.S., joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013459 PBS NewsHour Episode 159 60 minutes 2/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:23 Maryland's Democratic Rep. Jamie Raskin gained national attention when he was tapped to lead the second impeachment trial against then-President Trump. The appointment came soon after losing his son to suicide. In a deeply personal book, "Unthinkable: Trauma, Truth, and the Trials of American Democracy," he writes about his son's battle with depression, his death, as well as the Jan. 6 attack.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013460 PBS NewsHour Episode 160 60 minutes 2/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:48 This week in Congress something happened that has been relatively rare in recent years -- there were bipartisan agreements on multiple pieces of legislation. Bills tackling the U.S. Postal Service's financial struggles and a major issue regarding workplace sexual harassment and assault are moving forward with support by both sides of the aisle. Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013461 PBS NewsHour Episode 161 60 minutes 2/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:00 There were more headlines Thursday about Donald Trump and his potential mishandling of White House records, including questions about whether the former president broke federal law. Chuck Rosenberg, a former U.S. attorney and senior FBI official, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013462 PBS NewsHour Episode 162 60 minutes 2/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:46 As President Biden considers who he will choose to replace Justice Stephen Breyer on the Supreme Court, we take a deep dive into some of the potential nominees reportedly on the short list. A bipartisan stamp of approval makes a South Carolina federal judge one of the top contenders. Lisa Desjardins starts our series by answering the question, “who is J. Michelle Childs?”
National Politics/Government MLNH  013462 PBS NewsHour Episode 162 60 minutes 2/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:13:32 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including the Ukraine crisis, the widening divide in the Republican Party over the Jan. 6 insurrection, and the heated debate over mask mandates.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013463 PBS NewsHour Episode 163 60 minutes 2/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:02:50 The government of Canada declared an emergency Monday, targeting demonstrators who have tied up the capital city of Ottawa and critical border crossings. After weeks of obstruction, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau invoked emergency powers to halt the anti-vaccine protests. John Yang reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013463 PBS NewsHour Episode 163 60 minutes 2/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:39 President Biden plans to personally interview potential nominees to the Supreme Court this week, and likely among them will be federal judge Ketanji Brown Jackson. Jackson isn't new to the Supreme Court short list, she was considered a long-shot pick for President Obama in 2016. But she's seen as a leading contender for this vacancy. Geoff Bennett reports on her career and how she got here.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013463 PBS NewsHour Episode 163 60 minutes 2/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:41 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including the Supreme Court vacancy and an intra-party fight for control of the GOP.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013464 PBS NewsHour Episode 164 60 minutes 2/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:58 As President Biden examines the records of potential Supreme Court nominees, we continue our series of profiles of the women on his short list. California Supreme Court Justice Leondra Kruger has never faced questions from the Senate Judiciary Committee, unlike some of the other top contenders. But she is already familiar with breaking barriers during her life and career. Geoff Bennett reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013465 PBS NewsHour Episode 165 60 minutes 2/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:33 A filing last week from the special counsel investigating the origins of the Russia probe has ignited a misleading media firestorm on the right that Hillary Clinton's campaign was guilty of illegally spying on Donald Trump. In a column this week, Pulitzer-Prize winning journalist Charlie Savage of The New York Times wrote about the distortion. He joins William Brangham to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013467 PBS NewsHour Episode 167 60 minutes 2/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:12:51 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including the congressional response to Russian aggression and gun violence in the United States.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013472 PBS NewsHour Episode 172 60 minutes 2/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:28 President Biden on Friday delivered on his promise to nominate the first Black woman to serve on the United States Supreme Court. After a month-long search to fill the seat of retiring Justice Stephen Breyer, Biden selected a former Breyer clerk and sitting federal judge, Ketanji Brown Jackson. Geoff Bennett reports on how she was chosen to receive a nomination that was decades in the making.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013472 PBS NewsHour Episode 172 60 minutes 2/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:15 President Biden's nomination of Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson to the U.S. Supreme Court is a landmark moment for Black women across the legal field, who throughout American history have made up less than 2 percent of the federal bench. Margaret Russell, of the Santa Clara University Law School, and Marcia Coyle, of the National Law Journal, join Lisa Desjardins to discuss Jackson's nomination.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013472 PBS NewsHour Episode 172 60 minutes 2/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:13:09 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including Russia's invasion of Ukraine and President Biden’s selection for the U.S. Supreme Court.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013473 PBS NewsHour Episode 173 60 minutes 2/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:48 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Geoff Bennett to discuss the latest political news, including President Biden’s first State of the Union address, the war in Ukraine and former President Trump’s stance on Russia and reaction from the GOP.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001664 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 64 30 minutes 2/6/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:37 On Monday, the term of Haiti’s American-backed prime minister, Ariel Henry officially ends. It will also be seven months since the island nation’s president was assassinated, raising concerns over another crisis in a nation struggling to contain gang-violence in its capital city. Miami Herald’s Haiti correspondent Jacqueline Charles joins.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001666 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 66 30 minutes 2/13/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:45 Myanmar’s government continues to crackdown on freedoms after it removed Aung San Suu Kyi, the nation’s democratically elected leader after a coup. Special Correspondent Kira Kay meets one of the journalists risking their life to report on the civil conflict in their home country. The story was produced in collaboration with the Bureau for International Reporting.
National Politics/Government WWIR  006132 Washington Week Episode 32 30 minutes 2/4/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:02 Former Vice President Mike Pence made news this week.  He spoke out after former President Donald Trump claimed that Pence could have overturned the 2020 election results. Meanwhile, President Biden held a bipartisan meeting with senators to discuss his future Supreme Court nominee as he continues to face pressure over his handling of tensions with Russia over Ukraine.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013468 PBS NewsHour Episode 168 60 minutes 2/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:48 In our news wrap Monday, Iran's foreign ministry says negotiators are making headway in talks to revive a 2015 nuclear deal abandoned by former President Trump, daily COVID infections fell to about 100,000 over the weekend, Canada's government tries to keep emergency powers in force to deal with dwindling protesters, and Brazil's death toll from last week's disaster rose to 176.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports FLMH  000533 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Episode 33 30 minutes 2/11/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:46 NBA player Enes Kanter Freedom, a prominent critic of his native Turkey and China, discusses the genocide of the Uyghurs, his call for a boycott of the Beijing Olympic Games, and his criticisms of the NBA and Nike for business ties with China.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports JESO  000000 American Experience Jesse Owens 60 minutes 2/19/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:51:10 On April 2, 1936, when the 22-year-old son of a sharecropper entered the Olympic Stadium in Berlin, he was, he later remembered, barely able to control his anger. “I was angry because of the insults that Hitler and the other German leaders had hurled at me and my Negro teammates on the Olympic squad.” The young athlete would channel his raw emotions into some of the most remarkable achievements in the history of athletics, winning four gold medals. To tell the story of Owens’ remarkable victories in the face of Nazi racism, this film begins in the poor Cleveland neighborhood where the young athlete grew up; details his early career; describes Adolf Hitler’s outsized ambitions for the 1936 Olympics; explores the movement in Western democracies to boycott the event; and explains the pressures on Owens to attend. The film also reveals the unlikely relationship Owens struck up at the games with his German rival Carl “Luz” Long and shows, that in the end, despite his success in Germany, Owens struggled to find a place for himself in a United States that was still wrestling to overcome its own deeply entrenched racism.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013454 PBS NewsHour Episode 154 60 minutes 2/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:19 In our news wrap Tuesday, Olympic organizers in China say COVID infections are within an expected range ahead of Friday's opening ceremonies, drugmaker Johnson and Johnson and three leading drug distributors have agreed to pay $590 million to American Indian tribes over opioid abuse, storms sweep across the U.S. and millions of people across Asia and around the world celebrated the Lunar New Year.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013454 PBS NewsHour Episode 154 60 minutes 2/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:09 The most successful quarterback in NFL history is retiring after 22 seasons and seven Super Bowl wins. Tom Brady played 20 years with the New England Patriots and the last two with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. NBC’s Al Michaels joins Jeffrey Brown to discuss his legacy.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013455 PBS NewsHour Episode 155 60 minutes 2/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:31 Well over half the players in the National Football League are Black, but you can count on one hand the number of Black head coaches or general managers. That's been a problem for years, though a class-action lawsuit filed in federal court alleging racism in hiring and recruitment has cast a new spotlight on it. Washington Post sports columnist Kevin Blackistone joins William Brangham to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013457 PBS NewsHour Episode 157 60 minutes 2/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:24 The Beijing Winter Olympics officially begin Friday. The Games are usually a celebration of sport and co-existence, but this year, the U.S. and some allied governments are boycotting diplomatically and accusing China of human rights abuses. Nick Schifrin reports on an Olympics in the era of COVID and how measures designed to keep athletes safe are also silencing Beijing’s critics.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013461 PBS NewsHour Episode 161 60 minutes 2/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:00 Team USA had a big night in Beijing, but there have been upsets and disappointments this week, too. There's also controversy surrounding a top Russian figure skater who reportedly has tested positive for a banned drug after having already secured one gold medal during the Winter Olympics. USA Today sports columnist Christine Brennan joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013462 PBS NewsHour Episode 162 60 minutes 2/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:05 We are near the midpoint of the Winter Olympics, one of the stranger and more controversial Games, given the advent of COVID and China's record on human rights. Even so, athletes are trying to compete under enormous pressure at the highest levels. Amna Nawaz gets the perspective of former speed skater and Olympic great Apolo Ohno, the most decorated Winter Olympian in U.S. history.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013463 PBS NewsHour Episode 163 60 minutes 2/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:31 Despite being cleared to compete in more events this week, controversy and criticism surrounds the continued presence of Russian figure skater Kamila Valieva in the Beijing Olympics. Her failed drug test has jeopardized Russia's gold medal in team figure skating, while a final decision on all of this could take months. Christine Brennan of USA Today joins William Brangham to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013463 PBS NewsHour Episode 163 60 minutes 2/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:22 The Super Bowl was a close and compelling game on Sunday, and as always there was a lot of attention around the halftime show. This year's show was led by hip-hop legends Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, Mary J. Blige, Eminem, Kendrick Lamar and 50 Cent, and comes as the NFL's record on race is under scrutiny. Wesley Morris, New York Times Pulitzer-Prize winning culture critic, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013467 PBS NewsHour Episode 167 60 minutes 2/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:44 This is the closing weekend of the Winter Olympics, which have in many ways been overshadowed by larger concerns, such as China's human rights record and doping allegations. We take a closer look at the controversies surrounding this year's Games, including the conduct of the Russian squad. Stephanie Apstein, of Sports Illustrated, joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013467 PBS NewsHour Episode 167 60 minutes 2/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:04 Unlike the 1.4 billion Chinese citizens, international athletes competing at the Winter Olympics do have free internet access. But through 12 days of sports, no Olympic athlete has criticized the host country for what advocates call horrific human rights violations. Nick Schifrin reports.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013467 PBS NewsHour Episode 167 60 minutes 2/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:38 Despite the problems and criticism around the Olympics, these past two weeks still have provided their share of incredible accomplishments and powerful moments to celebrate. That includes veteran Olympian Nick Baumgartner, who not only won a gold medal in mixed snowboard cross, but did it as the oldest American athlete to compete at the Beijing Games. He joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013469 PBS NewsHour Episode 169 60 minutes 2/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:24 The U.S. women's national soccer team has reached a $24 million equal-pay settlement with the U.S. Soccer Federation. The federation also committed to equalizing future pay for women. Julie Foudy, an ESPN analyst, retired two-time World Cup champion and Olympic gold medalist, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss the momentous day for women's soccer.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MUHA  000102 Muhammad Ali Round Two: What’s My Name? (1964-1970)120 minutes 2/4/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:56:46 Cassius Clay publicly joins the Nation of Islam and takes the name Muhammad Ali. When he refuses induction into the Army, he is stripped of his title and forced into exile. After three years he returns to the ring, but he’s lost a step.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MUHA  000103 Muhammad Ali Round Three: The Rivalry (1970-1974)120 minutes 2/11/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:56:46 Muhammad Ali battles his fiercest rival, Joe Frazier, and the U.S. government, as he attempts to regain the heavyweight title. He first loses to and then defeats Frazier, but to become champion again, he will have to beat George Foreman.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MUHA  000104 Muhammad Ali Round Four: The Spell Remains (1974-2016)120 minutes 2/18/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:56:46 Muhammad Ali shocks the world by defeating George Foreman, winning back the heavyweight title and becoming the most famous man on earth. After retiring in 1981, he travels the world spreading his Islamic faith, and becomes a symbol of peace and hope.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports PNWE  001663 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 63 30 minutes 2/5/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:12 Beijing became the first city to host the summer and winter editions of the Olympics. The Games are being held against a backdrop of multiple controversies – a raging pandemic, diplomatic boycotts over China’s human rights record, and the nation’s growing proximity to Russia. Eva Dou, China business and economy reporter for the Washington Post joins.



Recreation/Leisure/Sports PNWE  001666 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 66 30 minutes 2/13/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:23 With the ongoing Beijing Winter Olympics and Super Bowl, Sunday may be one of the year’s biggest sporting days. But the organizers are in the news for all the wrong reasons – China has seen diplomatic boycotts of the Games because of its human rights record and there are allegations of racism and harassment against the NFL. Jane McManus, Director of the Center for Sports Communication at the Marist College, joins.
Science/Technology MLNH  013454 PBS NewsHour Episode 154 60 minutes 2/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:43 Silicon Valley is home to some of the world's largest technology giants such as Meta, Apple and Alphabet. Rep. Ro Khanna represents that influential part of California in Congress. In his new book "Dignity in a Digital Age" he says tech companies should stop concentrating their jobs in cities like San Francisco and create job opportunities across the country. He joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Science/Technology MLNH  013466 PBS NewsHour Episode 166 60 minutes 2/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:15 Some influencers in wellness communities are using their platform to promote conspiracy theories. We examine the social media phenomenon that's having a real-world impact. Stephanie Sy takes a closer look at how one mother was pulled into this world of disinformation and how she got out.
Science/Technology MLNH  013469 PBS NewsHour Episode 169 60 minutes 2/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:36 With President Biden's announcement Tuesday that new sanctions are being imposed on Russia, concerns are growing that Moscow could retaliate, including with potential cyberattack against the United States. Secretary of Homeland Security Alejandro Mayorkas joins Amna Nawaz to discuss the threat from Russia, the Biden administration's shift in immigration policy, and a rise in violence in the U.S.
Science/Technology NOVA  004902 NOVA Secrets in the Scat 60 minutes 2/9/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 Scott Burnett is “Scatman”—an Australian ecologist on the trail of the secrets of poop. By identifying and analyzing animal scat for DNA and hormones, he discovers essential details of their behavior, how they fit in the ecosystem, and even how to protect them.
Science/Technology NOVA  004903 NOVA Great Mammoth Mystery 60 minutes 2/16/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 Join Sir David Attenborough on a unique excavation of a site in southwest England with rare traces of ancient mammoths and Neanderthals. Featuring hands-on experiments with replicas of Neanderthal-era spears and photorealistic reconstructions of the site's ancient riverside setting, NOVA brings the world of prehistoric Britain vividly to life, illuminated by the inimitable thoughts and insights of Sir David Attenborough.
Science/Technology NOVA  004904 NOVA Augmented 120 minutes 2/23/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 An inventor of bionic limbs teams up with an injured climber and a leading surgeon to test a new amputation technique that allows prosthetic limbs to move and feel like the real thing.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004155 Amanpour and Company Episode 155 60 minutes 2/2/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:18:07 Syria’s Bashar al-Assad is notching up diplomatic ties with several countries raising the question of what message this sends to the world, given the brutal conduct of his regime. Abdul Qader Zamanand Terry Best explain how they saved each other’s lives. Bear Grylls’ mission is to empower all of us to reach our full potential, and that is at the heart of his latest project, BecomingX.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004164 Amanpour and Company Episode 164 60 minutes 2/15/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:16:04 NATO membership has become a focal point in tensions between Russia and the West. Kay Bailey Hutchison served as the U.S. Ambassador to NATO during the Trump administration. She analyzes the situation with Walter Isaacson.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004168 Amanpour and Company Episode 168 60 minutes 2/21/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 Former French Minister for European Affairs Nathalie Loiseau discusses the Russia-Ukraine crisis. Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky discusses his efforts to evade war. Iran’s Foreign Minister Hossein Amir-Abdollahian discusses the Iran nuclear deal. Authors Jason Reynolds and Kiese Laymon explain what it’s like to have a book banned.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004169 Amanpour and Company Episode 169 60 minutes 2/22/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:36 Tensions between Russia and Ukraine are discussed, and whether President Putin can be deterred from invasion.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004170 Amanpour and Company Episode 170 60 minutes 2/23/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:41 The world remains on watch for a full-scale invasion of Ukraine, Ukraine and the defense of European democracy were front and center at the Munich Security Conference this past weekend. Christiane sat down with Canadian Foreign Minister Melanie Joly, who spoke about Canada’s support for Kyiv and its own struggles with the COVID-19 protests that paralyzed Ottawa. Christiane also spoke with Estonia's prime minister Kaja Kallas, author Masha Gessen, and Dmitri Trenin, director of the Carnegie Moscow Center.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004171 Amanpour and Company Episode 171 60 minutes 2/24/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 Since dawn, explosions have been reported in cities and airports across Ukraine. Citizens are leaving the capital city in a mass exodus of vehicles. Subway stations are serving as bomb shelters. And as Putin joins the ranks of global tyrants and pariahs, Western powers promise massive and punitive sanctions. Experts and journalists join the show to discuss Russia’s attack on Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004172 Amanpour and Company Episode 172 60 minutes 2/25/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:00 In 2019, renowned foreign policy expert Angela Stent wrote a book titled “Putin’s World” that looked at how the dictator created a paranoid and polarized world. Now in her latest article in Foreign Affairs, she outlines “the Putin doctrine,” which she argues is getting the West to treat Russia as if it were the Soviet Union – a power to be respected and feared.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004172 Amanpour and Company Episode 172 60 minutes 2/25/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:44 In his attack on Ukraine, Putin is relying heavily on his neighbor, Belarusian strongman Alexander Lukashenko, using the country to base Russian troops. Before Putin’s invasion of Ukraine, Lukashenko was known as Europe’s last dictator, and a referendum this Sunday could further cement his grip on power – it could keep him in office until 2035 and move his country even closer to Putin.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004172 Amanpour and Company Episode 172 60 minutes 2/25/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:56 NATO leaders held an emergency summit today, announcing deployment of more forces and calling on Russia to withdraw theirs. Western officials are warning the Ukrainian capital could fall within days as Russian forces try to encircle Kyiv. Member of Parliament Lesia Vasylenko is also still in the capital city even as it is under assault.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004173 Amanpour and Company Episode 173 60 minutes 2/28/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:14 The people of Lithuania have lived in the shadow of Russia since they won their independence from the Soviet Union in 1991. Several thousand Lithuanian women protested at the Russian embassy on Sunday, calling upon the mothers of Russian soldiers to rise up and stop the war in Ukraine. Dalia Grybauskaite was president of Lithuania during Putin’s first invasion of Ukraine in 2014.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004173 Amanpour and Company Episode 173 60 minutes 2/28/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:58 Putin’s war seems not to be proceeding as far and as fast as planned. But there is little hope for an early resolution to the conflict. On Sunday, Putin put his nuclear deterrent forces on high alert. David Petraeus, a former commander of U.S. Central Command and director of the CIA, joins the show to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004173 Amanpour and Company Episode 173 60 minutes 2/28/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:23 Unprecedented sanctions have sent the Russian ruble tumbling. The U.S. has now cut off Russia’s central bank from its $630 billion so-called sanctions-proof fund. Bill Browder is CEO of Hermitage Capital and the architect of the Magnitsky Act, used by President Biden to impose sanctions on Vladimir Putin and his oligarch cronies. He speaks about the tactic of cutting Putin off from his wealth.
War/Veterans/National Security FLMH  000534 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Michael McFaul 30 minutes 2/18/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:45 Michael McFaul, the U.S. ambassador to Russia in the Obama administration, discusses the rising tensions as Russian troops surround Ukraine and appear poised to invade. He assesses Putin’s motivations and the prospects for deterrence and diplomacy.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013454 PBS NewsHour Episode 154 60 minutes 2/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:06 Russian President Vladimir Putin on Tuesday accused the U.S. and its allies of ignoring Moscow's security demands but said he's willing to hold more talks amid tensions over Ukraine. Katarzyna Pisarska, chair of the Warsaw Security Forum, and Thomas Kleine-Brockhoff, vice president and director of the Berlin office of the German Marshall Fund of the United States, join Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013455 PBS NewsHour Episode 155 60 minutes 2/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:56 In our news wrap Wednesday, President Biden ordered several thousand U.S. troops to take up new positions in Eastern Europe as Russian forces crowd Ukraine's borders, militia fighters in Congo killed at least 60 people at a refugee camp, Jeff Zucker resigned as president of CNN, major oil-producing nations have agreed to raise output, and competition began in the Beijing Winter Olympics.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013456 PBS NewsHour Episode 156 60 minutes 2/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:23 U.S. special operations forces conducted a raid overnight Thursday in Syria that ended in the death of the leader of the Islamic State, Abu Ibrahim al Hashimi al-Qurashi. Nick Schifrin examines the collateral damage and the future of the fight against the terrorist group.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013456 PBS NewsHour Episode 156 60 minutes 2/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:41 Biden administration and military officials were at the U.S. Capitol Thursday briefing senators on the growing tensions over Russia and Ukraine. This comes after President Biden sent 3,000 troops to Eastern Europe to bolster NATO allies. Senators face tough questions about when to come down on the Russian government and how best to do it. NewsHour's Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013458 PBS NewsHour Episode 158 60 minutes 2/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:56 French President Macron met with Russian President Putin Monday in an effort to head off a possible Russian invasion of Ukraine. What are the prospects for French-Russian talks, and how are these talks viewed by the rest of Europe? Heather Conley, president of the German Marshall Fund of the United States, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013461 PBS NewsHour Episode 161 60 minutes 2/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:15 Russian military exercises got underway in earnest Thursday in Belarus near the border with Ukraine, while the British foreign secretary held an icy meeting with her Russian counterpart in Moscow with no sign of progress. Michael Kofman, research program director in the Russia studies program at the Center for Naval Analyses, a Navy-funded think-tank, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013462 PBS NewsHour Episode 162 60 minutes 2/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:56 The Biden administration on Friday issued its most urgent warning yet that Russia could launch a war in Ukraine at any time. More than 100,000 Russian troops surround Ukraine on three sides, and national security adviser Jake Sullivan urged Americans to leave by the end of the weekend. U.S. officials tell our Nick Schifrin, they fear the war could start next week.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013463 PBS NewsHour Episode 163 60 minutes 2/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:09 Germany's chancellor visited Kiev Monday ahead of a meeting with Vladimir Putin as Russia hinted diplomacy could continue on the Ukraine crisis. But will any of this forestall a Russian invasion? Andrew Weiss, who worked on Russian affairs for the Bush and Clinton administrations and is now vice president for studies at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, joins Nick Schifrin with more.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013464 PBS NewsHour Episode 164 60 minutes 2/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:56 President Biden on Tuesday appealed to Russia to pursue the path of diplomacy and laid down a stark warning to Moscow not to threaten the U.S. and its allies. He also told Americans a war in Ukraine could have economic consequences at home in the U.S. But Russia's military has now amassed 150,000 troops on Ukraine’s border, and is able to invade at any moment. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013464 PBS NewsHour Episode 164 60 minutes 2/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:03 As President Biden on Tuesday reiterated the repercussions Russia would face should it invade Ukraine, we get perspectives from two foreign policy experts. Leon Panetta, former secretary of defense and director of the CIA during the Obama administration, and Angela Stent, who was on the State Department's policy planning staff during the Clinton administration, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013465 PBS NewsHour Episode 165 60 minutes 2/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:18 The U.S. says Russia's claims that it is de-escalating tensions on the Ukraine border are"false." A senior administration official said Wednesday night that Russia has added 7,000 troops to the nearly 150,000 troops already near the border. The news comes as defiant Ukrainians staged a show of national unity. Nick Schifrin report.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013465 PBS NewsHour Episode 165 60 minutes 2/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:07 U.S. officials remain worried a Russian invasion could still happen any day in Ukraine. But Russia says it has no intention to invade, while the West accuses Russia of not following through on pulling back its troops from the border. Republican Sen. James Risch, the ranking member of the Foreign Relations Committee, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013466 PBS NewsHour Episode 166 60 minutes 2/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:11 President Biden said Thursday that war in Ukraine could come within days, as artillery hit a kindergarten in eastern Ukraine and a tense standoff between the West and Russia came to a point in the United Nations Security Council. More than 150,000 Russian troops remain massed on the borders of Ukraine. Undersecretary of State Victoria Nuland joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013467 PBS NewsHour Episode 167 60 minutes 2/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:18 As many top American officials fanned out across Europe Friday, the drumbeat of war accelerated across Ukraine. U.S. officials say even more Russian troops have arrived at the border in recent days, joining 150,000 already on station, who the U.S. says are poised to attack. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013467 PBS NewsHour Episode 167 60 minutes 2/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:40 At the three-day security conference that began Friday in Munich, U.S. and NATO leaders aimed to further unify western nations in their efforts to combat Russian aggression. Emily Haber, the German ambassador to the United States, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss the crisis in Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013468 PBS NewsHour Episode 168 60 minutes 2/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:16 Russian President Vladimir Putin recognized as independent two separatist regions of Ukraine Monday, and hours later ordered Russian troops to conduct what the Kremlin called a "peacekeeping operation" in those regions. After Putin's earlier moves, the United States, the United Kingdom, and the European Union all announced targeted sanctions. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013468 PBS NewsHour Episode 168 60 minutes 2/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:24 President Putin further escalated tensions with the West Monday with his decision to recognize territories in eastern Ukraine as an independent state. David Kramer, managing director of global policy at the George W. Bush Institute, and Angela Stent, a Georgetown University professor and intelligence officer during the George W. Bush administration, join Judy Woodruff to discuss the ramifications.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013468 PBS NewsHour Episode 168 60 minutes 2/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:48 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Geoff Bennett to discuss the latest political news, including how President Biden is confronting Russian aggression in Ukraine and how that may impact the political landscape in the United States, and COVID-19 mandates amid falling infection rates.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013469 PBS NewsHour Episode 169 60 minutes 2/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:15 President Biden, the European Union, and the United Kingdom all lodged new and harsh sanctions against Russia Tuesday as the Russian parliament authorized Vladimir Putin to further invade Ukraine. It was an active and urgent day, from Ukraine to Moscow and wider Europe, and to Washington. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013469 PBS NewsHour Episode 169 60 minutes 2/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:46 For more on the impact of the new sanctions on Russia and the wider U.S. and European Union reaction to Russia's invasion of Ukraine we get two views. Stephen Hadley, a former national security adviser during the George W. Bush administration, and Andrew Weiss, who served as director for Russian, Ukrainian, and Eurasian affairs on the National Security Council, join Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013470 PBS NewsHour Episode 170 60 minutes 2/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:35 The Pentagon said Wednesday that Russia is 80-percent prepared for a full invasion of Ukraine. That word came as Ukraine put in force a state of emergency, and Moscow said the separatists that Russia backs in eastern Ukraine had asked for Russian military help to fend off what they call "Ukrainian aggression." Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013470 PBS NewsHour Episode 170 60 minutes 2/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:53 Russia this week claimed Ukraine’s military crossed into Russia and even released a video of an invading tank, while Russian media highlighted supposed attacks inside the self-declared separatist republics. The U.S. and Ukraine accuse Russia of staging videos to justify an imminent invasion. Nina Jankowicz, a Wilson Center fellow studying eastern Europe, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013470 PBS NewsHour Episode 170 60 minutes 2/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:19 As the United States on Wednesday warned Ukraine to be prepared for an imminent Russian invasion, we take a look at how U.S. lawmakers are reacting to the latest situation in Ukraine. Congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013471 PBS NewsHour Episode 171 60 minutes 2/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:49 Russia has launched what U.S. officials describe as the most significant military action in Europe in 77 years. Across Ukraine, Russia has attacked with airstrikes, missiles and troops. Ukraine says at least 57 people were killed and dozens wounded as the Russian army heads toward the capital, Kyiv. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013471 PBS NewsHour Episode 171 60 minutes 2/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:21 Russia's invasion of Ukraine is testing the Biden administration and President Biden himself, with concerns growing that Russia's goal in Ukraine is to take over the country and evict the government. Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff from the White House to discuss developments on both sides of Pennsylvania Avenue.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013471 PBS NewsHour Episode 171 60 minutes 2/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:01 As Russia presses toward Kyiv and the death toll continues to rise across Ukraine, we explore what Moscow's next move may be along with Ukraine's response. Michael Kofman, senior fellow for Russian studies at the Center for Naval Analyses, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013471 PBS NewsHour Episode 171 60 minutes 2/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:00 For more on Russia's invasion of Ukraine and the U.S. and European reactions we get three views. Doug Lute, a retired Army lieutenant general and former U.S. ambassador to NATO, Andrew Weiss, of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and Angela Stent, a Georgetown University professor, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.



War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013471 PBS NewsHour Episode 171 60 minutes 2/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:07 President Biden on Thursday imposed new sanctions on Russian banks, oligarchs and other strategic sectors after Russian troops entered Ukraine. But will the U.S. consider even harsher sanctions moving forward and can Congress and U.S. allies in Europe maintain a united front? State Department spokesperson Ned Price joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the Biden administration's response.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013472 PBS NewsHour Episode 172 60 minutes 2/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:27 The battle for Kyiv appears to be underway, with Russian missiles and airstrikes targeting Ukraine's capital and reports of pitched fighting on its outskirts. Ukrainian President Zelensnky told the people of Kyiv to prepare for the storming of the city by Russian forces. This comes as fighting continues in the central, southern, and eastern reaches of Ukraine. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013472 PBS NewsHour Episode 172 60 minutes 2/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:20 The war in Ukraine is bringing Russia more economic pain as the U.S. and some of its NATO allies move to sanction Russian President Vladimir Putin. NATO members also pledged to bolster the alliance's eastern flank with the movement of additional allied troops. NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg joins Judy Woodruff from NATO headquarters in Brussels to discuss the escalating war.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013473 PBS NewsHour Episode 173 60 minutes 2/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:19 In less than a week since Russia began its attack on Ukraine, more than 500,000 Ukrainians have fled their nation and are now refugees. This comes as fierce fighting continues across the country, the U.S. and Europe imposed harsh new sanctions on the Russian central bank, and President Zelensky asked the European Union to immediately accept Ukraine. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013473 PBS NewsHour Episode 173 60 minutes 2/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:12 The movement of more than a half-million people out of Ukraine and into surrounding countries is creating a dire humanitarian situation. U.S. Agency for International Development Administrator Samantha Power, who was at the Polish border Sunday, joins Nick Schifrin from Brussels to discuss how Europe and the world are responding to the crisis.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013473 PBS NewsHour Episode 173 60 minutes 2/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:59 Doug Lute, a retired Army lieutenant general and former U.S. ambassador to NATO, Andrew Weiss, of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and Adam Smith, a former U.S. Treasury official who served on the National Security Council staff, join Judy Woodruff to discuss Russia's invasion, the global response, the impact of sanctions and whether Ukrainians can continue the resistance.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001663 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 63 30 minutes 2/5/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:59 As Kabul fell to the Taliban last August, Abdul Qader Zaman and his family were among the tens of thousands desperately trying to flee the country. With the help of volunteers and veterans from his time as an interpreter for U.S. soldiers, Zaman and his family eventually escaped. Hari Sreenivasan reports from Erie, Pennsylvania, where the Zamans are now beginning life again.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001665 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 65 30 minutes 2/12/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:05:12 President Biden held a high-stakes call with Russian President Vladimir Putin amid warnings that an invasion into Ukraine could begin ‘any day.’ All U.S. Embassy non-emergency personnel have been ordered to leave Ukraine and American citizens have also been advised to leave. Earlier, satellite images showed Russian troops at Ukraine borders. NPR’s correspondent, Frank Langfitt joins from Kherson in Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001665 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 65 30 minutes 2/12/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:06:07 As Russian troops mass on Ukraine’s border it is unclear if or when there will be an invasion. But many Ukrainians are preparing for the worst and have stepped up training in civil defense. NewsHour Weekend’s Hari Sreenivasan reports on Ukraine’s volunteer defense forces.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001668 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 68 30 minutes 2/20/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:03:59 While Ukraine has called for a ceasefire, Russia has extended military exercises in Belarus as tensions over a possible war remain high. U.S. intelligence and NATO countries say 150,000 Russian troops are stationed along Ukraine’s border. NPR’s Frank Langfitt joins from Kyiv to discuss the mood in Ukraine’s capital.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001669 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 69 30 minutes 2/26/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:27 Fighting intensified in Ukraine today as Russian forces closed in on the capital city of Kyiv and other regions. Neighboring nation Moldova has declared a state of emergency as tens of thousands of refugees pour into the country; others have chosen to stay in Ukraine and fight. For an on-the-ground perspective NPR Correspondent Frank Langfitt joins us from western Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001669 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 69 30 minutes 2/26/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:24 Special Correspondent Simon Ostrovsky has been covering Ukraine for many years. In 2019, he interviewed President Zelensky when he was running for office about his foreign policy and strategy on Russia. Ostrovsky joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the ongoing invasion.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001670 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 70 30 minutes 2/27/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:11 Hundreds of Russians have been arrested for demonstrating against Ukraine’s invasion across the country. Meanwhile, sanctions aimed at crippling Russia’s economy are slowly having an impact: the ruble is fluctuating, people are queuing up outside ATMs and prices are rising. Anton Troianovski, Moscow Bureau Chief of the New York Times, joins.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001670 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 70 30 minutes 2/27/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:17 Fighting in Ukraine continues as thousands of young people join the resistance against Russian troops. Meanwhile, hundreds of thousands of Ukrainians are fleeing to neighboring countries. President Volodomyr Zelensky has agreed to hold peace talks with Moscow at the Ukraine-Belarus border. Yaroslav Trofimov, Chief Foreign affairs Correspondent, Wall Street Journal joins from Kyiv.
War/Veterans/National Security WWIR  006133 Washington Week Episode 33 30 minutes 2/11/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:25:50 U.S. officials warned that the standoff between Russia and Ukraine is an escalating situation, that comes as the Pentagon has ordered 3,000 more American troops to deploy to Poland and President Biden is set to speak with Russia President Vladimir Putin on Saturday. And the National Archives asked the Department of Justice to investigate Former President Trump’s handling of White House documents.
War/Veterans/National Security WWIR  006134 Washington Week Episode 34 30 minutes 2/18/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:02 On Friday, President Biden said he is convinced Russian President Vladimir Putin has decided to invade Ukraine. And U.S. officials are warning as many as 190 thousand Russian troops are gathered in or around Ukraine. This comes as the Russian government expelled a top U.S. embassy official from Moscow. Meanwhile, a Russian invasion of Ukraine could also be felt at home. This week, President Biden warned that gas and energy prices could be affected if the conflict escalates. As gas prices hit an eight year high, President Biden vouched to work with congress but said "I will not pretend this will be painless."
War/Veterans/National Security WWIR  006135 Washington Week Episode 35 30 minutes 2/25/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:22:53 The world is seeing the largest military attack in Europe since World War II following Russia's invasion of Ukraine. In response, President Biden and NATO leaders levied new sanctions aimed at stifling Russia’s economy. Meanwhile, at home, President Biden announced his nomination of Federal Appeals Court Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson to the Supreme Court, making her the first Black woman to be nominated to the nation's high court.
Women MLNH  013456 PBS NewsHour Episode 156 60 minutes 2/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:25 Afghanistan's women saw two decades of progress vanish when U.S. forces withdrew in August as the Taliban took back control of the country. The group's arch-conservative interpretation of Islam pushed women out of the workplace, and cast most young women and girls out of school. But as Jane Ferguson and videographer Eric O'Connor report, some women in Afghanistan are not taking this lying down.
Women PNWE  001668 PBS NewsHour Weekend Episode 68 30 minutes 2/20/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:09:23 The historically Black neighborhood of West Oakland is changing, like much of California’s Bay Area—but longtime local residents are working on a project to immortalize their neighborhood’s legacy: the birthplace of the Black Panther Party. A grassroots museum and mural honors the vital contributions of the oft-overlooked women of the Black Panthers. Ivette Feliciano reports.
Women TTCY  003050 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 50 30 minutes 2/11/2022 16:30 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:16 Host Bonnie Erbe speaks to Christian F. Nunes, the president of the National Organization for Women, about the state of women's rights.
Youth MLNH  013471 PBS NewsHour Episode 171 60 minutes 2/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:04 Texas Gov. Greg Abbott and the state's attorney general have directed state agencies to investigate families who provide gender-affirming medical care for transgender children. Dr. Stephen Rosenthal, a pediatric endocrinologist and the medical director of the Child and Adolescent Gender Center at the University of California San Francisco, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Agriculture INLE  001912 Independent Lens Dolores 120 minutes 3/12/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Dolores Huerta's fascinating life, from the fearless young woman confronting teamsters on violent picket lines to the activist grandmother nearly beaten to death by a San Francisco police squad, was overshadowed by the legacy of Cesar Chavez. After she was forced from the ranks of the all-male union leadership after his death, Dolores learns the painful truth- that her gender is the greatest obstacle of all. But she turns her defeat into inspiration, setting the course for a lifetime pursuit of equality for all. While tracing Huerta's trajectory through the most radical social and cultural movements of the past 50 years, from brown power and feminism to LGBTQ rights and environmental justice, Dolores provides an unflinching look at the barriers faced by women and people of color within the very communities they're fighting for.
Agriculture MLNH  013489 PBS NewsHour Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:43 The Black Sea region straddling Russia and Ukraine is known as the “breadbasket of Europe” because of the bounty from its fertile soil. But since the Russian invasion farmers have left those fields for safety or to take up arms, and the impacts are ricocheting around the world. Stephanie Sy reports.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction MLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:33 During the first year of the pandemic, alcohol-related deaths increased dramatically by 25 percent, according to a new study. In 2020, deaths jumped from about 79,000 a year to 99,000, with the spike seen across all drinking-age groups. Katherine Keyes, an epidemiologist at Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse/Addiction PNWE  001674 PBS News Weekend Episode 74 30 minutes 3/13/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:57 Antwerp, Belgium, is one of the largest entry points into Europe and home to what Europol believes to be one of the most active cocaine trafficking networks. Local police raided dozens of locations last month and arrested 45 people as one part of an international effort to crackdown on the growing problem. Special Correspondent Willem Marx reports.
American History/Biography AMEX  001406 American Experience Zoot Suit Riots 60 minutes 3/29/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In the aftermath of a highly publicized trial for the murder of a young Mexican-American man in 1942, Los Angeles erupted in violent riots that scarred race relations for decades to come. Hector Elizondo narrates.
American History/Biography AMMS  002901 American Masters Althea 90 minutes 3/5/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:30:00 Discover the story of Althea Gibson, who emerged as the unlikely queen of the segregated tennis world of the 1950s. She was the first African American to play and win Wimbledon and the U.S. Nationals. Features Billie Jean King and David Dinkins.
American History/Biography AMMS  003403 American Masters Amy Tan: Unintended Memoir 120 minutes 3/19/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Explore the life of the groundbreaking author of "The Joy Luck Club" in this intimate portrait. Archival imagery, home movies, photographs, animation and original interviews create a vivid, colorful journey through Tan's inspiring life and career.
American History/Biography BYES  000000 Beyond a Year in Space NULL 60 minutes 3/2/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Picking up where the first film left off—Scott Kelly’s last day in space and return to Earth—the final installment also introduces viewers to the next generation of astronauts training to leave Earth’s orbit and travel into deep space.
American History/Biography FIYO  000601 Finding Your Roots Hollywood Royalty 60 minutes 3/22/2022 20:00 PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:00:00 Three actors born into Hollywood royalty discover branches of their family trees that have been hidden from the public eye—and meet a cast of characters every bit as dramatic as the people they themselves have played on camera.
American History/Biography FIYO  000602 Finding Your Roots Off the Farm 60 minutes 3/29/2022 20:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores the humble roots of comedic actors Melissa McCarthy and Eric Stonestreet, retracing the ancestral journeys that laid the groundwork for their success.
American History/Biography INLE  001912 Independent Lens Dolores 120 minutes 3/12/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Dolores Huerta's fascinating life, from the fearless young woman confronting teamsters on violent picket lines to the activist grandmother nearly beaten to death by a San Francisco police squad, was overshadowed by the legacy of Cesar Chavez. After she was forced from the ranks of the all-male union leadership after his death, Dolores learns the painful truth- that her gender is the greatest obstacle of all. But she turns her defeat into inspiration, setting the course for a lifetime pursuit of equality for all. While tracing Huerta's trajectory through the most radical social and cultural movements of the past 50 years, from brown power and feminism to LGBTQ rights and environmental justice, Dolores provides an unflinching look at the barriers faced by women and people of color within the very communities they're fighting for.
Arts AMMS  003307 American Masters How It Feels To Be Free 120 minutes 3/26/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Explore the lives and trailblazing careers of iconic African American entertainers Lena Horne, Abbey Lincoln, Nina Simone, Diahann Carroll, Cicely Tyson and Pam Grier, who changed American culture through their films, fashion, music and politics.
Arts APOC  004178 Amanpour and Company Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:46 Andrey Kurkov is acclaimed the world over for satirical novels like “Death and the Penguin.” He has put his latest novel on pause in order to speak out about what is happening to his country and his countrymen. He joins Christiane from western Ukraine.
Arts APOC  004182 Amanpour and Company Episode 182 60 minutes 3/11/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:07 In the new Oscar-nominated film “Nightmare Alley,” Bradley Cooper plays a 1930s grifter who reinvents himself as a mentalist — and then falls into the trap of believing his own hype. Guillermo del Toro directed and co-wrote the film, and he speaks with Christiane about his story’s painful relevance for these times.
Arts MLNH  013478 PBS NewsHour Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:02:27 In the midst of so much chaos and destruction in Ukraine, the sound of music has the power to bring light to darkness. William Brangham has this look at the voices and melodies uplifting a nation under siege.
Arts MLNH  013482 PBS NewsHour Episode 182 60 minutes 3/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:26 Kara Jackson is known for being the 2019-2020 National Youth Poet Laureate from Oak Park, Illinois. But her art is not limited to one medium or one place. She writes poems but also essays and music that explore her family history, her southern roots, and how the legacy of racism continues to impact her and her communities. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on what shapes her art.
Arts MLNH  013485 PBS NewsHour Episode 185 60 minutes 3/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:56 The National Book Critics Circle is presenting the Black poetry group "Cave Canem” with the inaugural Toni Morrison Achievement Award, saying “no institution has played such a definitive role in shaping the poetry of the 21st century.” For our CANVAS series, Jeffrey Brown spoke with poet Cornelius Eady, who co-founded the group and continues to shape the landscape of American literature.
Arts MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:37 An exhibition in Los Angeles is bringing the work of a groundbreaking video artist to the attention of a new generation. Jeffrey Brown has the story for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013488 PBS NewsHour Episode 188 60 minutes 3/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:34 Shawn Dunwoody is a local artist and activist born and raised in Rochester, New York. Early in his career he found success in galleries and at universities. But he's now returning his focus to his own neighborhood, hoping to ignite conversations through art to create changes in the community. He shares Brief But Spectacular take on bridging communities for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:36 Ripple effects continued Monday after some unscripted drama at Sunday night’s Academy Awards ceremony, as actor Will Smith struck presenter Chris Rock on stage. But there are also many other highlights to explore. Jeffrey Brown reports for our arts and canvas series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013494 PBS NewsHour Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:13 One of the most moving moments from Sunday’s Oscars ceremony was the award for best supporting actor to Troy Kotsur, making him the first male deaf actor to win an Oscar Award. The film he appeared in, “CODA,” was also named best picture. Jeffrey Brown has our look for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Arts MLNH  013495 PBS NewsHour Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:44 In Sarasota, Florida large scale artworks are being used to teach students about diversity, inclusion and mental health. This comes at a time when there is growing controversy in the state, and school districts across the country, over how and whether to teach about racism in America. Special correspondent Charlayne Hunter-Gault went to see how the exhibit encourages inclusion.
Arts PNWE  001675 PBS News Weekend Episode 75 30 minutes 3/19/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:52 Musician Aimee Mann was asked to write songs for a play based on the best-selling memoir “Girl, Interrupted,” about the author’s time spent in a mental hospital. Mann, who won a Grammy award in 2018 for her own album called “Mental Illness” took it on. The result is her recent album “Queens of the Summer Hotel.” She spoke with NewsHour Weekend Special Correspondent Tom Casciato.
Arts PNWE  001676 PBS News Weekend Episode 76 30 minutes 3/20/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:46 Two years ago, just after the start of previews for Claudia Rankine’s play, “Help,” New York’s theaters shut down. Now with the pandemic easing, the show is finally opening. PBS NewsHour Weekend sat down with Rankine two years ago and met with her again to see how recent events have reshaped her work, which examines white privilege through the eyes of a Black woman.
Arts PNWE  001677 PBS News Weekend Episode 77 30 minutes 3/26/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:11 A blockbuster exhibition in the early 2000’s made the women of Gee’s Bend, Alabama, famous for their visually stunning quilts. But the success didn’t translate into meaningful economic gains for their isolated community. Now, new opportunities are helping change that. With support from the Souls Grown Deep Foundation, the quilters now have sold-out Etsy shops and collaborations with high-profile fashion designers. Megan Thompson reports.
Arts PNWE  001678 PBS News Weekend Episode 78 30 minutes 3/27/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:25 Millions of people travel through Houston's airports each month - making the region one of the busiest for air travel in the country. But while they are traveling, they are also getting a glimpse of one of the largest collections of public art in the state of Texas. Special Correspondent Karla Murthy reports from Hobby Airport in Houston on how Houston has made public art in its airports a priority.



Community Politics, Government INLE  001912 Independent Lens Dolores 120 minutes 3/12/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Dolores Huerta's fascinating life, from the fearless young woman confronting teamsters on violent picket lines to the activist grandmother nearly beaten to death by a San Francisco police squad, was overshadowed by the legacy of Cesar Chavez. After she was forced from the ranks of the all-male union leadership after his death, Dolores learns the painful truth- that her gender is the greatest obstacle of all. But she turns her defeat into inspiration, setting the course for a lifetime pursuit of equality for all. While tracing Huerta's trajectory through the most radical social and cultural movements of the past 50 years, from brown power and feminism to LGBTQ rights and environmental justice, Dolores provides an unflinching look at the barriers faced by women and people of color within the very communities they're fighting for.
Community Politics, Government INLE  002102 Independent Lens Decade of Fire 60 minutes 3/1/2022 2:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementAMEX  001406 American Experience Zoot Suit Riots 60 minutes 3/29/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In the aftermath of a highly publicized trial for the murder of a young Mexican-American man in 1942, Los Angeles erupted in violent riots that scarred race relations for decades to come. Hector Elizondo narrates.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013476 PBS NewsHour Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:48 In our news wrap Thursday, a jury in Louisville, Kentucky acquitted a former police officer of wanton endangerment stemming from Breonna Taylor's killing, bipartisan momentum builds for a ban on Russian oil shipments to the U.S., the Supreme Court rejected a Guantanamo detainee's request for secret information on his treatment, and 500,000 Australians are ordered to evacuate amid flooding.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013476 PBS NewsHour Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:36 Homeboy Industries has been part of Hector Verdugo's life for over 16 years. He's now their associate executive director, but he first received their guidance after getting arrested at 14 years old. Based in Los Angeles, Homeboy Industries and its founder Fr. Greg have helped Verdugo and other men like him recognize their full potential. Here's his Brief But Spectacular take on change and healing.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:42 In our news wrap Tuesday, officials in China tightened anti-virus controls at ports amid an accelerating outbreak, bringing worries of trade disruptions. Also, an Australian court overturned a landmark ruling on climate change, police in Washington, D.C. arrested a man in connection with the shootings of five homeless people, and doctors and nurses in Haiti went on strike over kidnappings.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013489 PBS NewsHour Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:28 For years Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny and his organization have been the target of a Kremlin campaign of harassment, jailing and even poisoning. And on Tuesday he received a new verdict in prison, where he is already serving a two-year term, standing next to his lawyers. Alina Polyakova, president and CEO of the Center for European Policy Analysis, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013489 PBS NewsHour Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:24 Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson spent hours on defending her representation of Guantanamo Bay detainees and denying she'd been too lenient in child pornography cases. Saikrishna Prakash, a University of Virginia law professor and former clerk to Justice Clarence Thomas, and Margaret Russell, a law professor at Santa Clara University, join Judy Woodruff to discuss the hearing.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013492 PBS NewsHour Episode 192 60 minutes 3/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:25 In our news wrap Friday, Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson picked up the crucial support of West Virginia Sen. Joe Manchin, Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas was released from a Washington hospital, Minneapolis teachers reached a tentative deal to end a strike, rebel forces in Tigray agreed to a humanitarian ceasefire, and EU negotiators back landmark restrictions for Big Tech.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013494 PBS NewsHour Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:31 In our news wrap Tuesday, a gunman killed at least five people in a Tel Aviv suburb in the third such attack in Israel in a week, Shanghai's sweeping lockdown to stop a COVID surge entered a second day, South Korea dismissed North Korea's claim it launched a new type of intercontinental ballistic missile, and the Senate voted to consider Lisa Cook's nomination to the Federal Reserve Board.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013494 PBS NewsHour Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:19 The Emmett Till Anti-Lynching Act became law on Tuesday, a bipartisan step towards acknowledging the history of racial violence in the United States. Amna Nawaz reports on the law's significance and what it took to get here.
Crime/Legal Issues/Law EnforcementMLNH  013494 PBS NewsHour Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:03 Reports indicate a gap of nearly eight hours in then-President Trump's phone records on Jan. 6, 2021. It took place during the time frame that his supporters stormed and attacked the U.S. Capitol in an effort to overturn the 2020 presidential election results. Rep. Adam Schiff, a member of the committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Culture FIYO  000601 Finding Your Roots Hollywood Royalty 60 minutes 3/22/2022 20:00 PBS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:00:00 Three actors born into Hollywood royalty discover branches of their family trees that have been hidden from the public eye—and meet a cast of characters every bit as dramatic as the people they themselves have played on camera.
Culture FLMH  000538 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Margaret Atwood 30 minutes 3/18/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:46 “The Handmaid’s Tale” author Margaret Atwood discusses her dystopian classic and being a consultant on the hit Hulu series based on it. Atwood reflects on using fiction and essays to warn about authoritarianism, climate change and other dangers.
Culture LRPA  000000 Lucy Worsley's Royal Photo Album NULL 60 minutes 3/13/2022 22:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Explore how the royal family has shaped their image with photography, from Queen Victoria to Princess Diana to Prince Harry. From official portraits to tabloid snapshots, the camera has been the Crown’s confidante, messenger — and nemesis.
Culture LWRP  000000 Lucy Worsley's Royal Palace Secrets NULL 60 minutes 3/7/2022 21:00 PBS Demonstration/Instructional 1 0:00:00 Take an exclusive tour of London’s most extraordinary palaces. From the forbidding Tower of London to glorious Hampton Court to treasure-filled Kensington Palace, Lucy takes viewers behind the velvet ropes into each building’s most secret places.
Culture MLNH  013474 PBS NewsHour Episode 174 60 minutes 3/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:15 In our news wrap Tuesday, the U.S. death toll from COVID-19 reaches 950,000, the highest reported number of any country. Also, the midterm election season began with primaries in Texas, some 40,000 people in Australia are under evacuation orders amid widespread flooding, players reject Major League Baseball's final offer to end a lockout, and revelers in New Orleans celebrated Mardi Gras.
Culture MLNH  013477 PBS NewsHour Episode 177 60 minutes 3/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:42 In our news wrap Friday, a suicide bombing killed at least 56 people and wounded more than 190 during Friday prayers at a Shiite mosque in Pakistan, Florida becomes the latest GOP-led state to adopt strict new abortion limits, the Supreme Court reinstated the death sentence for Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, and retired Black NFL players denied payments for dementia can be retested.
Culture MLNH  013483 PBS NewsHour Episode 183 60 minutes 3/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:46 In our news wrap Monday, Iran defended firing missiles that landed near a U.S. consulate in northern Iraq on Sunday, a more contagious version of the omicron variant called BA.2 spread to additional cities in China, President Biden's Federal Reserve Board nomination is in jeopardy, quarterback Tom Brady reversed a decision to retire and Oscar-winning actor William Hurt dies after cancer struggle.
Culture MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:37 An exhibition in Los Angeles is bringing the work of a groundbreaking video artist to the attention of a new generation. Jeffrey Brown has the story for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Culture NOPS  000204 No Passport Required Philadelphia 60 minutes 3/5/2022 16:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Marcus meets friends new and old, and learns more about the city’s Italian food scene.
Culture NOPS  000205 No Passport Required Las Vegas 60 minutes 3/12/2022 16:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Host Marcus Samuelsson visits Las Vegas to learn more about the city’s long-standing Chinese community and their food traditions.
Culture NOPS  000206 No Passport Required Boston 60 minutes 3/19/2022 16:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Marcus Samuelsson goes to the greater Boston area to learn more about Portuguese, Brazilian, and Cape Verdean food traditions. Marcus eats Portuguese chowder with halibut on a fishing boat, visits a Portuguese marketplace where he tries plenty of bacalhau, and later, in a home kitchen, he makes a bacalhau gratin with cheese and potatoes. He also learns the history of Afro-Brazilian martial art capoeira over açaí bowls and Brazilian baked goods, listens to a Cape Verdean singer and tries Cape Verdean specialties like cachupa and jagacida, and, of course, heads to a churrascaria for lots and lots of meat.
Culture QESA  000101 Queen Elizabeth's Secret Agents Episode 1 60 minutes 3/2/2022 0:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 William Cecil, Queen Elizabeth I's spy master, intercepts a conspiracy to assassinate the queen. When he learns that Elizabeth's own cousin, Mary Queen of Scots, is behind the plot, he lays a trap to capture and execute her.
Culture QESA  000102 Queen Elizabeth's Secret Agents Episode 2 60 minutes 3/2/2022 1:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Elizabeth�s enemies grow in strength, but her spymaster Robert Cecil also fights an enemy within. An ambitious aristocrat is trying to take over his network. At stake is control over the aging queen and the power to choose the next King of England.
Culture QESA  000103 Queen Elizabeth's Secret Agents Episode 3 60 minutes 3/2/2022 2:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 England has a new monarch, King James I, and Elizabeth's former spymaster Robert Cecil faces his toughest test. A group of religious extremists plans to blow up the Houses of Parliament with the king inside--the Gunpowder Plot.
Culture QGAR  000000 The Queen's Garden NULL 60 minutes 3/1/2022 1:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 With permission from Queen Elizabeth, this program covers a year in Buckingham Palace Garden, exploring the history and the natural history of this remarkable hidden royal treasure in the heart of London.
Disabilities MLNH  013491 PBS NewsHour Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:54 At the Academy Awards this weekend, the film "CODA" was nominated for three awards including best picture. One of the main actors is Marlee Matlin, who has brought strong characters to the screen for 35 years. She shares her Brief But Spectacular take on uplifting deaf actors and others in the disability community in Hollywood.
Economy APOC  004185 Amanpour and Company Episode 185 60 minutes 3/16/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:39 Australian mining titan Andrew Forrest says the time to stop buying Russian oil and gas is now. He’s also pulled back from his renewable energy interests in the country, saying any profits to be made there would be blood money.
Economy APOC  004187 Amanpour and Company Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:43 Victor Gao: “China’s on the Side of Peace”
Economy MLNH  013475 PBS NewsHour Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:37 As nations increase economic pressure on Russia, President Biden has warned that some of those moves could also end up hurting U.S. consumers, especially at the gas pump. Gas prices are already high, further pinching consumers who are also dealing with high inflation. Bob McNally, president of Rapidan Energy Group, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013475 PBS NewsHour Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:00 In our news wrap Wednesday, Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell has confirmed he expects to start raising interest rates this month and said he supports a traditional quarter-point increase, the White House rolled out a new COVID preparedness plan, thousands of people were ordered to evacuate in Australia amid record flooding, and Texas voters created marquee election contests in the primaries.
Economy MLNH  013477 PBS NewsHour Episode 177 60 minutes 3/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:48 The latest jobs reports shows U.S. job growth surged in February as the omicron wave of COVID-19 began fading. The Labor Department reports employers added a net of 678,000 jobs, the most since July. Jared Bernstein, who serves on the White House Council of Economic Advisers, joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013478 PBS NewsHour Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:22 Russia is one of the world's largest energy producers of both crude oil and natural gas. Prices for both commodities have skyrocketed since the war started almost two weeks ago, and they are near record territory. Europe especially relies on Russian natural gas. But now, the Biden White House is raising possible new, harsh sanctions on this vital sector. Geoff Bennett reports.
Economy MLNH  013479 PBS NewsHour Episode 179 60 minutes 3/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:40 The U.S. ban on Russian oil adds another level of pressure to a strained global market. The average price for a gallon of gas in the U.S. is now $4.17, and the price of crude oil topped $130 a barrel earlier this week. Daniel Yergin, vice chairman of S&P global and author of several major books on oil and energy including "The Prize" and “The New Map,” joins Stephanie Sy to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013480 PBS NewsHour Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:12 In our news wrap Wednesday, Wall Street rebounded sharply after oil prices dove 12 percent in New York to below $109 a barrel, a federal judge threw out a lawsuit against Rep. Mo Brooks for inciting attacks on the Capitol, Yoon Suk Yeol claimed victory in South Korea's presidential election, and the Biden administration restored California's authority to set tailpipe emission standards.
Economy MLNH  013482 PBS NewsHour Episode 182 60 minutes 3/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:21 Even before the U.S. moved on Friday to sever normal trade with Russia, sanctions were far-reaching, and the ruble's value has plunged as a result. One estimate suggested the Russian economy may fall so steeply it will wipe out growth from the last two decades, as more companies walk away from doing business there. Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, of the Yale School of Management, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013482 PBS NewsHour Episode 182 60 minutes 3/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:13 President Biden and other leaders of the so-called G-7 on Friday revoked Russia's "most favored nation" trade status, which will allow for large tariffs on Russian exports. This as Russia further cracked down on access to social media in the country. Special correspondent Ryan Chilcote joins Judy Woodruff from Moscow.
Economy MLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:31 Lawmakers joined President Biden at the White House Tuesday to celebrate the signing of a $1.5 trillion government funding bill that will provide money for an array of items, most notably the military and aid to Ukraine. But despite this victory the White House is upset by the loss of major COVID money. Amna Nawaz joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the details.
Economy MLNH  013485 PBS NewsHour Episode 185 60 minutes 3/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:26 In addition to Wednesday's hike in a key interest rate, the Federal Reserve also signaled it expects to continue to raise rates through the year. Nick Timiraos, chief economics correspondent for The Wall Street Journal and author of a new book on the Fed's pandemic response called "Trillion Dollar Triage, joins John Yang to discuss.
Economy MLNH  013486 PBS NewsHour Episode 186 60 minutes 3/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:59 We've talked about inflation a lot lately and how it's at a 40-year high. But rising rents are a part of that calculation. In many places around the country, rents have been climbing for months, far above the lows of the pandemic. And it's not only happening in the largest cities. Our community correspondents in New Orleans, Fresno, California and St. Louis have the story.
Economy MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:22 The sanctions leveled against Russia by the U.S. and its allies are the harshest ever handed down, and their effects are being felt widely in Russia. Special correspondent Ryan Chilcote reports from Moscow on how the lives of Russians are being impacted.
Economy MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:39 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including President Biden's announcement of a new round of military assistance for Ukraine and Republican opposition to his administration's request for billions in emergency COVID spending.
Economy MLNH  013495 PBS NewsHour Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:51 President Biden unveiled a budget proposal this week that includes a new wealth tax targeting the richest Americans and aimed at addressing wealth inequality. The latest Democratic proposal would affect households worth $100 million or more. Dan Primack, business editor at Axios, joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
Education MLNH  013481 PBS NewsHour Episode 181 60 minutes 3/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:40 Advocates are sounding the alarm about a set of measures that they say target teaching and writing related to LGBTQ issues, race and freedom of speech. Around the country, efforts to ban specific books or even whole categories of books are on the rise. Jeffrey Brown has a conversation for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
Education MLNH  013491 PBS NewsHour Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:42 For two years, the pandemic has hammered schools and accentuated the staffing shortages they are facing. It’s led to enormous problems with teacher morale, burnout, school closures and learning losses. But some states are using the National Guard to fill in the gaps. Becky Pringle, president of the National Education Association, which represents 3 million educators, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Education MLNH  013495 PBS NewsHour Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:11 A controversial new law went into effect in Florida this week. Coined by opponents as the "Don't Say Gay" bill, it forbids instruction on sexual orientation and gender identity for kindergarten through third grade. But those who oppose the bill say it doesn't protect parents, it just harms children. Ana Ceballos, a reporter for the Miami Herald, joins John Yang to discuss.



Employment INLE  002311 Independent Lens Writing with Fire 90 minutes 3/28/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:26:46 In a male-dominated media landscape, the women journalists of India’s all-female Khabar Lahariya (“News Wave”) newspaper risk it all, including their own safety, to cover the country’s political, social, and local news from a women-powered perspective. From underground network to independent media empire—now with 10 million views on their YouTube site—they defy the odds to redefine power.
Energy APOC  004192 Amanpour and Company Episode 192 60 minutes 3/25/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:59 Christiane discusses dependence on Russian oil with Christine Lagarde, president of the European Central Bank.
Energy MLNH  013478 PBS NewsHour Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:39 With the price of crude oil and natural gas reaching near-record levels and the possibility of more sanctions we take a closer look at Russia's energy sector and a wider view of what is happening on the ground. NewsHour Special Correspondent Ryan Chilcote reports from Moscow.
Energy MLNH  013480 PBS NewsHour Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:19 Ukraine gets much of its electricity from nuclear power, but a series of Russian attacks near nuclear plants over the last two weeks are elevating fears of potential accidents and what they could trigger. John Yang reports on the latest and speaks to science correspondent Miles O'Brien, who has covered the aftermath of Chernobyl and other nuclear accidents, to learn more about the risks.
Energy MLNH  013492 PBS NewsHour Episode 192 60 minutes 3/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:30 President Biden and the European Union on Friday announced new plans to enable Europe to become less dependent on Russian oil and gas. But for now, the Russian invasion has opened up much larger questions over our dependence on fossil fuels and the need to develop cleaner renewable energy. Science correspondent Miles O'Brien reports on how and why geothermal energy is attracting new interest.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersAPOC  004178 Amanpour and Company Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:16 With oil prices at a 14-year high, the President of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, said today that the EU has to “get rid of the dependency on Russian gas, oil, and coal.” Bill McKibben says responding with renewables is the way to both defeat Putin and alleviate climate change. He tells Hari Sreenivasan that now is the time to transition away from fossil fuels.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersEXUN  000101 Expedition with Steve Backshall: UnpackedNo Turning Back 60 minutes 3/16/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Other 1 0:56:46 EXPEDITION: UNPACKED WITH STEVE BACKSHALL gives viewers an exciting new way to experience the adventurer’s 10 world-first expeditions. With unseen footage and behind-the-scenes content, the two-part series features Backshall as he took on extreme physical challenges, encountered extraordinary wildlife and met remarkable people around the globe. Interviews recorded in the moments immediately following each world-first milestone unveil fresh perspectives, offering viewers a thrilling glimpse into 10 adrenaline-fueled adventures.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersEXUN  000102 Expedition with Steve Backshall: UnpackedClose Encounters 60 minutes 3/23/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Other 1 0:56:46 EXPEDITION: UNPACKED WITH STEVE BACKSHALL gives viewers an exciting new way to experience the adventurer’s 10 world-first expeditions. With unseen footage and behind-the-scenes content, the two-part series features Backshall as he took on extreme physical challenges, encountered extraordinary wildlife and met remarkable people around the globe. Interviews recorded in the moments immediately following each world-first milestone unveil fresh perspectives, offering viewers a thrilling glimpse into 10 adrenaline-fueled adventures.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersEXUN  000103 Expedition with Steve Backshall: UnpackedTeamwork 60 minutes 3/30/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Other 1 0:56:46 EXPEDITION: UNPACKED WITH STEVE BACKSHALL gives viewers an exciting new way to experience the adventurer’s 10 world-first expeditions. With unseen footage and behind-the-scenes content, the two-part series features Backshall as he took on extreme physical challenges, encountered extraordinary wildlife and met remarkable people around the globe. Interviews recorded in the moments immediately following each world-first milestone unveil fresh perspectives, offering viewers a thrilling glimpse into 10 adrenaline-fueled adventures.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersGPBE  000000 Great Polar Bear Feast; The NULL 60 minutes 3/9/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Investigate the problems facing a unique population of polar bears due to climate change. At the heart is an extraordinary event — the annual gathering of up to 80 polar bears on Barter Island in the Arctic Ocean each September.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersINLE  001912 Independent Lens Dolores 120 minutes 3/12/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Dolores Huerta's fascinating life, from the fearless young woman confronting teamsters on violent picket lines to the activist grandmother nearly beaten to death by a San Francisco police squad, was overshadowed by the legacy of Cesar Chavez. After she was forced from the ranks of the all-male union leadership after his death, Dolores learns the painful truth- that her gender is the greatest obstacle of all. But she turns her defeat into inspiration, setting the course for a lifetime pursuit of equality for all. While tracing Huerta's trajectory through the most radical social and cultural movements of the past 50 years, from brown power and feminism to LGBTQ rights and environmental justice, Dolores provides an unflinching look at the barriers faced by women and people of color within the very communities they're fighting for.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:42 In our news wrap Tuesday, officials in China tightened anti-virus controls at ports amid an accelerating outbreak, bringing worries of trade disruptions. Also, an Australian court overturned a landmark ruling on climate change, police in Washington, D.C. arrested a man in connection with the shootings of five homeless people, and doctors and nurses in Haiti went on strike over kidnappings.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:28 In our news wrap Friday, Moderna has asked the Food and Drug Administration to approve a second COVID-19 booster shot for all adults, the death toll from a string of chain-reaction crashes on a Missouri roadway rose to six people, a doctor's union in Sudan reported nearly 200 people were wounded in protests against military rule, and wildfires are burning largely out of control in west Texas.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:01 In our news wrap Wednesday, Moderna is reporting that its coronavirus vaccine is effective in children under the age of 6 and will seek approval in the U.S. and Europe, the Supreme Court throws out Wisconsin's state legislative maps, and the United Nations hopes to provide early warnings for natural disasters everywhere around the globe.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersMLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:02:20 Tornadoes tore through New Orleans and surrounding areas Tuesday leaving behind devastation, with overturned vehicles, downed power lines and street lights, and homes completely destroyed. At least one person was killed and Louisiana has activated hundreds of National Guard personnel to clear up roadways and assist in local search efforts. Roby Chavez reports from New Orleans.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003509 Nature Sex, Lies and Butterflies on Nature 60 minutes 3/23/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Explore the astounding abilities of butterflies 360 vision, deceptive camouflage, chemical weaponry and fantastic flight. Look beyond their bright colors and fragile beauty and follow them on one of the greatest migrations on earth.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003604 NATURE Squirrel's Guide to Success, A 60 minutes 3/30/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 The squirrel family – from tiny chipmunks to big prairie dogs – is one of the most widespread on Earth. There are almost 300 species of squirrels that can glide through the air, outwit rattlesnakes, and survive the coldest temperatures of any mammal. What is the secret to their success?  Uncover the extraordinary abilities of these cheeky nut lovers as a filmmaker puts their problem-solving to the test on a specially designed obstacle course.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003708 Nature Bears 60 minutes 3/2/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 From the mighty grizzly bear to the endearing spectacled bear ("Paddington Bear" in real-life) and from the bamboo-eating panda to the bizarre-looking sloth bear, this animal family has long captured the human imagination. Among the biggest land mammals on the planet, bears need a lot of resources to survive and must use all of their skills, brawn and brains to get what they need -- whether they're raiding nature's larder, standing up to their rivals or raising cubs. Follow the adventures of bears across the globe as they draw on their remarkable adaptations to survive in an ever-changing world. Find out what it really takes to be a bear.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003801 Nature Pandas: Born to be Wild 60 minutes 3/16/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Unlock the mysteries of wild pandas whose counterparts in captivity are known for their gentle image. Journey through the steep Qinling Mountains with filmmakers, scientists and rangers to witness pandas' startling courtship and aggression behaviors.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersNAAT  003802 Nature Australian Bushfire Rescue 60 minutes 3/9/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Meet the people rescuing and caring for the animal survivors of Australia's devastating bushfires. Iconic species like koalas, kangaroos and wombats face a series of hurdles to recover from their trauma.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersOZHH  000000 Ozone Hole: How We Saved The PlanetNULL 60 minutes 3/11/2022 22:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 The forgotten story of the hole in the ozone layer -- and how the world came together to fix it -- as told by the scientists and politicians who spotted and then solved the planetary problem    Interviewees include Secretary George Shultz, who persuaded President Reagan to phase out CFC chemical production; Professor Mario Molina, who won the Nobel Prize for identifying the CFC problem; Dr James Lovelock whose work inspired Professor Molina to examine CFCs; Dr Jonathan Shanklin, who discovered the ozone hole; Sir Robert Watson who lead the international scientific assessment of the ozone problem.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPBEB  000101 Plants Behaving Badly Murder & Mayhem 60 minutes 3/4/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 1:00:00 Unveiling a world of deceit and treachery worthy of any fictional thriller: plants behaving badly.    Two groups of plants exhibit such intriguing behavior that a century and a half ago they attracted the attention of Charles Darwin. These same plants, orchids and their carnivorous relatives, still fascinate scientists today.    Darwin's book 'On the Origin of Species' shook the scientific world and far beyond. Yet it was his next book, devoted entirely to orchids, which filled in crucial gaps and clarified his revolutionary ideas. Orchids have an ethereal beauty, whether growing hundreds of feet up in a misty rainforest or along the verges of busy suburban roads. But their exotic flowers are shaped for just one purpose - to seduce pollinators. Many use sex as a lure by impersonating a female bee or wasp.    But it's not only about the orchids: scientists have recently shown that there are many more carnivorous plants than we ever thought existed. Welcome to the world of killer tomatoes and murderous potatoes! Even the more well-known carnivorous plants - sundews, flytraps and pitchers - are revealing new behaviour. Carnivorous plants have featured in many sci-fi films over the years, but the reality turns out to be far stranger than the fiction.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPBEB  000102 Plants Behaving Badly Sex & Lies 60 minutes 3/4/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Revel in the ethereal beauty of orchids and examine their exotic flowers, which are shaped for one purpose – to attract pollinators. Many use sex as a lure, impersonating a female bee or wasp.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001672 PBS News Weekend Episode 72 30 minutes 3/6/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:44 Livestock production—primarily cows—produce 14.5 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions. The majority of that is in the form of methane, a potent greenhouse gas that is a natural byproduct of how some livestock process food. But as Christopher Booker reports, scientists are hoping that small tweaks in what cows eat can dramatically reduce a big source of climate emissions.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersPNWE  001678 PBS News Weekend Episode 78 30 minutes 3/27/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:09 The past few years have led to record wildfires across the U.S. Decades of suppressing fires has led to overgrown forests, and a warming climate has increased their intensity and frequency. Christopher Booker reports from California on community-led efforts to preemptively set controlled fires, reducing the risk from large out-of-control fires while also restoring the ecological health of the forest.
Environment/Nature/Natural DisastersQGAR  000000 The Queen's Garden NULL 60 minutes 3/1/2022 1:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 With permission from Queen Elizabeth, this program covers a year in Buckingham Palace Garden, exploring the history and the natural history of this remarkable hidden royal treasure in the heart of London.
Family/Marriage FIYO  000709 Finding Your Roots On Broadway 60 minutes 3/15/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:00:00 Henry Louis Gates, Jr. investigates the family histories of Broadway stars Audra MacDonald and Mandy Patinkin, discovering ancestors whose struggles laid the groundwork for their success.
Family/Marriage INLE  002106 Independent Lens Accept the Call 90 minutes 3/14/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Yusuf Abdurahman, who left Somalia as a refugee 25 years ago, has his worst fear realized when his son is arrested in an FBI counterterrorism sting. Follow Yusuf as he strives to understand why his child would leave America and attempt to join ISIS.
Family/Marriage MLNH  013475 PBS NewsHour Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:33 The number of Ukrainians who have left the country is nearing a million people, according to the United Nations. Many more are still in Ukraine unsure of what the next day will bring. Two Ukrainian parents in different parts of the country shared their experience with us, as they desperately try to keep themselves and their families safe.
Family/Marriage PNWE  001672 PBS News Weekend Episode 72 30 minutes 3/6/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:27 Hundreds of civilians have been killed in the Russian’s invasion of Ukraine, many while attempting to flee. And those who have made it across the border face a growing refugee crisis in Poland, Romania and other surrounding countries. NewsHour’s foreign correspondent Nick Shifrin joins from Lviv, Ukraine to share the latest updates on the ceasefire, diplomacy attempts, and news on the ground.
Family/Marriage SWIV  000101 Secrets of the Six Wives Divorced 60 minutes 3/8/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Worsley examines the happy marriage of Henry VIII to first wife, Katherine of Aragon. Despite her skill and devotion as his queen, she fails to give Henry the son he needs and he falls for Anne Boleyn.
Family/Marriage SWIV  000102 Secrets of the Six Wives Beheaded, Died 60 minutes 3/8/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Henry breaks with the Roman Church to marry Anne, but as Worsley notes, he grows tired of her and falls for Jane Seymour. Anne’s fate is sealed; she is executed and Henry immediately marries Jane, who dies soon after she gives birth to a son.
Family/Marriage SWIV  000103 Secrets of the Six Wives Divorced, Beheaded, Survived 60 minutes 3/8/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Worsley presents the last three wives: Anne of Cleves, called “ugly”; young Catherine Howard, whose tragic childhood was abusive; and finally, the far from saintly nurse, Katherine Parr.
Health/Health Care APOC  004190 Amanpour and Company Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:55:39 European Council President Charles Michel explains what needs to be done to defeat Putin. Ambassador Vsevolod Chentsov discusses Ukraine's fight to take back territory from Russian troops. Rep. Elissa Slotkin discusses her constituents' attitudes toward tough sanctions against Russia. Former CDC director Dr. Tom Frieden explains why now is the time to pick up the pace on public health.
Health/Health Care APOC  004190 Amanpour and Company Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:16:23 A new wave of COVID-19 infections from the Omicron sub-variant BA.2 is advancing. Dr. Tom Frieden is former director of the CDC and joins Walter Isaacson to explain why now is the time to pick up the pace on public health.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013478 PBS NewsHour Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:48 In our news wrap Monday, the pandemic's official worldwide death toll surpassed 6 million including 960,000 deaths in the U.S., Florida becomes the first state in the nation to recommend against vaccinations for healthy children, efforts to restore the 2015 Iran nuclear deal hit a new obstacle over the war in Ukraine, and the Biden administration is injecting $3.7 billion into public transit.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013482 PBS NewsHour Episode 182 60 minutes 3/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:41 In our news wrap Friday, the world marked two years since COVID-19 was officially declared a pandemic, the Texas Supreme Court rejected a challenge to the nation's toughest abortion law, arrests of migrants inside the U.S. have fallen sharply in the past year, and negotiators trying to restore the 2015 Iran nuclear deal have stepped back amid signs they're close to an agreement.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013483 PBS NewsHour Episode 183 60 minutes 3/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:52 It is now more than two years since the WHO declared the COVID-19 emergency a pandemic, and last week the death toll topped 6 million people worldwide. While the U.S. in many ways appears to have moved into a new phase of the pandemic, the virus remains lethal for many. Ed Yong, a staff writer at The Atlantic who won a Pulitzer Prize for his pandemic reporting, joins William Brangham to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:42 In our news wrap Tuesday, officials in China tightened anti-virus controls at ports amid an accelerating outbreak, bringing worries of trade disruptions. Also, an Australian court overturned a landmark ruling on climate change, police in Washington, D.C. arrested a man in connection with the shootings of five homeless people, and doctors and nurses in Haiti went on strike over kidnappings.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:02 Two years into the pandemic, concerns about COVID-19's impact on mental health continue to grow. We spoke to people across the country about their particular struggles and the work being done to help others suffering during the pandemic. And Dr. Tom Insel, who served as the director of the National Institute of Mental Health, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss what can be done.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013486 PBS NewsHour Episode 186 60 minutes 3/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:06 COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations and deaths are all down substantially in the U.S. with restrictions loosened in most places. But the nation is still losing more than a thousand people a day on average to the virus, and as cases rise in Europe and elsewhere, some experts wonder if there will be a new surge. Dr. Anthony Fauci, President Biden's chief medical adviser, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:28 In our news wrap Friday, Moderna has asked the Food and Drug Administration to approve a second COVID-19 booster shot for all adults, the death toll from a string of chain-reaction crashes on a Missouri roadway rose to six people, a doctor's union in Sudan reported nearly 200 people were wounded in protests against military rule, and wildfires are burning largely out of control in west Texas.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:39 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including President Biden's announcement of a new round of military assistance for Ukraine and Republican opposition to his administration's request for billions in emergency COVID spending.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:39 When healthcare journalist and podcaster Max Lugavere's mother was diagnosed with a form of Parkinson’s disease, he drew on medical studies to train himself on best practices for improving brain health through food. Lugavere is now releasing a cookbook entitled “Genius Kitchen,” which uses brain-healthy recipes. He shares what he learned from his mother's battle with neurological illness.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013489 PBS NewsHour Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:16 In our news wrap Tuesday, the CDC reports that half of all eligible adults in the U.S. have not yet received booster shots, a federal judge convicted a New Mexico county commissioner in the Jan. 6 assault on the Capitol, rescue workers in China searched the area where a domestic airliner crash.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:01 In our news wrap Wednesday, Moderna is reporting that its coronavirus vaccine is effective in children under the age of 6 and will seek approval in the U.S. and Europe, the Supreme Court throws out Wisconsin's state legislative maps, and the United Nations hopes to provide early warnings for natural disasters everywhere around the globe.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:33 During the first year of the pandemic, alcohol-related deaths increased dramatically by 25 percent, according to a new study. In 2020, deaths jumped from about 79,000 a year to 99,000, with the spike seen across all drinking-age groups. Katherine Keyes, an epidemiologist at Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health, joins William Brangham to discuss.



Health/Health Care MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:57 In our news wrap Monday, the Senate Judiciary Committee postponed its vote on Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson until next week, a federal judge found former President Trump "more likely than not" committed crimes in connection with the U.S. Capitol riot, President Biden laid out his proposed spending blueprint, and Shanghai went in a phased lockdown to control a COVID outbreak in China.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:19 Almost 30 million Americans will have an eating disorder in their lifetime. During the pandemic, the number of people seeking treatment has jumped. But as Amna Nawaz reports, eating disorders are often overlooked in people of color.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013494 PBS NewsHour Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:41 The U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention endorsed a second booster shot of the Pfizer or Moderna vaccines for those over 50. It also applies to younger people with badly weakened immune systems. The move came as vaccinations have slowed markedly and as a new version of the omicron variant is spreading. William Brangham joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Health/Health Care MLNH  013495 PBS NewsHour Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:53 As COVID-19 swept across the United States it became clear that the virus disproportionately affected certain racial and ethnic groups. But the outsized impact of the pandemic on one community -- Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders -- has been largely hidden because of inconsistent data collection and reporting. Stephanie Sy reports as part of our series, "Race Matters."
Health/Health Care NOVA  004706 NOVA The Truth About Fat 60 minutes 3/9/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Scientists are coming to understand fat as a system akin to an organ -- one whose size may have more to do with biological processes than personal choices. Explore the mysteries of fat and its role in hormone production, hunger and even pregnancy.
Housing, Shelter INLE  002102 Independent Lens Decade of Fire 60 minutes 3/1/2022 2:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children.
Housing, Shelter MLNH  013483 PBS NewsHour Episode 183 60 minutes 3/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:02 Adequate housing has been a consistent problem in rural Alaska and the COVID-19 pandemic has made living there even more difficult. Alaska Public Media’s Erin McKinstry reports on the housing problem from the city of Shaktoolik.
Immigration/Refugees APOC  004183 Amanpour and Company Episode 183 60 minutes 3/14/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:01:47 Russia claims it is opening humanitarian corridors from the besieged Ukrainian city of Mariupol to enable civilians to evacuate. But it is too late for many. To discuss the dire humanitarian situation, Christiane speaks with the U.N.’s emergency relief coordinator, Martin Griffiths.
Immigration/Refugees APOC  004188 Amanpour and Company Episode 188 60 minutes 3/21/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:09 The new animated movie “Flee,” which tells of a young Afghan’s journey to Denmark, has received three Oscar nominations. Danish director Jonas Poher Rasmussen speaks with Hari Sreenivasan about the film and the perilous and emotionally fraught journeys refugees must make to safety.
Immigration/Refugees INLE  001912 Independent Lens Dolores 120 minutes 3/12/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Dolores Huerta's fascinating life, from the fearless young woman confronting teamsters on violent picket lines to the activist grandmother nearly beaten to death by a San Francisco police squad, was overshadowed by the legacy of Cesar Chavez. After she was forced from the ranks of the all-male union leadership after his death, Dolores learns the painful truth- that her gender is the greatest obstacle of all. But she turns her defeat into inspiration, setting the course for a lifetime pursuit of equality for all. While tracing Huerta's trajectory through the most radical social and cultural movements of the past 50 years, from brown power and feminism to LGBTQ rights and environmental justice, Dolores provides an unflinching look at the barriers faced by women and people of color within the very communities they're fighting for.
Immigration/Refugees INLE  002103 Independent Lens Interpreters, The 60 minutes 3/7/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Chain-smoking Iraqi "Phillip Morris" escaped his homeland in 2011 and landed in Minnesota via the U.S. Special Immigrant Visa program, a backlogged and often dysfunctional conduit for the tens of thousands of local interpreters who have risked their lives to help U.S. troops in Afghanistan and Iraq. Despite the frightening, years-long wait for his visa to come through, despite his relentless immigration battles on behalf of his family left behind in Iraq, Phillip has fared better than many of his peers in a climate where accusations of treason often trigger a gruesome death sentence. Now living in Minneapolis, he personifies success for a visa program that was launched to protect people like Phillip but is threatened by rising anti-refugee sentiment. The Interpreters follows the stories of Phillip and three interpreters who face the impossible decision of waiting for paperwork that may never materialize or attempting a hazardous exit route to Europe. Meanwhile, hope dwindles for the thousands of interpreters seeking survival as a reward for their sacrifice.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013485 PBS NewsHour Episode 185 60 minutes 3/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:48 In our news wrap Wednesday, the Biden administration said Afghan refugees will be allowed to stay in the U.S. at least 18 months without being deported under temporary protected status, the WHO reports COVID cases are rising again after falling for more than a month, Iran released two British-Iranian nationals who'd been held for years, and an earthquake struck Japan triggering a tsunami alert.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013488 PBS NewsHour Episode 188 60 minutes 3/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:39 One neighboring country that shares a 300-mile border with Ukraine is Poland. Poland has received more than 2 million Ukrainian refugees over the past three weeks and is also providing military assistance to Ukraine. So how does this frontline country feel about the war next door? Marek Magierowski, Poland’s ambassador to the United States, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013489 PBS NewsHour Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:36 The conflict in Ukraine has only highlighted the crisis of displaced people seeking safe haven, now at 82 million according to the U.N. refugee agency. While much of the focus in the U.S. has been on immigration enforcement along the southern border, the northern frontier with Canada has generally seen less activity. But officials fear that could change. Fred de Sam Lazaro reports.
Immigration/Refugees MLNH  013491 PBS NewsHour Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:33 Millions of Ukrainians have fled the war and sought refuge in nations to the west, including Moldova, the most-impoverished nation in Europe. More than 300,000 refugees have arrived in the former Soviet republic, which has a population of 2.9 million people. While many have moved on, the strain remains. Special correspondent Villem Mark reports.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000204 No Passport Required Philadelphia 60 minutes 3/5/2022 16:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Marcus meets friends new and old, and learns more about the city’s Italian food scene.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000205 No Passport Required Las Vegas 60 minutes 3/12/2022 16:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Host Marcus Samuelsson visits Las Vegas to learn more about the city’s long-standing Chinese community and their food traditions.
Immigration/Refugees NOPS  000206 No Passport Required Boston 60 minutes 3/19/2022 16:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Marcus Samuelsson goes to the greater Boston area to learn more about Portuguese, Brazilian, and Cape Verdean food traditions. Marcus eats Portuguese chowder with halibut on a fishing boat, visits a Portuguese marketplace where he tries plenty of bacalhau, and later, in a home kitchen, he makes a bacalhau gratin with cheese and potatoes. He also learns the history of Afro-Brazilian martial art capoeira over açaí bowls and Brazilian baked goods, listens to a Cape Verdean singer and tries Cape Verdean specialties like cachupa and jagacida, and, of course, heads to a churrascaria for lots and lots of meat.
Media LRPA  000000 Lucy Worsley's Royal Photo Album NULL 60 minutes 3/13/2022 22:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 Explore how the royal family has shaped their image with photography, from Queen Victoria to Princess Diana to Prince Harry. From official portraits to tabloid snapshots, the camera has been the Crown’s confidante, messenger — and nemesis.
Media MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:36 Ripple effects continued Monday after some unscripted drama at Sunday night’s Academy Awards ceremony, as actor Will Smith struck presenter Chris Rock on stage. But there are also many other highlights to explore. Jeffrey Brown reports for our arts and canvas series, "CANVAS."
Minorities/Civil Rights AMEX  001406 American Experience Zoot Suit Riots 60 minutes 3/29/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In the aftermath of a highly publicized trial for the murder of a young Mexican-American man in 1942, Los Angeles erupted in violent riots that scarred race relations for decades to come. Hector Elizondo narrates.
Minorities/Civil Rights AMMS  002901 American Masters Althea 90 minutes 3/5/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:30:00 Discover the story of Althea Gibson, who emerged as the unlikely queen of the segregated tennis world of the 1950s. She was the first African American to play and win Wimbledon and the U.S. Nationals. Features Billie Jean King and David Dinkins.
Minorities/Civil Rights AMMS  003307 American Masters How It Feels To Be Free 120 minutes 3/26/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Explore the lives and trailblazing careers of iconic African American entertainers Lena Horne, Abbey Lincoln, Nina Simone, Diahann Carroll, Cicely Tyson and Pam Grier, who changed American culture through their films, fashion, music and politics.
Minorities/Civil Rights APOC  004175 Amanpour and Company Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:51 Serena Ventures raises $111 million to invest in diversity
Minorities/Civil Rights INLE  002102 Independent Lens Decade of Fire 60 minutes 3/1/2022 2:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In an underknown piece of New York history, the South Bronx looked like a war zone after an epidemic of fires in the 1970s. It was up to Vivian Vazquez and other community leaders to save their neighborhoods. Abandoned by landlords and city officials, buildings burned almost continuously from an estimated forty fires a day that razed 80% of area housing stock and displaced a half million residents. With the help of fellow survivors, Vivian tells the story of the brave advocates who banded together amidst the rubble and built a better future for their children.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013481 PBS NewsHour Episode 181 60 minutes 3/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:56 The U.S. Census Bureau on Thursday released a report looking at the accuracy of their 2020 population count and whether they missed key groups of people across the country. Among the findings were miscounts with multiple groups with some of the largest based on race. NPR national correspondent Hansi Lo Wang joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss the findings.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013485 PBS NewsHour Episode 185 60 minutes 3/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:36 It was one year ago this week since a mass shooting at three Atlanta-area spas left eight people dead, six of them women of Asian descent. Amna Nawaz reports on how attacks against Asian Americans have continued across the U.S. and speaks with Erika Moritsugu, a deputy assistant to President Biden and the Asian American and Pacific Islander senior liaison at the White House, to learn more.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013486 PBS NewsHour Episode 186 60 minutes 3/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:29 March is Women's History Month, and to mark the occasion, Amna Nawaz introduces us to a pair of modern-day history makers: the Blackstock sisters. They're physicians who have dedicated themselves to working at the intersection of medicine, health equity and systemic racism. It’s part of our ongoing series, “Race Matters.”
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013491 PBS NewsHour Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:29 This month marks the 57th anniversary of the march from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama. The peaceful demonstration for voting rights that was met with police violence galvanized young civil rights leaders to run for office, including the late Rep. John Lewis. Geoff Bennett reports on the legacy of that generation and a new era of lawmakers who are following a similar path.
Minorities/Civil Rights MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:19 Almost 30 million Americans will have an eating disorder in their lifetime. During the pandemic, the number of people seeking treatment has jumped. But as Amna Nawaz reports, eating disorders are often overlooked in people of color.
Minorities/Civil Rights PNWE  001675 PBS News Weekend Episode 75 30 minutes 3/19/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:35 When Alabama’s state constitution was written in 1901 by 155 white men, their goal was to “establish white supremacy in this state.” The document has been hotly debated ever since. Earlier this month, the state legislature took an important step: voting unanimously to delete the racist language that remains in the document. Special Correspondent Megan Thompson reports.
Minorities/Civil Rights PNWE  001676 PBS News Weekend Episode 76 30 minutes 3/20/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:46 Two years ago, just after the start of previews for Claudia Rankine’s play, “Help,” New York’s theaters shut down. Now with the pandemic easing, the show is finally opening. PBS NewsHour Weekend sat down with Rankine two years ago and met with her again to see how recent events have reshaped her work, which examines white privilege through the eyes of a Black woman.
National Politics/Government APOC  004184 Amanpour and Company Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:31 The New Yorker’s David Remnick: Is Putinism Doomed?
National Politics/Government APOC  004187 Amanpour and Company Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:31 Can a U.S.-Led World Order Survive After Ukraine ?
National Politics/Government APOC  004187 Amanpour and Company Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:43 Victor Gao: “China’s on the Side of Peace”
National Politics/Government APOC  004191 Amanpour and Company Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:59 The last serious threat to European security was the Balkan War 30 years ago, when Madeleine Albright was serving as U.S. Secretary of State. She died yesterday at 84, and tributes have been pouring in ever since. In 1997 she became America’s first female Secretary of State, paving the way for Hillary Clinton and others. Christiane discusses Albright’s legacy with Clinton.
National Politics/Government APOC  004192 Amanpour and Company Episode 192 60 minutes 3/25/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:09 Tomiko Brown-Nagin weighs in on this week's disappointing SCOTUS hearings.
National Politics/Government APOC  004193 Amanpour and Company Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:37 Fiona Hill is a former national security official specializing in European and Russian affairs, and was an impeachment witness against Donald Trump in 2019. She speaks with Walter Isaacson about the impact of Biden’s remarks in Warsaw this weekend – which the White House insists were not a call for regime change in Russia – and how Putin is likely to react.
National Politics/Government FLMH  000536 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Episode 36 30 minutes 3/4/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:46 Author and political commentator Andrew Sullivan, a self-described small-c conservative, discusses how woke culture backlash is impacting electoral politics, parental choice in schools and the need for debate among people with different perspectives.
National Politics/Government FRON  003305 FRONTLINE Putin's Way 60 minutes 3/15/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 1:00:00 FRONTLINE investigates the accusations of criminality and corruption that have surrounded Vladimir Putin’s reign in Russia. Tracing his career back over two decades, “Putin’s Way” reveals how the accumulation of wealth and power has led to autocratic rule and the specter of a new Cold War.
National Politics/Government FRON  004014 FRONTLINE Pelosi's Power 90 minutes 3/22/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:26:46 An examination of the powerful and polarizing Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi, from veteran FRONTLINE filmmaker and chronicler of U.S. politics Michael Kirk and his team. Pelosi’s Power traces Pelosi’s life and legacy, how she has gained and wielded power across three decades, and how she has faced grave challenges to her leadership and to American democracy from Trump and his allies.
National Politics/Government FRON  004018 FRONTLINE Putin's Road to War 60 minutes 3/15/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 The inside story of what led to Vladimir Putin’s war on Ukraine. The events that shaped the Russian leader, the grievances that drive him, and how a growing conflict with the West exploded into war in Europe.
National Politics/Government FRON  004101 FRONTLINE Plot to Overturn the Election 60 minutes 3/29/2022 22:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 A year after President Joe Biden’s inauguration, around two-thirds of Republican voters believe his election was illegitimate, and the idea that the 2020 election was stolen from Donald Trump is now a defining issue of the Republican Party. Yet the story of how lies about election fraud made their way to the center of American politics has not been fully told.    In a new investigative collaboration, FRONTLINE and ProPublica trace the hidden sources of misinformation about the 2020 election, demonstrating how a handful of people have had an outsized impact on the current U.S. crisis of democratic legitimacy.
National Politics/Government ITOW  000206 In Their Own Words Angela Merkel 60 minutes 3/22/2022 22:30 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:56:46 One of the most enigmatic and inscrutable world leaders of our time, Angela Merkel's life story reveals the woman behind the veil. Explore how experiences that began in her childhood shaped her politics and ultimately, the face of modern Europe.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013474 PBS NewsHour Episode 174 60 minutes 3/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:53 More than a year in office, as President Biden delivers his first official State of the Union address Tuesday, he is facing an array of challenges, including pandemic recovery, record inflation, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and his domestic agenda stalled in Congress. Amna Nawaz, Geoff Bennett and Lisa Desjardins join Judy Woodruff to discuss what's at stake for the president.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013474 PBS NewsHour Episode 174 60 minutes 3/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:49 President Biden delivers his first State of the Union address amid high inflation, an intensifying conflict in Ukraine and low approval ratings among Americans. South Dakota Sen. John Thune, the second-highest ranking Republican in the Senate, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss Russian aggression in Ukraine and how Biden is handling the conflict.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013474 PBS NewsHour Episode 174 60 minutes 3/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:58 President Biden is speaking to the American public during his State of the Union address as the country faces its highest inflation rate in 40 years and a torrent of issues fighting for attention, largely along party lines, from the coronavirus to voting laws and foreign policy to violent crime. Sen. Chris Coons of Delaware joins Judy Woodruff for more on the Democrat's take on Biden's address.



National Politics/Government MLNH  013475 PBS NewsHour Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:34 More than 30 million Americans watched as President Biden delivered first State of the Union address. And on Wednesday, as he confronts Russia's invasion of Ukraine, Biden hit the campaign trail to promote his domestic agenda, with national polls showing his job approval rating is plummeting . Geoff Bennett reports.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013475 PBS NewsHour Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:51 A day after his State of the Union address and amid a looming Ukraine crisis, President Biden is now seeking momentum for his agenda at home. Sen. Rob Portman, a Republican from Ohio, member of the Foreign Affairs Committee and the co-chair of the Senate Ukraine Caucus, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the president's address and how the Biden administration is reacting to the Russian invasion.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013476 PBS NewsHour Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:22 In a court filing Wednesday, lawyers for the House committee investigating the Jan. 6 attack on the U.S. Capitol wrote that there is evidence to conclude former President Trump and members of his campaign "engaged in a criminal conspiracy" to defraud the U.S. in seeking to overturn the 2020 election results. Rep. Adam Schiff, a member of the Jan. 6 committee, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013477 PBS NewsHour Episode 177 60 minutes 3/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:12:33 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including Russia's ongoing assault against Ukraine and President Biden's State of the Union address and his agenda moving forward.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013478 PBS NewsHour Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:49 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Lisa Desjardins to discuss the latest political news, including how mounting pressure to ban Russian oil imports is putting President Biden in a tough situation and former Attorney General William Barr's insight on President Trump's election fraud claims.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013480 PBS NewsHour Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:11 The war in Ukraine is the making of one man: Russia's President Vladimir Putin. He is now in his third decade of ruling Russia, time often marked by cooperation with the West, but more often by antagonism and confrontation. Lisa Desjardins charts Putin's rise and reign.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013480 PBS NewsHour Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:46 Lawmakers in Washington are working around the clock to pass a massive funding bill to keep the government open through the fall. The bill includes billions in aid for Ukraine, among other key provisions. Congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the funding bill and other news brewing on Capitol Hill.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013483 PBS NewsHour Episode 183 60 minutes 3/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:37 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including bipartisan support for the war in Ukraine and President Biden’s struggle to get approval for federal nominees.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:26 Former U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Marie Yovanovitch burst into national headlines in 2019 during then-President Donald Trump's first impeachment, one of the topics she explores in her new book, "Lessons from the Edge." Judy Woodruff spoke with Yovanovitch to discuss her experiences during the Trump years and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:29 Sarah Bloom Raskin has withdrawn her name from consideration to the Federal Reserve Board on Tuesday after a stalemate in the Senate over her nomination. Fed policymakers are expected to raise interest rates this week, for the first time in three years. Lisa Desjardins has more on the roadblocks the Biden administration is up against.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:28 In our news wrap Friday, Moderna has asked the Food and Drug Administration to approve a second COVID-19 booster shot for all adults, the death toll from a string of chain-reaction crashes on a Missouri roadway rose to six people, a doctor's union in Sudan reported nearly 200 people were wounded in protests against military rule, and wildfires are burning largely out of control in west Texas.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013488 PBS NewsHour Episode 188 60 minutes 3/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:18 In our news wrap Monday, Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas remains hospitalized in Washington with an infection, the U.S. declared atrocities against Rohingya Muslims in Buddhist Myanmar is genocide, Arkansas investigators are probing a mass shooting that left one man dead and 27 wounded, and the longest-serving Republican ever in the House of Representatives will lie in state at the Capitol.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013488 PBS NewsHour Episode 188 60 minutes 3/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:20 U.S. Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson opened her Senate confirmation hearings with a pledge to act without fear or favor. The federal appeals judge would be the first Black woman on the high court. Democrats praised her and Republicans promised tough questions. John Yang reports and Lisa Desjardins and The National Journal's Marcia Coyle join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013488 PBS NewsHour Episode 188 60 minutes 3/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:02 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Laura Barrón-López of POLITICO join Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including confirmation hearings for Judge Kentanji Brown Jackson to the U.S. Supreme Court and President Biden’s focus on uniting allies on a strategy to mitigate the conflict in Ukraine.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013489 PBS NewsHour Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:59 Tuesday was the second day of the U.S. Senate confirmation hearings for Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson. John Yang reports, and congressional correspondent Lisa Desjardins and our legal analyst Marcia Coyle, of the National Law Journal, join Judy Woodruff to unpack all of the developments at the hearing.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:25 From the very heights of government and diplomacy, to fierce advocacy for democracy and refugees, Madeleine Albright set a new and trailblazing standard. The first woman to become secretary of state died Wednesday afternoon in Washington, but leaves an impressive legacy. Nick Schifrin reports and Judy Woodruff speaks with former President Bill Clinton by phone to discuss her life and career.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:22 Former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, who died Wednesday after a battle with cancer, was known by most everyone in Washington, D.C. in the world of politics, statecraft, and journalism. Susan Rice, one of Albright's longtime friends and one of her successors as U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss her legacy.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:01 In our news wrap Wednesday, Moderna is reporting that its coronavirus vaccine is effective in children under the age of 6 and will seek approval in the U.S. and Europe, the Supreme Court throws out Wisconsin's state legislative maps, and the United Nations hopes to provide early warnings for natural disasters everywhere around the globe.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:52 Federal Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson pledged Wednesday during a Senate nomination hearing that she would have no agendas if she becomes the first Black woman on the U.S. Supreme Court. Republicans again painted her as soft on crime as Democrats defended her. John Yang reports, and Lisa Desjardins and our legal analyst Marcia Coyle, of The National Law Journal, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:47 Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson faced a second day of questioning Wednesday by the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee. Saikrishna Prakash, a University of Virginia law professor and former clerk to Justice Clarence Thomas, and Melody Barnes, executive director of the Karsh Institute of Democracy at the University of Virginia, join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013492 PBS NewsHour Episode 192 60 minutes 3/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:09 The House Select Committee is looking at thousands of text messages given by former Trump chief of staff Mark Meadows. At issue are 29 texts between Meadows and Ginni Thomas, wife of Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas, in which she pushed the White House to fight 2020 election results. The New Yorker's Jane Mayer, who has reported on Ginni Thomas's advocacy, joins Lisa Desjardins to discuss.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013492 PBS NewsHour Episode 192 60 minutes 3/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:12:56 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including President Biden’s trip to Europe, his handling of war in Ukraine, the contentious Supreme Court confirmation hearings, and the involvement of Ginni Thomas in the plot to overturn the 2020 election.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:59 President Biden on Monday stood by his comments over the weekend that Russia's Vladimir Putin "cannot remain in power" as Ukraine President Zelensky said he was open to discussing neutrality for his nation in exchange for a ceasefire. Special correspondent Ryan Chilcote talked with President Vladimir Putin's chief spokesman and deputy chief of staff Dmitry Peskov to get a view inside the Kremlin.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:57 In our news wrap Monday, the Senate Judiciary Committee postponed its vote on Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson until next week, a federal judge found former President Trump "more likely than not" committed crimes in connection with the U.S. Capitol riot, President Biden laid out his proposed spending blueprint, and Shanghai went in a phased lockdown to control a COVID outbreak in China.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:23 NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report with Amy Walter join Lisa Desjardins to discuss the latest political news, including President Biden's comments about Russian President Vladimir Putin's hold on power, Biden's budget proposal, and how Republicans used the Supreme Court confirmation hearings to speak to their base.
National Politics/Government MLNH  013495 PBS NewsHour Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:56 In our news wrap Wednesday, U.S. Supreme Court nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson picked up the support of Republican Sen. Susan Collins, President Biden is officially boosted for a second time, top Republicans and Democrats in the Senate negotiate on a pandemic funding bill, and heavy storms in Australia touch off major flooding forcing thousands to flee their homes.
National Politics/Government PKBJ  000101 The Jackson Confirmation Hearings: A PBS NewsHour Special ReportDay 1 420 minutes 3/21/2022 11:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:00:00 The confirmation hearings for Ketanji Brown Jackson, President Biden’s nominee to be an Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, are expected to begin Monday, March 21 at 11 a.m. ET with opening statements. If confirmed by the Senate, Judge Jackson – a Harvard graduate who currently serves on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit – would become the first Black woman to serve on the Supreme Court.
National Politics/Government PKBJ  000102 The Jackson Confirmation Hearings: A PBS NewsHour Special ReportDay 2 420 minutes 3/22/2022 9:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:00:00 Lawmakers will question Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson on March 22 as the Senate Judiciary Committee continues its Supreme Court confirmation hearings.  Jackson was nominated by President Joe Biden in February to replace retiring Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer. If confirmed, she will be the first Black woman on the high court.  After opening statements from Jackson, her colleagues and the senators March 21, senators will spend two days questioning Jackson at length about her rulings and judicial philosophy. On the final day of the hearings March 24, the Senate Judiciary Committee will hear from friends and colleagues of Jackson about her temperament and approach to the law.
National Politics/Government PKBJ  000103 The Jackson Confirmation Hearings: A PBS NewsHour Special ReportDay 3 420 minutes 3/23/2022 9:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:00:00 The Senate Judiciary Committee continued its Supreme Court confirmation hearings of Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson on March 23. It was senators’ final day to question Jackson, who was nominated by President Joe Biden in February to replace retiring Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer. If confirmed, she will be the first Black woman on the high court. On the final day of the hearings March 24, the Senate Judiciary Committee will hear from friends and colleagues of Jackson about her temperament and approach to the law.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001673 PBS News Weekend Episode 73 30 minutes 3/12/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:41 A year into its fight to overturn a military coup that forced Myanmar’s democratically-elected leaders from power, the Burmese civilian resistance movement is being driven by its younger members, who are harnessing the power of social media. Special Correspondent Kira Kay and videographer Jason Maloney report in association with the Bureau of International Reporting.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001676 PBS News Weekend Episode 76 30 minutes 3/20/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:32 Primaries for this year’s midterm elections are already underway. Across the country, these elections are happening in newly drawn districts, the result of redistricting after the latest census. As both parties work the politically fraught process to their advantage, special correspondent Karla Murthy reports from Texas on the contentious redistricting fight there.
National Politics/Government PNWE  001677 PBS News Weekend Episode 77 30 minutes 3/26/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:01 Bosnia and Herzegovina was created in 1992 from the remains of the former Yugoslavia, setting off a sectarian war in which Serb forces committed genocide against Muslims, known as Bosniaks. While the war ended 30 years ago, as Special Correspondent Kira Kay reports, ominous sectarian tensions remain. The story is part of our ongoing initiative, 'Exploring Hate: antisemitism, racism and extremism,’ and is produced in partnership with New York University’s Global Beat program.
National Politics/Government TTCY  003048 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 48 30 minutes 3/11/2022 16:30 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:16 Host Bonnie Erbe' interviews Amala Ekpunobi, formerly a liberal advocate and now a conservative with a program on Prager U media.
National Politics/Government VZEL  000000 Zelenskyy: The Man Who Took on PutinNULL 30 minutes 3/18/2022 22:30 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:26:46 This documentary charts the rise of the comedian, actor and entertainer who became the improbable wartime leader. For some he was the political lightweight, whose approval ratings had slipped and was not trusted to deal with the rising tensions with Russia. But in the last few weeks Zelenskyy's uncompromising stand -which has led to this current face off with Vladimir Putin -has transformed his image and popularity, both at home and abroad. The film explores the man behind the series of game changing social media and TV appearances which have encapsulated the defiant response of a nation. What motivates him? How did he transform from joker to leader and what is the next chapter of his story?
National Politics/Government WWIR  006139 Washington Week Episode 39 30 minutes 3/25/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:25:51 President Biden travels to Brussels and Poland for emergency meetings with western allies, aimed at solidifying support for Ukraine.  And Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson, the first Black woman nominated to the Supreme Court, endures a marathon - and at times contentious - two days of questioning on Capitol Hill.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013479 PBS NewsHour Episode 179 60 minutes 3/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:52 In our news wrap Tuesday, there are signs that North Korea has resumed construction at a nuclear testing ground, with new images showing two structures built in recent days. Also, a Texas man was convicted in the first trial stemming from the Jan. 6 Capitol attack, a leader of the Proud Boys extremist group was charged with conspiracy in the Jan. 6 probe, and Minneapolis teachers went on strike.
Nuclear Issues/WMD MLNH  013491 PBS NewsHour Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:59 In our news wrap Thursday, the U.S., Japan and South Korea condemned North Korea for launching what appeared to be its largest intercontinental ballistic missile yet, former President Trump sued Hillary Clinton and other Democrats alleging they falsely claimed his 2016 campaign colluded with Russia, and the Biden administration unveiled new procedures to speed asylum claims at the southern border.
Poverty/Hunger INLE  001912 Independent Lens Dolores 120 minutes 3/12/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Dolores Huerta's fascinating life, from the fearless young woman confronting teamsters on violent picket lines to the activist grandmother nearly beaten to death by a San Francisco police squad, was overshadowed by the legacy of Cesar Chavez. After she was forced from the ranks of the all-male union leadership after his death, Dolores learns the painful truth- that her gender is the greatest obstacle of all. But she turns her defeat into inspiration, setting the course for a lifetime pursuit of equality for all. While tracing Huerta's trajectory through the most radical social and cultural movements of the past 50 years, from brown power and feminism to LGBTQ rights and environmental justice, Dolores provides an unflinching look at the barriers faced by women and people of color within the very communities they're fighting for.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports AMMS  002901 American Masters Althea 90 minutes 3/5/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:30:00 Discover the story of Althea Gibson, who emerged as the unlikely queen of the segregated tennis world of the 1950s. She was the first African American to play and win Wimbledon and the U.S. Nationals. Features Billie Jean King and David Dinkins.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013477 PBS NewsHour Episode 177 60 minutes 3/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:01:34 This weekend in Durham, North Carolina at Duke University, Mike Krzyzewski will coach his final home game for the Blue Devils. He’s the most successful college men’s basketball coach in American history, winning 1,123 games, five national championships and three times coach of the gold medal U.S. Olympic team. For 42 seasons, he mentored countless young men and garnered the support of fans.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013481 PBS NewsHour Episode 181 60 minutes 3/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:37 In our news wrap Thursday, Major League Baseball players voted to end a lockout that threatened the 2022 season, inflation at the consumer level has hits a 40-year high, the Senate pressed to finish a bill funding the government through the rest of the federal fiscal year, and the Biden administration extended a COVID mask mandate for travelers on planes, trains and other public transportation.
Recreation/Leisure/Sports MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:17 Amid the U.S.-Russia conflict, there's mounting concern about the detention of American Brittney Griner, a professional women's basketball star who plays in Russia and has been held there since February. Many are now asking if she's a political prisoner. Washington Post columnist Jason Rezaian, who was unjustly imprisoned in Iran for 544 days before his 2016 release, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
Science/Technology BYES  000000 Beyond a Year in Space NULL 60 minutes 3/2/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Picking up where the first film left off—Scott Kelly’s last day in space and return to Earth—the final installment also introduces viewers to the next generation of astronauts training to leave Earth’s orbit and travel into deep space.
Science/Technology MLNH  013495 PBS NewsHour Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:45 American astronaut Mark Vande Hei returned to Earth Wednesday from the International Space Station along with two fellow Russian cosmonauts. He was in space for 355 straight days, longer than any American yet. But attention will return to private efforts Thursday as Blue Origin, the rocket company founded by Jeff Bezos, will launch its latest human flight. Miles O’Brien reports.
Science/Technology NAAT  003509 Nature Sex, Lies and Butterflies on Nature 60 minutes 3/23/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Explore the astounding abilities of butterflies 360 vision, deceptive camouflage, chemical weaponry and fantastic flight. Look beyond their bright colors and fragile beauty and follow them on one of the greatest migrations on earth.
Science/Technology NOVA  004704 NOVA Mysteries of Sleep 60 minutes 3/2/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Like virtually every other animal, humans need sleep to survive. But why? Scientists peer into the brain to see what happens while we snooze and understand the powerful role that sleep - or lack of it - plays in memory, trauma and emotion regulation.
Science/Technology NOVA  004712 NOVA Secret Mind of Slime 60 minutes 3/23/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Scientists investigate the bizarre "intelligence" of slime molds, which appear to learn and make decisions -- without a brain. These cunning, single-celled blobs can navigate mazes and create efficient networks. Can they also redefine cognition?



Science/Technology NOVA  004801 NOVA Secrets in Our DNA 60 minutes 3/30/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Some 30 million Americans have sent their DNA to be analyzed by companies like 23andMe and AncestryDNA, hoping to obtain clues to family origins and forecasts of their future health. Some users have found family members and discovered lurking genetic risks. But what happens once the sample is in the hands of testing companies? What are they looking at and how accurate are their results? NOVA explores the power of this information and the unintended consequences that can arise from sharing our data with these rapidly growing online databases. DNA results that offer estimates of health risks can be misleading, and the discovery of intimate family secrets can tear relationships apart. Meanwhile, law enforcement is increasingly turning to the DNA-sharing website GEDmatch as an extraordinarily powerful tool for cracking cold cases, as demonstrated by the 2018 arrest of California’s notorious Golden State Killer after 42 years at large. What is the peril and promise of consumer DNA testing?
Science/Technology NOVA  004802 NOVA Looking For Life on Mars 60 minutes 3/16/2022 21:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 0:00:00 In the wake of several failed missions to Mars, NASA dispatches the aptly named Phoenix to see if soil conditions on the Red Planet might have allowed for the development of life—the holy grail of Mars exploration.
Science/Technology OZHH  000000 Ozone Hole: How We Saved The PlanetNULL 60 minutes 3/11/2022 22:00 PBS Other 1 0:00:00 The forgotten story of the hole in the ozone layer -- and how the world came together to fix it -- as told by the scientists and politicians who spotted and then solved the planetary problem    Interviewees include Secretary George Shultz, who persuaded President Reagan to phase out CFC chemical production; Professor Mario Molina, who won the Nobel Prize for identifying the CFC problem; Dr James Lovelock whose work inspired Professor Molina to examine CFCs; Dr Jonathan Shanklin, who discovered the ozone hole; Sir Robert Watson who lead the international scientific assessment of the ozone problem.
Science/Technology PBEB  000101 Plants Behaving Badly Murder & Mayhem 60 minutes 3/4/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 1:00:00 Unveiling a world of deceit and treachery worthy of any fictional thriller: plants behaving badly.    Two groups of plants exhibit such intriguing behavior that a century and a half ago they attracted the attention of Charles Darwin. These same plants, orchids and their carnivorous relatives, still fascinate scientists today.    Darwin's book 'On the Origin of Species' shook the scientific world and far beyond. Yet it was his next book, devoted entirely to orchids, which filled in crucial gaps and clarified his revolutionary ideas. Orchids have an ethereal beauty, whether growing hundreds of feet up in a misty rainforest or along the verges of busy suburban roads. But their exotic flowers are shaped for just one purpose - to seduce pollinators. Many use sex as a lure by impersonating a female bee or wasp.    But it's not only about the orchids: scientists have recently shown that there are many more carnivorous plants than we ever thought existed. Welcome to the world of killer tomatoes and murderous potatoes! Even the more well-known carnivorous plants - sundews, flytraps and pitchers - are revealing new behaviour. Carnivorous plants have featured in many sci-fi films over the years, but the reality turns out to be far stranger than the fiction.
Science/Technology PBEB  000102 Plants Behaving Badly Sex & Lies 60 minutes 3/4/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Revel in the ethereal beauty of orchids and examine their exotic flowers, which are shaped for one purpose – to attract pollinators. Many use sex as a lure, impersonating a female bee or wasp.
Science/Technology TOCC  000000 To Catch a Comet NULL 60 minutes 3/11/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 On November 11, billions of kilometers from Earth, a spacecraft orbiter and lander will do what no other has dared to attempt: land on the volatile surface of a comet as it zooms around the sun at 67,000 km/hr. If successful, it could help peer into our past and unlock secrets of our origins.
Transportation MLNH  013478 PBS NewsHour Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:42 There have been growing calls in recent days for the United States and NATO to establish a no-fly zone over Ukraine. Ukrainian President Zelensky reiterated the plea on Monday, but what is a no-fly zone and how would it work? For that we turn to two former U.S. ambassadors to NATO. Retired Army Lt. General Doug Lute and Kurt Volker join Judy Woodruff to discuss.
Transportation MLNH  013480 PBS NewsHour Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:36 Off the coast of Antarctica, deep underwater, researchers have discovered the British ship called “Endurance," the vessel that launched one of the most remarkable stories of survival and determination. William Brangham reports.
Transportation MLNH  013488 PBS NewsHour Episode 188 60 minutes 3/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:49 Search teams worked into the night in southern China after a domestic flight crashed with 132 people on board and no signs of survivors. The Boeing 737-800 was flying from Kunming to Guangzhou when it dove to the ground. It was China's deadliest aviation disaster in nearly a decade. Aviation correspondent Miles O’Brien, who is also a pilot, joins William Brangham to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004174 Amanpour and Company Episode 174 60 minutes 3/1/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 In France, President Macron continues his effort toward a diplomatic resolution. In the meantime, the European Union and the U.S. are aggressively going after Putin’s economy. Russia’s stock market has closed and as of today, the ruble is worth less than a single cent. Christiane speaks with French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire in Paris.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004175 Amanpour and Company Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:45 The UN votes to condemn Russia's invasion of Ukraine
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004175 Amanpour and Company Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:16:36 Yaffa reports from Kyiv as civilians shelter from bombs in the subway
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004175 Amanpour and Company Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:56 A former NATO Deputy Commander discusses Russia and Ukraine
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004175 Amanpour and Company Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:49 President Biden began his State of the Union speech by laying out the stakes in the Ukraine conflict for everyone, including Americans. The Ambassador was greeted by a roar of applause from both parties, a rare display of unity in Congress. To assess the speech and the American response to Russia’s invasion, Christiane speaks with Senator Chris Van Hollen.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004176 Amanpour and Company Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:01 Cyberspace has become a combat zone, and the U.S. Senate this week passed major cybersecurity legislation following warnings of the potential for Russian attacks. Michael Chertoff was Secretary of Homeland Security, and he speaks with Walter Isaacson about what NATO needs to do to prevent such an attack.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004176 Amanpour and Company Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:14 Overnight, Russian forces entered the strategic port city of Kherson in the south. The city is reported now to be under Russian control. Christiane speaks with a 27-year-old teacher and resident who describes the situation in the occupied city.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004176 Amanpour and Company Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:19 The International Criminal Court says it’s proceeding with an investigation of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, with prosecutor Karim Khan saying 39 of the Court’s member states had requested it. He joins the program from the Hague.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004176 Amanpour and Company Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:49 There are Russians demonstrating against the war. Protests have been criminalized, and some 8,000 protesters have been detained. Journalists have been muzzled and only state-run propaganda can be aired. Andrei Kozyrev was Russia’s Foreign Minister in the 1990s and he is now calling on all Russian diplomats to resign in protest.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004177 Amanpour and Company Episode 177 60 minutes 3/4/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:56:46 President Biden must rally not only a divided America, but also the world, against Putin’s aggression — this according to Susan Glasser, a writer for The New Yorker and former Moscow bureau chief for The Washington Post. She joins Michel Martin to discuss how the U.S. President should respond to Putin’s war.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004178 Amanpour and Company Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:38 Secretary of State Antony Blinken is visiting the Baltic nations — all of them NATO members — to reassure them, and to warn Putin that NATO is reinforcing its eastern flank. For more on this, Christiane speaks with U.S. Ambassador to NATO Julianne Smith.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004178 Amanpour and Company Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:50 Christiane speaks with the Mayor of Mykolaiv, who confirms Russia’s use of cluster bombs and reports that Ukrainian fighters have pushed a number of Russian tanks away from the city’s airport.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004179 Amanpour and Company Episode 179 60 minutes 3/8/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:54 The independent Norwegian Refugee Council has announced plans to support 800,000 victims, both inside and outside Ukraine. Olesya Khromeychuk and Orzala Nemat discuss how women too often bear the brunt of conflict across the world. Lt. Col. (Ret.) Alexander Vindman discusses the Ukraine war, how Trump and the GOP empowered Putin, and what it is like to sound the alarm to no avail.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004180 Amanpour and Company Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:50 Leonid Volkov discusses how Putin's Russian support base is vanishing.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004180 Amanpour and Company Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:41 Ukraine's former Prime Minister argues that Putin is a war criminal.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004180 Amanpour and Company Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:03:25 A Bosnian war survivor reads a moving letter to the Ukranian people.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004180 Amanpour and Company Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:18:06 Former top defense official Michèle Flournoy explains the impact the crisis will have on America’s security interests, particularly when it comes to China.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004181 Amanpour and Company Episode 181 60 minutes 3/10/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:41 Poland’s Ambassador in D.C discussed the Russia-Ukraine War. Lt. Gen. Ben Hodges (Ret.) explains the latest military moves in the Russia-Ukraine War. Yevgenia Albats risks imprisonment to join Michel Martin from Moscow and discuss the danger of a misinformation war.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004182 Amanpour and Company Episode 182 60 minutes 3/11/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:32 Russian misinformation and its effects on the West are discussed.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004182 Amanpour and Company Episode 182 60 minutes 3/11/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:49 A TV Rain editor-in-chief flees Russia.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004183 Amanpour and Company Episode 183 60 minutes 3/14/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:41 Numerous war crimes investigations are in process against the Putin regime. David Scheffer was the first U.S. Ambassador-at-Large for War Crimes Issues, leading the U.S. delegation in talks to establish the International Criminal Court. Scheffer speaks with Michel Martin to evaluate the chances of convicting Putin and his henchmen.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004183 Amanpour and Company Episode 183 60 minutes 3/14/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:01:52 Finland’s President Sauli Niinistö has known Putin for a decade and often acts as a de facto interpreter, explaining the Russian president’s thinking to Western allies – and vice versa. Niinistö is among a handful of world leaders who continue to contact the Russian president, trying to put a stop to the war. Christiane speaks with Niinistö in London to get a sense of Putin’s endgame.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004184 Amanpour and Company Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:57 Who Does Putin Trust? Russian Journalist Discusses
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004184 Amanpour and Company Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:00 Marie Yovanovitch: “This Is a War of Extermination”
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004184 Amanpour and Company Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:31 The New Yorker’s David Remnick: Is Putinism Doomed?
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004185 Amanpour and Company Episode 185 60 minutes 3/16/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:55 Rep. Moulton argues "We need to move more quickly" on the Ukraine war.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004185 Amanpour and Company Episode 185 60 minutes 3/16/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:46 Julia Ioffe discusses why the Ukraine invasion is Europe's 9/11.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004185 Amanpour and Company Episode 185 60 minutes 3/16/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:51 A Russian TV presenter discusses her protest of the war.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004186 Amanpour and Company Episode 186 60 minutes 3/17/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:18:15 As President of Ukraine, Viktor Yushchenko started turning his nation’s interests westward, responding to the people’s demands for closer ties with the West. Yushchenko believes, even now, that NATO should have welcomed Ukraine to the organization when he asked for membership back in 2008. He joins the show from Ukraine to discuss. Canada's defence minister also joins the show to discuss the Mariupol bombing and Senator Tim Kaine weighs in on if the U.S. is doing enough to help Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004187 Amanpour and Company Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:18:51 Lynsey Addario: “They Were Killed Before Our Eyes”
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004187 Amanpour and Company Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:31 Can a U.S.-Led World Order Survive After Ukraine ?
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004187 Amanpour and Company Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:43 Victor Gao: “China’s on the Side of Peace”
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004189 Amanpour and Company Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:26 The open source investigative organization known as Bellingcat gathers and verifies information from public data sources, finding things others often miss. The company is now tirelessly working to track, verify and debunk information surrounding the war in Ukraine. Christo Grozev is the organization’s executive director and lead investigator on Russia.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004189 Amanpour and Company Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:22 A spokesperson for the Kremlin refuses to rule out the use of nuclear weapons
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004189 Amanpour and Company Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:46 Ordinary citizens often get caught up in the day’s geopolitical drama. Jason Rezaian, while working as a Washington Post correspondent in Tehran, was unjustly imprisoned for 544 days by Iranian authorities. He speaks with Hari Sreenivasan about how to help American citizens being used as bargaining chips.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004190 Amanpour and Company Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:55:39 European Council President Charles Michel explains what needs to be done to defeat Putin. Ambassador Vsevolod Chentsov discusses Ukraine's fight to take back territory from Russian troops. Rep. Elissa Slotkin discusses her constituents' attitudes toward tough sanctions against Russia. Former CDC director Dr. Tom Frieden explains why now is the time to pick up the pace on public health.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004191 Amanpour and Company Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:22 How will Putin respond to sanctions? Will he look for a diplomatic solution to the war, or will he be more likely to escalate? Former counter-terrorism official Richard Clarke served on the National Security Council under three presidents. He joins Walter Isaacson to discuss the alarming prospect of cyber warfare.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004191 Amanpour and Company Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:41 It was a day of intense activity at an emergency NATO summit in Brussels, where President Biden joined 29 other world leaders in a united front against Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Meanwhile NATO announced plans to reinforce its WMD defenses, and stated its intention to strengthen its posture against this war and future acts of aggression. NATO’s secretary general joins Christiane.



War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004192 Amanpour and Company Episode 192 60 minutes 3/25/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:28 Christiane spoke with U.S. Ambassador to NATO Julianne Smith in Brussels. Smith told her that human suffering is what hardens NATO’s united resolve to support Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004193 Amanpour and Company Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:44 lya Ponomarev is fighting this war right alongside the Ukrainian people – despite being a former member of the Russian parliament. The only Russian politician to vote against the annexation of Crimea in 2014, Ponomarev is now in Kyiv, speaking out against Putin.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004193 Amanpour and Company Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:02 New talks between Ukraine and Russia are set to begin tomorrow in Istanbul. Will they produce anything? And will President Zelensky’s offer of neutral status make a difference? Igor Zhovkva is Zelensky’s chief diplomatic adviser and joins the show from Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004194 Amanpour and Company Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:05 David Beasley, Executive Director of the World Food Programme, explains how the war could push millions around the world to starvation.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004194 Amanpour and Company Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:56 Matilda Bogner, head of the UN Human Rights Monitoring Mission in Ukraine, gives an update on casualties.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004194 Amanpour and Company Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:58 Christine Amanpour speaks to one woman ready to defend Kiev.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004194 Amanpour and Company Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:44 Ivo Daalder and Andrey Kortunov discuss what the parameters of an end to the war in Ukraine might look like.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004195 Amanpour and Company Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:56 The Kremlin says it is ready to consider a meeting between presidents Vladimir Putin and Volodymyr Zelensky, but world leaders remain skeptical about Russia’s pledge to scale back military activity near the capital. In fact, Russian bombing attacks on Chernihiv and the outskirts of Kyiv continued throughout the night. Andriy Yermak, President Zelensky’s chief of staff discusses Putin’s endgame.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004195 Amanpour and Company Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:17:19 Elliot Ackerman is following the crisis in Ukraine closely. The author and former U.S. marine served five tours of duty in Iraq and Afghanistan and has just spent two weeks in Kyiv. Ackerman joins Walter Isaacson to discuss Russia’s new tactics and the role of moral resolve in war.
War/Veterans/National Security APOC  004195 Amanpour and Company Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 23:00 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:02:45 As diplomatic maneuvers continue in the Russia-Ukraine conflict, President Biden has told Volodymyr Zelensky that the U.S. will help keep his government’s lights on by providing Ukraine with $500 million in direct budgetary aid. Pentagon Press Secretary John Kirby joins the program to discuss the American effort to support Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security FLMH  000537 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover William Taylor 30 minutes 3/11/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:46 Former U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine William Taylor discusses Russia’s invasion of its neighbor and Ukraine’s resistance, the response of the U.S. and allies economically and militarily, and where the conflict is headed.
War/Veterans/National Security FLMH  000539 Firing Line with Margaret Hoover Lynsey Addario 30 minutes 3/25/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:46 Pulitzer Prize-winning war photojournalist Lynsey Addario joins from Kyiv to discuss shooting a defining image that exposed Putin’s war crimes in Ukraine, finding humanity amid horror on the ground, and her drive to document conflict zones.
War/Veterans/National Security INLE  002103 Independent Lens Interpreters, The 60 minutes 3/7/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Chain-smoking Iraqi "Phillip Morris" escaped his homeland in 2011 and landed in Minnesota via the U.S. Special Immigrant Visa program, a backlogged and often dysfunctional conduit for the tens of thousands of local interpreters who have risked their lives to help U.S. troops in Afghanistan and Iraq. Despite the frightening, years-long wait for his visa to come through, despite his relentless immigration battles on behalf of his family left behind in Iraq, Phillip has fared better than many of his peers in a climate where accusations of treason often trigger a gruesome death sentence. Now living in Minneapolis, he personifies success for a visa program that was launched to protect people like Phillip but is threatened by rising anti-refugee sentiment. The Interpreters follows the stories of Phillip and three interpreters who face the impossible decision of waiting for paperwork that may never materialize or attempting a hazardous exit route to Europe. Meanwhile, hope dwindles for the thousands of interpreters seeking survival as a reward for their sacrifice.
War/Veterans/National Security INLE  002106 Independent Lens Accept the Call 90 minutes 3/14/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Yusuf Abdurahman, who left Somalia as a refugee 25 years ago, has his worst fear realized when his son is arrested in an FBI counterterrorism sting. Follow Yusuf as he strives to understand why his child would leave America and attempt to join ISIS.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013474 PBS NewsHour Episode 174 60 minutes 3/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:41 Russian forces bombarded cities in Ukraine Tuesday as the war raged for a sixth day. Kharkiv, in the northeast, was particularly hard-hit and the port city of Mariupol in the southeast appeared surrounded. Nevertheless, the Pentagon says a drive by Russian forces toward the capital, Kyiv, appears to be stalled as Ukrainian forces kept up their fierce resistance. Nick Schifrin reports from Kyiv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013474 PBS NewsHour Episode 174 60 minutes 3/1/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:02 Like the United States, the United Kingdom has ruled out sending troops to fight in Ukraine. Prime Minister Boris Johnson confirmed that stance Tuesday as he called for Western nations to continue supplying weapons to Ukraine. Karen Pierce, the United Kingdom's ambassador to the United States, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss the war in Russia.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013475 PBS NewsHour Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:17 The United Nations overwhelmingly voted to denounce the Russian invasion of Ukraine Wednesday as the week-long war grinds on in the north, east, and south of Ukraine. The UN also reported that more than 800,000 Ukrainians have fled for surrounding nations. Meanwhile, Russia said 500 of its troops have been killed, though the numbers are thought to be higher. Nick Schifrin reports from Lviv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013475 PBS NewsHour Episode 175 60 minutes 3/2/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:00 Russian citizens by the thousands are protesting the war in Ukraine at great personal risk to themselves as the Putin government cracks down on all kinds of dissent. NewsHour Special Correspondent Ryan Chilcote reports from Moscow, and Judy Woodruff speaks with Dmitri Alperovitch, co-founder of the Silverado Policy Accelerator, a Washington-based think tank, to learn more.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013476 PBS NewsHour Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:36 Vladimir Putin's war on Ukraine has yielded unceasing pictures of horror across much of the country, as Russia's scorched-earth campaign against civilians and non-military targets came into focus in the face of dogged resistance from Ukraine's military and its citizenry. That campaign has also compelled the largest refugee flight within Europe since World War II. Nick Schifrin reports from Lviv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013476 PBS NewsHour Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:40 An intensifying crackdown by the Putin regime is underway against any forms of dissent in Moscow. NewsHour Special Correspondent Ryan Chilcote was in the newsroom of a leading independent media outlet in Russia that has now been silenced by the Kremlin.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013476 PBS NewsHour Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:24 The face of Ukrainian opposition to the Russian invasion has been their leader, President Volodymyr Zelensky. His defiant vows to stay and fight have lifted a nation battling for its freedom. John Yang details Zelensky's improbable rise from comedian to president and now, the man of the moment.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013476 PBS NewsHour Episode 176 60 minutes 3/3/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:36 Over the past week, the U.S. and scores of other nations have cut Russia off from much of the global economy in retaliation for its invasion of Ukraine. Now, investigators are planning strikes on Russian finances hidden here in the United States. Deputy Attorney General Lisa Monaco joins Geoff Bennett to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013477 PBS NewsHour Episode 177 60 minutes 3/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:33 Russian troops seized the largest nuclear power plant in Europe Friday, after attacking it overnight and starting a fire that stoked fears of a calamity. The fire, which was put out, was not in any of the facility's six nuclear reactors. Meanwhile, the crackdown on information and dissent continues in Russia and the flow of refugees fleeing Ukraine continues. Nick Schifrin reports from Lviv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013477 PBS NewsHour Episode 177 60 minutes 3/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:28 As Russia continues its assault on Ukraine, it’s increasingly using harsh tactics to control information about the war at home. Russia has banned Facebook, while also passing a law that could jail journalists and others for promulgating "fake news" about the military. This as oil bans against Russia are being considered internationally. Ryan Chilcote joins Judy Woodruff from Moscow to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013477 PBS NewsHour Episode 177 60 minutes 3/4/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:21 With Russian military forces on the offensive in Ukraine, countries in Europe are on edge. Finland is a stable and prosperous democracy that shares an 800-mile border with Russia, and while it is not a member of NATO, Finland buys military equipment from the U.S. and is a member of the European Union. Judy Woodruff spoke with Finland's President Sauli Niinistö to discuss the situation.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013478 PBS NewsHour Episode 178 60 minutes 3/7/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:05 The twelfth day of Russia's invasion in Ukraine saw both sides meeting again on small steps toward allowing people out, but brutal violence is a central feature of the war. More than 1.7 million Ukrainians have now left their homes for surrounding countries, and the UN says more than 400 civilians have died in the fighting. Nick Schifrin reports from the port city of Odessa on the Black Sea.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013479 PBS NewsHour Episode 179 60 minutes 3/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:12:23 President Biden on Tuesday announced a U.S. ban on all imports of Russian oil, as U.S. intelligence officials say they believe Russia underestimated Ukraine's potential for resistance. Meanwhile, intense fighting continues across the country, while more than 2 million Ukrainians have now fled for safety, including 1 million children. Nick Schifrin reports from Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013479 PBS NewsHour Episode 179 60 minutes 3/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:51 As President Biden announced energy sanctions on Tuesday, inside Russia the economic shockwaves continue. The central bank has now set a limit on withdrawals of dollars amid increasingly worthless rubles. Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs Victoria Nuland joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the Russian war and the American and allied response, both in aid and sanctions.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013479 PBS NewsHour Episode 179 60 minutes 3/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:04 In explaining why he launched the invasion, President Putin falsely claimed that Ukraine was always a part of Russia, while he also made bogus assertions about pro-Russian Ukrainians being under threat. To help sort fact from fiction, and gain a better understanding of how we got to this point, the NewsHour's Ali Rogin looks at the history of Ukraine and its people's political independence.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013480 PBS NewsHour Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:44 Russian bombing on Wednesday struck a maternity hospital, sending patients and new and expectant mothers fleeing. The attack came as Russia increased strikes against civilian targets and as evacuations from Ukraine became more desperate. More than two million Ukrainians have now fled their nation, as more seek shelter within it. Nick Schifrin reports from Lviv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013480 PBS NewsHour Episode 180 60 minutes 3/9/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:22 Nearly two weeks into Russia's onslaught against Ukraine, President Zelensky continues to press the West for additional logistical and military aid. Oksana Markarova, Ukraine's ambassador to the United States, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the latest developments in Ukraine and the fight against Russia's invasion.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013481 PBS NewsHour Episode 181 60 minutes 3/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:51 Talks between Russia and Ukraine produced no results Thursday, as outrage grows over Russia's bombing of a maternity hospital in Mariupol. As the death toll rises among civilians pinned down by relentless attacks, Russian forces are slowly advancing on multiple cities and Ukrainian officials estimate damage from the war has reached $100 billion in two weeks of war. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013481 PBS NewsHour Episode 181 60 minutes 3/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:32 Russia's attack against Ukraine has intensified in recent days and become more indiscriminate, with scores of Ukrainian civilians killed and vast swaths of infrastructure, residential and commercial buildings destroyed, including hospitals and schools. Michael Kofman, senior fellow for Russian studies at the Center for Naval Analyses, joins Stephanie Sy to discuss Russia's brutal tactics.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013481 PBS NewsHour Episode 181 60 minutes 3/10/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:31 CIA director William Burns told the Senate Intelligence Committee Thursday that he believes Vladimir Putin is losing the "information war" over Ukraine, and this may chip away at his domestic support for the invasion. But what are Russian citizens hearing about the war? Anton Shirikov, who researches misinformation at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, joins William Brangham to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013482 PBS NewsHour Episode 182 60 minutes 3/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:45 Russian forces attacked western Ukraine for the first time, launching strikes on airfields, and thus widening the two-and-a-half-week war. Russia also hit a major industrial city in the east, as it continued its brutal campaign, while U.S. officials said Russia is making incremental advances toward Kyiv. NewsHour's foreign affairs correspondent Nick Schifrin reports from the western city of Lviv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013482 PBS NewsHour Episode 182 60 minutes 3/11/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:12:55 Jonathan Capehart and Gary Abernathy, both columnists for The Washington Post, join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including the financial squeeze Americans are feeling amid sanctions on Russia and whether new laws in Florida on race and sexual orientation are part of a roadmap for the GOP in the midterm elections.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013483 PBS NewsHour Episode 183 60 minutes 3/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:10:15 The Russian onslaught on Ukraine was largely stalled Monday, U.S. officials said, but the bloodshed and terror continued. Meanwhile, top American and Chinese officials met in Rome to discuss Beijing's support for Moscow. This as Ukrainians flee by the tens of thousands, escaping a brutal war that is barely three weeks old. Special correspondent Jane Ferguson reports from Kyiv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013483 PBS NewsHour Episode 183 60 minutes 3/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:10 Nearly 10 percent of Ukraine's population has been displaced in almost three weeks of war. While almost 2 million people have moved within the country's borders, over 2 million more have fled. The majority of those Ukrainians are escaping the war to the west by crossing into Poland. Special correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports on the exodus from the Polish capital of Warsaw.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013483 PBS NewsHour Episode 183 60 minutes 3/14/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:31 A meeting in Rome Monday between top American and Chinese officials was preceded by reporting that Moscow had asked Beijing for military assistance in its war against Ukraine. Bonnie Glaser, director of the Asia program at the German Marshall Fund, and Eric Edelman, undersecretary of defense for policy in the George w. Bush administration, join Amna Nawaz to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:30 Targeted attacks on the Ukrainian capital Kyiv intensified Tuesday on the 20th day of Russia's invasion. The mayor of Kyiv declared a daylight curfew to extend into Thursday, as talks between Russia and Ukraine continued. And the leaders of three NATO nations from Poland, the Czech Republic and Slovenia braved shelling to meet with President Volodymyr Zelenskyy. Jane Ferguson reports from Kyiv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:09 While Russian troops push closer to Kyiv, they are making the most progress in southern Ukraine. Moscow claimed to have seized all the area around the city of Kherson and continued to starve and strangle the city of Mariupol on the Sea of Azov, where hundreds of thousands of civilians are trapped without food, water or electricity. Nick Schifrin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:01 As some Russians protest the conflict in Ukraine a former senior Kremlin official has criticized the operations there. This comes after an employee of Russian state television on Monday interrupted a live newscast to demonstrate against the fighting and amid reports that Russia asked China for military assistance. Special correspondent Ryan Chilcote joins Judy Woodruff from Moscow to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:26 Former U.S. Ambassador to Ukraine Marie Yovanovitch burst into national headlines in 2019 during then-President Donald Trump's first impeachment, one of the topics she explores in her new book, "Lessons from the Edge." Judy Woodruff spoke with Yovanovitch to discuss her experiences during the Trump years and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013484 PBS NewsHour Episode 184 60 minutes 3/15/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:31 Lawmakers joined President Biden at the White House Tuesday to celebrate the signing of a $1.5 trillion government funding bill that will provide money for an array of items, most notably the military and aid to Ukraine. But despite this victory the White House is upset by the loss of major COVID money. Amna Nawaz joins Judy Woodruff to discuss the details.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013485 PBS NewsHour Episode 185 60 minutes 3/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:13:19 As President Zelensky addressed Congress Wednesday and asked for more aid President Biden called Vladimir Putin a "war criminal" for the assault on Ukraine. This as civilians continue to bear the brunt of the fighting, especially in Ukraine's south. Now entering its fourth week the war shows little sign of letting up despite negotiations between Ukraine and Russia. Jane Ferguson reports from Kyiv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013485 PBS NewsHour Episode 185 60 minutes 3/16/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:04 Ukraine's President Zelensky addressed Congress Wednesday, pleading for President Biden and lawmakers to send his country more weapons and support to aid in their fight against Russia's invasion. Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell joins Judy Woodruff to discuss President Biden's response to the war in Ukraine, President Zelensky's address to Congress and unity among NATO allies.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013486 PBS NewsHour Episode 186 60 minutes 3/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:38 Some survivors began to emerge from the rubble of a theater that Russians destroyed Wednesday in the besieged city of Mariupol as Ukrainian resistance to Russia continues across the country. More than 3 million Ukrainians have now fled their country and many more have moved toward safety within it. Jane Ferguson reports from Kyiv with support from the Pulitzer Center.



War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013486 PBS NewsHour Episode 186 60 minutes 3/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:53 NATO and the U.S. have provided Ukraine with hundreds of millions of dollars worth of weapons just in the last few weeks. Ukrainian soldiers credit the aid with helping them to resist a much larger Russian military. Retired Lt. Gen. Doug Lute, who had a 35-year career in the U.S. Army, served on the National Security Council staff and was ambassador to NATO, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013486 PBS NewsHour Episode 186 60 minutes 3/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:57 In our news wrap Thursday, the U.S. House voted overwhelmingly to suspend normal trade relations with Russia and Belarus over the war in Ukraine, the number of Americans who filed for unemployment benefits hit a fresh low, clean-up efforts are underway in Japan after a 7.4-magnitude earthquake struck, and average long-term U.S. mortgage rates topped 4 percent for the first time since May of 2019.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013486 PBS NewsHour Episode 186 60 minutes 3/17/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:49 The theater in Mariupol that was reduced to rubble when it was bombed by Russian forces Wednesday is just one example of the risk the war poses to Ukraine's important cultural sites. Memorials, museums and churches, all places that speak to Ukraine's very identity, are all under threat from Russia's invasion. Jeffrey Brown reports for our arts and culture series, "CANVAS."
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:03 President Biden spoke with China's Xi Jinping Friday for nearly two hours about the war in Ukraine, and warned Xi against any possible Chinese support for Russia's invasion. Meanwhile, the astounding carnage persisted in Ukraine, with civilians becoming the main victims. Russian airstrikes hit near the Polish border as troops continued to target Kyiv. Jane Ferguson reports from the capital city.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:22 The sanctions leveled against Russia by the U.S. and its allies are the harshest ever handed down, and their effects are being felt widely in Russia. Special correspondent Ryan Chilcote reports from Moscow on how the lives of Russians are being impacted.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:17 Amid the U.S.-Russia conflict, there's mounting concern about the detention of American Brittney Griner, a professional women's basketball star who plays in Russia and has been held there since February. Many are now asking if she's a political prisoner. Washington Post columnist Jason Rezaian, who was unjustly imprisoned in Iran for 544 days before his 2016 release, joins Amna Nawaz to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013487 PBS NewsHour Episode 187 60 minutes 3/18/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:39 New York Times columnist David Brooks and Washington Post columnist Jonathan Capehart join Judy Woodruff to discuss the week in politics, including President Biden's announcement of a new round of military assistance for Ukraine and Republican opposition to his administration's request for billions in emergency COVID spending.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013488 PBS NewsHour Episode 188 60 minutes 3/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:58 Russian troops have been shelling Kyiv for almost four weeks now as the key port city of Odessa came under attack for the first time. This as the U.N. estimates more than a quarter of the country's residents have now been displaced amid warnings from the Kremlin that bilateral relations between Russia and the U.S. are on the brink of collapse. Jane Ferguson reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013488 PBS NewsHour Episode 188 60 minutes 3/21/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:06 Ukraine refused again on Monday to surrender the industrial port city of Mariupol. The Russians have besieged the city and offered safe passage for hundreds of thousands of residents who have been trapped for weeks without food, water or power. Nick Schifrin reports on that siege, now the epicenter of this war’s suffering.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013489 PBS NewsHour Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:57 Ukrainian forces are claiming new successes Tuesday against Russian invaders. A counteroffensive has retaken a strategically important town west of Kyiv, and the southern port city of Mariupol continues holding out despite being hammered from air, land and sea. Jane Ferguson reports in southwestern Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013489 PBS NewsHour Episode 189 60 minutes 3/22/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:43 The Black Sea region straddling Russia and Ukraine is known as the “breadbasket of Europe” because of the bounty from its fertile soil. But since the Russian invasion farmers have left those fields for safety or to take up arms, and the impacts are ricocheting around the world. Stephanie Sy reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013490 PBS NewsHour Episode 190 60 minutes 3/23/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:14 President Biden is in Brussels preparing for a trio of summits Thursday with NATO, the European Union and the G-7. More sanctions against Russian politicians and oligarchs are on the way, as the allies continue coordinating support for Ukraine. This as the Ukrainian counteroffensive continues around the capital, and as Russian forces remain stalled. Jane Ferguson reports from Kyiv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013491 PBS NewsHour Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:47 President Biden and NATO allies met in Brussels Thursday to reaffirm the alliance's solidarity in the face of the ongoing and brutal Russian invasion of Ukraine. Meanwhile, Ukrainian forces made gains on Russian troops throughout the country. Jane Ferguson reports from Kyiv with support from the Pulitzer Center.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013491 PBS NewsHour Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:32 NATO announced Thursday it was increasing the number of multinational troops that will be deployed to four NATO member countries near Ukraine, including Slovakia, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria. Retired Lt. Gen. Doug Lute, who served on the National Security Council staff and was U.S. ambassador to NATO during the Obama administration, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013491 PBS NewsHour Episode 191 60 minutes 3/24/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:55 President Biden spoke Thursday with the European Council, the heads of state and government of the European Union, about the war in Ukraine that has now entered its second month. Stavros Lambrinidis, the European Union's ambassador to the United States, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013492 PBS NewsHour Episode 192 60 minutes 3/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:24 President Biden is in Poland meeting with a key NATO ally that shares borders with both Ukraine and Russia ahead of what the White House calls a "major address" in the Polish capital. Meantime in Ukraine, the horrific toll of a Russian airstrike on a theater in the south came into sharper and terrible focus. Jane Ferguson reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013492 PBS NewsHour Episode 192 60 minutes 3/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:41 President Biden's visit to Poland Friday spotlights that country's importance to the military and humanitarian effort in Ukraine. Since the start of the invasion of Ukraine no nation has become more important to western efforts to repel Russia. Stephen Mull, former U.S. ambassador to Poland and now the vice provost for global affairs at the University of Virginia, joins Nick Schifrin to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013492 PBS NewsHour Episode 192 60 minutes 3/25/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:34 Since Russia invaded Ukraine one month ago, people around the world have been seeking innovative ways to support Ukrainians facing the horrors of war. PBS Wisconsin's Marisa Wojcik reports on how one artisan candlemaker's fundraising effort has garnered much more traction than she thought possible.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:21 Nearly 5,000 people have been killed and 160,000 remain trapped inside the city of Mariupol without heat, water or electricity. Ukraine said the city is on the verge of a humanitarian catastrophe, but no evacuation corridors were agreed on Monday, fearing Russia would launch attacks on anyone trying to flee. Special correspondent Jack Hewson reports from Kharkiv, Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:11:59 President Biden on Monday stood by his comments over the weekend that Russia's Vladimir Putin "cannot remain in power" as Ukraine President Zelensky said he was open to discussing neutrality for his nation in exchange for a ceasefire. Special correspondent Ryan Chilcote talked with President Vladimir Putin's chief spokesman and deputy chief of staff Dmitry Peskov to get a view inside the Kremlin.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013493 PBS NewsHour Episode 193 60 minutes 3/28/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:31 The carnage in Ukraine continues as Russia appears to be changing tactics. Andrew Weiss, vice president for studies at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, joins Judy Woodruff to discuss.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013494 PBS NewsHour Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:01 President Biden's expressed skepticism Tuesday over Russia's statement that it would curtail some of its military activity in northern Ukraine as talks between Ukraine and Russia in Turkey showed some signs of progress. This as Russian forces continued to bombard urban areas amid a fierce Ukrainian resistance. Special correspondent Jack Hewson reports from Kharkiv.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013494 PBS NewsHour Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:09:26 The tiny nation of Estonia shares a 180-mile border with Russia. During World War II, the Soviet Union occupied the country and then annexed it until Estonia regained its independence. Now, it is a NATO and European Union member on the front lines with Russia. Estonian Prime Minister Kaja Kallas joins Judy Woodruff to discuss how her nation is responding to the war in Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013494 PBS NewsHour Episode 194 60 minutes 3/29/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:42 The Supreme Court heard arguments Tuesday in a case that questions whether sweeping legal immunity for states trumps guarantees for America’s veterans. John Yang introduces us to a Texan who served his country, and now finds himself in a legal battle for his old job.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013495 PBS NewsHour Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:08 A day after Russia vowed to draw down some troops around Kyiv, there's been no let-up in the bombardment across Ukraine. The U.S. said Russia began repositioning some forces arrayed around the capital, but is expected to redeploy them elsewhere. Meantime, new U.S. intelligence suggests President Putin's aides have misinformed him on Ukraine, raising tensions inside the Kremlin. Ali Rogin reports.
War/Veterans/National Security MLNH  013495 PBS NewsHour Episode 195 60 minutes 3/30/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:07:26 Kharkiv near the Russian border in northeastern Ukraine is majority ethnic-Russian and the nation's second-largest city. Now, many of its people have fled thunderous Russian airstrikes and artillery that have reduced this Ukrainian center of culture, learning and industry to a shell of its former self. Special correspondent Jack Hewson and filmmaker Ed Ram report from the embattled city.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001671 PBS News Weekend Episode 71 30 minutes 3/5/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:43 Russia’s invasion of Ukraine entered its tenth day as President Zelensky reiterated his call for a no-fly zone over Ukraine, and the partial ceasefire to facilitate the humanitarian corridor did not hold. Russian president Vladimir Putin warned against the no-fly zone and said it would expand the conflict. NewsHour’s foreign affairs and defense correspondent Nick Schifrin joins from Lviv, Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001671 PBS News Weekend Episode 71 30 minutes 3/5/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:35 The United Nations estimates nearly a million and a half Ukrainians will flee the country by this weekend, making it one of the largest refugee crises in Europe in recent history. NewsHour Weekend Special Correspondent Simon Ostrovsky reports from the Ukraine-Polish border where hundreds of thousands have been arriving after fleeing Russian bombardment in civilian areas.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001672 PBS News Weekend Episode 72 30 minutes 3/6/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:21 President Vladimir Putin has long believed that the disintegration of the Soviet Union was a mistake and that Ukraine is not a ‘legitimate country’. Anne Applebaum, staff writer at The Atlantic, joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss what the invasion reveals about Putin’s goals in the region, autocratic attitudes and the world order.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001673 PBS News Weekend Episode 73 30 minutes 3/12/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:54 Russian troops advance towards Kyiv – but are slowed by Ukrainian resistance. Meanwhile, violence continues in southern and eastern Ukraine with indiscriminate artillery shelling destroying civilian structures including a hospital and mosque. The continued attacks have slowed evacuations as Ukrainians flee to Poland. Special Correspondent Jane Ferguson joins from Lviv, Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001674 PBS News Weekend Episode 74 30 minutes 3/13/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:41 Russian forces continued indiscriminate shelling and artillery fire resulting in civilian deaths, including the death of American journalist Brent Renaud—another American journalist was also wounded. NewsHour Weekend Special Correspondent Jane Ferguson reports on the ground in Kyiv, Ukraine.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001674 PBS News Weekend Episode 74 30 minutes 3/13/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:03:48 Victoria Pidlisetska is a Ukrainian living in Los Angeles who rarely puts down her phone as she waits to hear from family and friends stranded back home in Ukraine. Her parents spend most of their time in a bomb shelter while her best friend has run out of food and water. The segment is part of “Hear Me Out,” an ongoing video series by LA Times Studios expanding on letters to the editor.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001675 PBS News Weekend Episode 75 30 minutes 3/19/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:08 Ukrainian president Volodymyr Zelensky repeated his call for peace talks as the humanitarian crisis grows. He blamed Putin for intentionally blocking aid and evacuation corridors as thousands of people remain trapped in Mariupol as fighting continues. NPR reporter Jason Beaubien joins from Lviv.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001676 PBS News Weekend Episode 76 30 minutes 3/20/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:43 Between the war in Ukraine and the upcoming confirmation hearings for U.S. Supreme Court nominee Kentaji Brown Jackson, political divisions are emerging. NewsHour Weekend Special Correspondent Jeff Greenfield joins Hari Sreenivasan to discuss the political implications on these topics and provide some historical context for the way Americans think about war.
War/Veterans/National Security PNWE  001678 PBS News Weekend Episode 78 30 minutes 3/27/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:21 Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has entered its second month with no signs of an end or peace deal. Millions of Ukrainians have fled and indiscriminate bombing of cities and civilian centres continue, prompting comparisons with the Chechnyan war. Kimberly Marten, political science professor at Barnard College at Columbia University joins to discuss the invasion and what can be gleaned from Russia’s past aggressions.
War/Veterans/National Security WWIR  006136 Washington Week Episode 36 30 minutes 3/4/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:23:10 As Russia’s war with Ukraine escalates, President Biden and NATO allies are ramping up sanctions on the Russian economy. And during his first State of the Union speech, the president called on Americans to support Ukraine and also addressed his domestic challenges.
War/Veterans/National Security WWIR  006137 Washington Week Episode 37 30 minutes 3/11/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:22:59 It’s been almost three weeks since Russia invaded Ukraine.  The death toll is rising and Europe is now seeing the largest exodus of refugees since World War II. Meanwhile, at home, there is bipartisan support for President Biden’s actions to punish Russian President Vladimir Putin, but, Republicans argue President Biden bears some responsibility for the rise in gas prices.
War/Veterans/National Security WWIR  006138 Washington Week Episode 38 30 minutes 3/18/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:25:51 As the war in Ukraine enters its fourth week, Russia continues targeting civilians. After Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s emotional appeal to Congress, asking for more military support and a no-fly zone, the panel discusses what's next for Ukraine, and China’s possible involvement in the conflict.
War/Veterans/National Security WWIR  006139 Washington Week Episode 39 30 minutes 3/25/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:25:51 President Biden travels to Brussels and Poland for emergency meetings with western allies, aimed at solidifying support for Ukraine.  And Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson, the first Black woman nominated to the Supreme Court, endures a marathon - and at times contentious - two days of questioning on Capitol Hill.
Women AMMS  002901 American Masters Althea 90 minutes 3/5/2022 20:00 PBS-NPS Documentary 1 1:30:00 Discover the story of Althea Gibson, who emerged as the unlikely queen of the segregated tennis world of the 1950s. She was the first African American to play and win Wimbledon and the U.S. Nationals. Features Billie Jean King and David Dinkins.
Women BYES  000000 Beyond a Year in Space NULL 60 minutes 3/2/2022 22:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Picking up where the first film left off—Scott Kelly’s last day in space and return to Earth—the final installment also introduces viewers to the next generation of astronauts training to leave Earth’s orbit and travel into deep space.
Women INLE  001912 Independent Lens Dolores 120 minutes 3/12/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Dolores Huerta's fascinating life, from the fearless young woman confronting teamsters on violent picket lines to the activist grandmother nearly beaten to death by a San Francisco police squad, was overshadowed by the legacy of Cesar Chavez. After she was forced from the ranks of the all-male union leadership after his death, Dolores learns the painful truth- that her gender is the greatest obstacle of all. But she turns her defeat into inspiration, setting the course for a lifetime pursuit of equality for all. While tracing Huerta's trajectory through the most radical social and cultural movements of the past 50 years, from brown power and feminism to LGBTQ rights and environmental justice, Dolores provides an unflinching look at the barriers faced by women and people of color within the very communities they're fighting for.
Women MLNH  013479 PBS NewsHour Episode 179 60 minutes 3/8/2022 18:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:04:17 On International Women’s Day, we take a closer look at the state of women and girls worldwide. Michelle Milford Morse, the United Nations Foundation’s vice president for girls and women strategy, joins NewsHour's Nicole Ellis to discuss the agency’s new report on gender inequality across the globe.
Women PNWE  001671 PBS News Weekend Episode 71 30 minutes 3/5/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:06:48 New York City’s first guaranteed income program is providing up to $1,000 a month to some low-income mothers of newborns. The minds behind the program are hoping it will be beneficial for early childhood development. NewsHour Weekend’s Zachary Green reports as part of our ongoing series, ‘Chasing the Dream: Poverty, Opportunity and Justice in America.’
Women PNWE  001676 PBS News Weekend Episode 76 30 minutes 3/20/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:05:46 Two years ago, just after the start of previews for Claudia Rankine’s play, “Help,” New York’s theaters shut down. Now with the pandemic easing, the show is finally opening. PBS NewsHour Weekend sat down with Rankine two years ago and met with her again to see how recent events have reshaped her work, which examines white privilege through the eyes of a Black woman.
Women SWIV  000101 Secrets of the Six Wives Divorced 60 minutes 3/8/2022 20:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Worsley examines the happy marriage of Henry VIII to first wife, Katherine of Aragon. Despite her skill and devotion as his queen, she fails to give Henry the son he needs and he falls for Anne Boleyn.
Women SWIV  000102 Secrets of the Six Wives Beheaded, Died 60 minutes 3/8/2022 21:00 PBS Documentary 1 0:00:00 Henry breaks with the Roman Church to marry Anne, but as Worsley notes, he grows tired of her and falls for Jane Seymour. Anne’s fate is sealed; she is executed and Henry immediately marries Jane, who dies soon after she gives birth to a son.



Women TTCY  003039 To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe Episode 39 30 minutes 3/4/2022 16:30 PBS-PLUS Interview/Discussion/Review 1 0:26:46 We speak with Linda Greenhouse, expert on the Supreme Court of the United States, and author of the new book "Justice on the Brink." Topics include the Texas abortion case, the legacy of Ruth Bader Ginsburg, and what the future holds for Amy Coney Barrett.
Youth PNWE  001673 PBS News Weekend Episode 73 30 minutes 3/12/2022 17:00 PBS-NPS News (live news only) 1 0:08:41 A year into its fight to overturn a military coup that forced Myanmar’s democratically-elected leaders from power, the Burmese civilian resistance movement is being driven by its younger members, who are harnessing the power of social media. Special Correspondent Kira Kay and videographer Jason Maloney report in association with the Bureau of International Reporting.


